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According to the World Health Organization, as of 31 August 2020 COVID-19 had infected a confirmed total of 25,118,689 people worldwide and contributed to at least 844,312 deaths.\(^1\) International news and social media sources, to be sure, have conveyed some of the devastating impacts of COVID-19 in some of the hardest hit areas at different stages, including in China, the United States, the European continent, Brazil and South Africa. However, the overall global impact of the pandemic is less well documented, seldom presented as a composite picture, and infrequently evaluated against the legal obligations of States, individually and collectively, to respect, protect and fulfill the right to health of people under their jurisdiction.

As the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has aptly noted, the devastation and “suffering” wrought by COVID-19 has not been equally distributed amongst all people.\(^2\) Global statistics, as chilling as they are, cannot reveal the individual impacts and experiences of either persons who have died of COVID-19, or those who suffer the personal, social, economic and political consequences of the pandemic.

Mama Yuli, an Indonesian transwoman, explained that many elderly transwomen “feel like they live like people who die slowly” as a result of COVID-19.\(^3\) Her statement of exasperation is perhaps an apt articulation of a more common sentiment of millions of people around the world. Referring to the difficulty of surviving COVID-19 in the context of extreme poverty, Sbu Zikode of the South African shack dwellers’ movement Abahlali BaseMjondolo observed that: “it does not seem possible to prevent this virus from spreading when we still live in the mud like pigs”.\(^4\)

Fear, anxiety and pressure caused by COVID-19 itself,\(^5\) coupled with the pandemic’s economic devastation, have driven many to extreme measures. Ginny Butcher, a wheelchair user in the United Kingdom said that she was “very anxious” because people in her position had been given “zero guidance” on how to effectively protect themselves from COVID-19 and this meant women with disabilities “were left wondering how they were going to get out of bed in the morning”.\(^6\) Indigenous Malaysian activist, Bedul Chemai, told reporters that to survive COVID-19

---


some indigenous Malaysians had been compelled to go “back into the forest, to isolate ourselves and find food”.  

The devastation wrought on public health has created an overwhelmingly difficult situation for healthcare workers worldwide, who have been central to States’ response to COVID-19. Peruvian doctor Jesus Valverde starkly describes the invidious position faced by health workers: “We started off so ill-equipped for this tragedy... We have to choose who will be saved and who won’t. It’s terrible... we’re exhausted, but we draw strength to go on from wherever we can”.  

These and numerous other experiences illustrate that the magnitude of the tragedy of COVID-19 is, in the words of distinguished Indian novelist and activist Arundhati Roy, “immediate, real [and] epic”. In this context, perhaps unsurprisingly, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a ubiquitous impact on the protection of human rights globally.

The pandemic, and States’ responses to it, have had a dramatic effect on civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights. The declaration of COVID-19 as a global pandemic by the WHO in early March was accompanied by a statement that called on all States to “strike a fine balance between protecting health, minimizing economic and social disruption, and respecting human rights”. Yet, at best, human rights –including the right to health – have been peripheral to much of the public discourse and official responses to COVID-19 globally.

COVID-19 is at its core a public health crisis of potentially catastrophic proportions. The response of State authorities to the pandemic should be evidence-based and must lean significantly on the guidance of public health experts. However, the individual and collective responses of States must also be shaped and guided by obligations and responsibilities that they themselves have assumed in respect of the right to health. Such obligations in terms of the right to health include obligations to adopt effective measures to ensure the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases. This clearly includes obligations to take measures to ensure the prevention, treatment and control of COVID-19. And these obligations must be pursued not only through the individual laws, policies and practices of each State, but also through collective international cooperation.

***

This report details the international human rights law and standards in relation to the right to health, with a particular focus on the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). It highlights States’ obligations, including those which must be prioritized and given effect

---

9 A Roy, The Pandemic is a Portal (3 April 2020), available at: https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-fcd7f4f920ea.
immediately. It also emphasizes the responsibilities of non-State actors including international agencies like the WHO and businesses.

While a wide range of international human rights are engaged by the COVID-19 pandemic, because it is a public health crisis that engagement necessarily runs particularly deep in relation to the right to health. A number of international authorities, such as UN Treaty Bodies, independent experts of the UN Human Rights Councils, UN agencies, and CSOs including the International Commission of Jurists have recognized the critical importance of a rights-based approach involving in particular the right to health. Protection of the right to health nonetheless must be applied in conjunction with other human rights obligations, since human rights interrelated, interdependent and mutually reinforcing.

States must respect, protect and fulfill the right to health, through measures that are non-discriminatory. While some aspects of the right may be realized progressively over time, a minimum core of the right must be observed at all times. Indeed, almost all States have taken legal and practical measures to address the public health emergency caused by COVID-19. The measures, whether through declarations of states of emergency, disaster or any other measures, must comply with international human rights obligations irrespective of a State’s national law arrangements.

While certain limitations on human rights may be undertaken to confront the public health crisis, such limitations must be for a specific public health purpose, established by law, non-discriminatory and necessary and proportionate to addressing public health. Any derogation from civil and political rights obligations due to a public health emergency (including restrictions to movement which have been widespread) must also be necessary and proportionate to specific threats posed by COVID-19. Certain rights are never subject to derogation.

As a general principle of law, all measures taken by States must comply with the prohibition of discrimination of any kind. The prohibition on discrimination prohibits both formal discrimination, which is often explicit, and substantive discrimination which may result from formally neutral policies and laws which nevertheless have discriminatory impacts. States are obliged to ensure provision of health services, goods and facilities to all persons within its jurisdiction without any discrimination. This includes access to prevention measures, testing and treatment for COVID-19 and any other necessary measures. States must use the maximum of their available resources in protecting the right to health, including healthcare workers, human resources, financial resources and technological resources.

---


12 Discrimination under international human rights law is prohibited on a non-exhaustive list of grounds including: race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth sexual orientation, gender identity; age; gender; citizenship; nationality or migration status; health status; disability; socio-economic status; or "other status".
States should **expand their existing pool of resources** to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, including through international co-operation and assistance with other States and international agencies such as the WHO, as well as through either voluntary or compelled private contributions (including from companies).

States must also **regulate the conduct of private participants in the healthcare sector**, including hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, and laboratories. Given the inequitable access to healthcare services, goods and facilities in many countries, extraordinary measures may be necessary to ensure that resources held by private healthcare actors are mobilized towards combatting COVID-19. Denying COVID-19 testing and treatment or failing to deploy available resources towards combatting COVID-19 may constitute a dereliction of responsibilities of private participants in healthcare. These responsibilities are, for example, engaged in the role private pharmaceutical companies will play in the development and distribution of prospective COVID-19 vaccines.\(^{13}\)

To date there have been a wide array of disproportionate and discriminatory impacts that COVID-19 responses have had on individuals from groups that have been rendered particularly vulnerable to violations of their right to health. **Migrants, refugees and stateless persons** often face discrimination in healthcare services, while COVID-19 response measures often directly exclude non-citizens. Even in countries where COVID-19 testing and treatment has been made available to non-citizens, they often lack access to other critical needs, such as food, water, sanitation and/or housing. There is also a well-documented pattern of heightened vulnerability of **older persons**, to serious sickness and death from COVID-19. Older persons have struggled to access essential healthcare services, while lockdown measures place especially onerous restrictions on their freedom of movement. Blanket rules about movement, work and other aspects of life which are based solely on age may amount to prohibited discrimination. Older persons living in “nursing facilities” and other institutions face even further compounded vulnerability to COVID-19.

**Globally, women and girls** commonly undertake the role of primary caregivers for children and sick family members, exposing them to greater risk of COVID-19 transmission and increasing their burden of unpaid domestic labour. Women also comprise the significant majority of healthcare workers, therefore increasing their disproportionate exposure to COVID-19. There has been a marked increase in domestic and gender-based violence during lockdown periods when women have often been confined to their homes with potential abusers. Such violence has serious short and long-term health consequences for women. In many States, the criminalization of and discrimination against **LGBT persons** persist. Some States have taken COVID-19 responses that have had adverse impacts on access to healthcare services of LGBT persons. The deprioritization of sexual and reproductive health services to which LGBT persons are entitled, purportedly in order to focus efforts on COVID-19 responses, has also resulted in discrimination against LGBT persons. Many LGBT persons have faced increased risks of violence during the COVID-19 pandemic, including in their own homes.

---

Persons with disabilities are often particularly vulnerable to sickness including COVID-19 transmission. Inadequate State responses to ensure support measures sometimes necessary for persons with disabilities to live independently, increases the risk of COVID-19 transmission to persons with disabilities. For a large proportion of persons with disabilities, there is an increased chance of presence of “co-morbidities” increasing the chance of serious sickness and death upon transmission. These risks are even more severe for those compelled to live in institutions. Persons with disabilities have also faced discrimination in accessing lifesaving COVID-19 treatment because of triage processes which may even exclude them purely on the basis of disability.

In the context of COVID-19, persons deprived of their liberty are vulnerable to COVID-19 transmission and often do not receive adequate healthcare services if they are infected. Detainees have also experienced restrictions to their right to challenge the lawfulness of their detention in line with COVID-19 response measures. Unhygienic and overburdened quarantine facilities have also resulted in COVID-19 transmission to healthcare workers and family members visiting their loved ones to ensure they are provided with basic necessities such as food.

Healthcare workers acting to combat COVID-19 often operate under severely inadequate and unsafe conditions. Shortages of basic PPE are commonplace and widespread in countries, regardless of their status or level of economic development, resulting in a higher risk of COVID-19 infection for healthcare workers. Healthcare workers have been refused access to public transport and had their children forced to leave daycare centres. They have been threatened with eviction or actually evicted and chased away from homes.

The lives of sex workers in the majority of the world have been upended by COVID-19, with the majority having lost major sources of their income and nearly all of their work opportunities. COVID-19 relief measures typically exclude sex workers whose work remains criminalized in the majority of the world. Sex workers who continue to operate in person despite COVID-19 face significantly increased risks of COVID-19 transmission. Sex workers have also commonly experienced limitations in access to essential healthcare services.

The obligation of States to respect and protect the rights to freedom of expression and information, privacy and health are directly engaged in the context of COVID-19. Facilitating freedom of expression and information and providing extensive, accurate, transparent and regular health information improves the success of efforts to combat COVID-19. Yet States have often attempted to justify restrictions on such rights as necessary to combat COVID-19. Internet shutdowns or restrictions are a clear example of measures which unduly restrict access to health information and thereby significantly harm efforts to combat COVID-19 and protect the right to health. States have also used overly broad and unwarranted measures, purportedly to prohibit the spread of false information online during the pandemic, to crack down on political participation and expression disfavoured by authorities. Many States have implemented expanded surveillance mechanisms, most particularly through “contract tracing” applications, to assist in curbing the spread of COVID-19. Though carefully designed contract tracing measures may be effective, if adequate protections or safeguards for the rights to privacy and health are not provided, such measures risk serious and unjustifiable rights violations.
The rights to health, housing, water, sanitation and food are critical in themselves and as “social determinants” of health. Without access to housing, water, sanitation and food of an adequate level it is not possible for persons to enjoy the right to health. States must ensure a continuous and constant provision of water, soap and sanitizer to communities and individuals who do not have access to them during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, for many people living in poverty across the world, such basic resources remain unavailable. In addition, governments in many countries have failed to provide even emergency water access to many people and continue to allow disconnections of water and sanitation services for those who cannot afford to pay for them.

Forced evictions continue in many parts of the world and, even in States where moratoriums have been implemented, they have often been unduly limited to narrow categories of persons or for limited periods. Evictions do not only lead to large movements of people, which increases COVID-19 transmission, but also make it impossible to “stay at home”, a critical measure to combat COVID-19. Where they do exist, shelters for those without housing are often inadequate and lack provision for basic necessities for inhabitants.

Limited access to food and water directly and clearly impacts on the healthcare of persons so deprived and increases chances of COVID-19 transmission. Already, there have been reports of starvation deaths resulting from COVID-19 lockdown measures. In other instances, lacking any means of employment, persons are forced to wait for food parcels in long queues which increase their risk of COVID-19 transmission. In some places people have been assaulted or harassed by police when attempting to access food from community kitchens.

***

Historically pandemics have often catalyzed significant social change. As historian of epidemics Frank Snowden puts it: “epidemics are a category of disease that seem to hold up the mirror to human beings as to who we really are”.14 Simply put, one way or another, “the world we live in will never be the same”.15

For human rights to remain real and not illusory in the context of COVID-19, State and non-State actors will have to dramatically increase their efforts to produce human rights and rule of law-compliant COVID-19 responses. It is these individual and collective responses of State and non-State actors that could, as this report shows, ultimately serve as exemplars for a more humane future rather than “cautionary tales” of a painful and embarrassing past.16

---


I. INTRODUCTION: WHY THE RIGHT TO HEALTH?

On 6 April 2020, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) issued its “Statement on the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic and economic, social and cultural rights”. The statement acknowledges that COVID-19 is “threatening to overwhelm public health care systems” and that “tens of thousands of lives have already been lost, including those of doctors and nurses providing front-line medical treatment”. It therefore notes that COVID-19 has had “deep negative impacts on the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights, especially the right to health of the most vulnerable groups”.

The CESCR’s then timely statement provided States with a clear understanding that they are “under an obligation to take measures to prevent, or at least to mitigate” the negative impacts of COVID-19 and that they must do so “within a human rights framework”. Though noting the wide range of impacts of COVID-19, the CESCR characterizes the pandemic as “essentially a global health threat”. This framing is partly reflected in the responses of States too, many of which appear to consider COVID-19 as first and foremost a public health issue requiring emergency public health responses. However, recognizing the crisis as a public health emergency requiring public health measures, as, for example, States might have approached the 1918 influenza pandemic, is not enough for COVID-19 in 2020. Both the analysis and the responses must be made rights-based, both because there is a legal obligation to do so, and because this is the most effective way of protecting public health. Measures merely protecting public health in a general sense are necessary but may well be insufficient. Rather, what is required is ensuring the execution of all of the States obligations in terms of the right to health and all that a rights-based response entails. The UN Human Rights Committee, though primarily responsible for State obligations in respect of civil and political rights under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), has affirmed this general obligation, stressing that “in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, States parties must take effective measures to protect the right to life and health of all individuals within their territory and all those subject to their jurisdiction”.

Most recently, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health, released a statement emphasizing the “binding obligations ground on the right to health framework” which require States to provide adequate “health goods, services and facilities” and ensure a “broader social response” including the

---

18 Id, para 1.
19 Id, para 2. Emphasis Added.
20 Id.
21 Id, para 3.
provision of housing, water, sanitation, food, social security and protection from violence.\textsuperscript{24}

The CESCR also notes that COVID-19 has arisen and spread at a time at which "health-care systems and social programmes have been weakened by decades of underinvestment in public health service", thus limiting States’ capacity to respond effectively.\textsuperscript{25} This means that failures to ensure the full realization of the right to health in the past have made it more difficult for states to ensure they respect, protect and fulfil the right to health during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The importance of international assistance and cooperation to address the pandemic cannot be understated. The obligation to realize rights through international cooperation and assistance, contained in ICESCR article 2, is critical in the context of an infectious disease which is global in character, affecting virtually every country on earth and the transmission of which respects no national boundaries. It also immediately draws attention to the potential importance of cooperation between public and private health sectors in ensuring effective and comprehensive responses to COVID-19.

This report summarizes the applicable international human rights law and standards on the right to health and explains their specific application to the context of COVID-19. Using case studies from across the world it highlights some of the specific right to health-related challenges arising in the context of COVID-19 and provides examples of best practices in realizing the right. It also provides recommendations for States that may assist in ensuring that their responses to COVID-19 are compliant with their legal obligations in terms of the right to health.

\textsuperscript{24} Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, COVID-19 measures must be grounded first and foremost on the right to health, (10 June 2020), available at: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25945&LangID=E.

\textsuperscript{25} CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 4.
II. THE RIGHT TO HEALTH IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

Article 12 (1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which presently has 171 States Parties, obliges States Parties to ensure the realization of the “right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health”. As a shorthand formulation, this right is commonly identified simply as the “right to health”.

Article 12(2) of ICESCR sets out the contours of the right in the following terms:

“The steps to be taken by the States Parties to the present Covenant to achieve the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for:

... (c) The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases; (d) The creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.”

Article 12(c)-(d) of ICESCR is therefore of direct application in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Article 12(c) places an explicit duty on all States to prevent, treat and control all diseases including epidemic diseases such as COVID-19. Moreover, Article 12(d) requires States to create conditions that allow for medical treatment “in event of sickness”, including sickness arising from COVID-19.

The CESCR issues General Comments which set out in greater specificity the scope and nature of particular rights under the ICESCR and has done so in respect of the right to health in its General Comment 14 on “The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health” (General Comment 14). Though not a right to “be healthy”, the right to health is a right to a functioning “system of health protection” and “to the enjoyment of a variety of facilities, goods, services and conditions necessary for the realization of the highest attainable standard of health”.

Moreover, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which has 196 States Parties (all States except for the United States) sets out very specific standards for “enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health” for children.

Certain aspects of the right to health are also protected under human rights treaties including notably: the International Covenant on Civil and Political

---

Rights;\textsuperscript{29} the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women;\textsuperscript{30} and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.\textsuperscript{31}

Various regional human rights instruments also protect the right to health including: the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights;\textsuperscript{32} the European Social Charter;\textsuperscript{33} and the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and its Additional Protocol (Protocol of San Salvador).\textsuperscript{34}

Article 2(1) of ICESCR sets out States’ obligations in terms of all ICESCR rights. It requires States to:

“to take steps, individually and through international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative measures.”\textsuperscript{35}

The CESCR has explained that States’ obligations to realize the right to health include obligations to: \textbf{respect} the right to health; \textbf{protect} the right to health; and \textbf{fulfil} the right to health.\textsuperscript{36}

Moreover, while, in accordance with Article 2(1) of ICESCR, some of States’ obligations in terms of the right to health may be achieved progressively, others are obligations of “immediate effect”. These “immediate obligations” include, broadly the obligations of:

1. \textbf{Taking Steps}: Take steps towards realizing the right to health in full;
2. \textbf{Non-retrogression}: Avoid any retrogressive steps decreasing existing access to health;
3. \textbf{Non-discrimination}: Ensure that health services, facilities and goods are available to all without discrimination; and
4. \textbf{Minimum Core Obligations}: Ensure immediate access to at very least the “minimum essential level” of health services, facilities and goods.

Steps taken to realize the right to health include legislative, judicial, administrative, financial, educational and social measures.\textsuperscript{37} Retrogressive

\textsuperscript{29} International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 6 (“Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life”); UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment No. 36: The Right to Life (art.6 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights) CCPR/C/GC/35 (3 September 2019), paras 8, 25, 26.

\textsuperscript{30} Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, Article 12 (“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, access to health care services, including those related to family planning”); UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), CEDAW General Recommendation No. 24: Women and Health (art.12 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women), A/54/38/Rev.1 (1999).

\textsuperscript{31} Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 25 (“States Parties recognize that persons with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health without discrimination on the basis of disability”).

\textsuperscript{32} African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (“Banjul Charter”), Article 16 (“Every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best attainable state of physical and mental health”). See also African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, Article 14.

\textsuperscript{33} European Social Charter, Article 11 (“the right to the protection of health”).

\textsuperscript{34} Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“Protocol of San Salvador”), Article 10 (“Everyone shall have the right to health, understood to mean the enjoyment of the highest level of physical, mental and social well-being”).

\textsuperscript{35} ICESCR, Article 2(1).

\textsuperscript{36} See section III(B), below.

measures are presumed to be violations of the right to health and may only be taken on “most careful consideration of all alternatives”. States have a burden to show that such measures “are duly justified”.\textsuperscript{38}

\textit{All} persons are entitled to protections afforded by the right to health.\textsuperscript{39} Discrimination of any kind in access to health facilities, goods, services is prohibited. Under international human rights law, the non-exhaustive grounds of non-discrimination include prohibited grounds of discrimination under the ICESCR: “race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status”.\textsuperscript{40}

Since the adoption of a large range international covenants, international human rights law standards, and international human rights jurisprudence have developed such that other specific grounds can be clearly identified as falling under “other status”, so that it now includes, among other grounds: sexual orientation or gender identity; age; gender; citizenship; nationality or migration status; health status; disability and socio-economic status.\textsuperscript{41} CESC\textsuperscript{R} has also noted that “widespread stigmatization of persons on the basis of their health status” exists and amounts to prohibited discrimination.\textsuperscript{42}

Graph 1 summarizes the content of minimum core obligations pertaining to the right to health. These core obligations must be met \textit{immediately}, not merely progressively, as set out in CESC\textsuperscript{R}’s General Comments 14\textsuperscript{43} and 22.\textsuperscript{44} Core obligations must read alongside core obligations in terms of other rights such as housing, water and food detailed in Graphs 2, 3 and 4 below respectively.

\textsuperscript{38} General Comment 14, para 32.  
\textsuperscript{39} See section III(A) below.  
\textsuperscript{40} ICESCR, Article 2. Emphasis Added.  
\textsuperscript{42} UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General comment No. 20: Non-discrimination in economic, social and cultural rights (art. 2, para. 2, of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), E/C.12/GC/20 (2 July 2009), para 33 (“General Comment 20”).  
\textsuperscript{44} UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General comment No. 22 on the right to sexual and reproductive health (article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), E/C.12/GC/22 (2 May 2016) (“General Comment 22”), para 1.
Graph 1. Source: own elaboration.
III. RIGHT TO HEALTH AND COVID-19

In its statement on COVID-19, the CESCR makes several recommendations to States regarding the realization of the right to health. Overall, it indicates that obligations concerning the right to health require that States’ responses to the pandemic are “based on the best available scientific evidence to protect public health”.45 States are generally obliged to grant any person who requires it full and uninhibited access to COVID-19 prevention, screening and treatment measures.46

Certain States have taken exceptional measures in a genuine or purported effort to confront the public health crisis engendered by the COVID-19 crisis. In a few instances, such measures have been taken pursuant to declared states of emergencies, or similar states of exception. As a general matter, the CESCR has been clear that such measures must be: “necessary to combat the public health crisis posed by COVID-19”, “reasonable and proportionate”, “should not be abused”, and “should be lifted as soon as they are no longer necessary for protecting public health”.47

Unlike the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the ICESCR does not expressly provide for derogations pursuant to states of emergencies, nor do any of its provisions contain limitation clauses of the kind found in the ICCPR. It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss the lawfulness of such measures under the ICCPR pertaining of their derogation or limitation of civil and political rights. However, it is critical to note that measures to combat COVID-19 taken pursuant public health or any other grounds which have the intent or effect of limiting the exercise of ICCPR-protected rights, must comply with the terms of the ICCPR.

Where states of emergency are at play, derogation from any ICCPR rights may only be undertaken pursuant to a declared state of emergency, notified to States Parties through the office of the UN Secretary General, which threatens the life of the nation. Any such measure must be non-discriminatory, and each derogating measure must be strictly necessary to meet the threat to the life of the nation. Certain rights may never be derogated from, even in emergency situations. Obligations concerning derogations and states of emergency are set in article 4 of the ICCPR and clarified in further depth in the Human Rights Committee’s General Comment 29.48

In most instances, measures that may serve to restrict human rights will be undertaken pursuant to limitations allowed for certain rights protected under the ICCPR (eg. the freedoms of expression, association, assembly and movement). Such limitations, which have been common to many States’ COVID-19 response measures which have commonly included “lockdowns” and “quarantines”, are permissible only for one of several specified purposes, one of which is protection of public health. However, any such limitations must be provided by law and be necessary and proportionate to this protective purpose. Only those measures that are least intrusive on the enjoyment of human rights will be permissible.

45 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 10.
47 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 11.
48 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment No. 29: Derogations during a State of Emergency (art. 4) CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11 (31 August 2001).
The Siracusa Principles on the Limitations and Derogation Provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, together with subsequent jurisprudence of the UN Human Rights Committee, constitute an authoritative interpretation of the permissible scope of limitations and derogations of rights even in public emergencies and disasters. They set out the following standards and restrictions for any limitation or derogation of rights in such circumstances. These Principles affirm that, to be lawful, an exceptional measure must be:

1. Provided for and carried out in accordance with the law;
2. Based on scientific evidence;
3. Directed toward a legitimate objective;
4. Strictly necessary in a democratic society;
5. The least intrusive and restrictive means available;
6. Neither arbitrary nor discriminatory in application;
7. Of limited duration; and
8. Subject to review.

Importantly in the context of the right to health, the Siracusa Principles indicate that any limitations or derogations of rights in the name of a “public health” emergency must be “specifically aimed at preventing disease or injury or providing care for the sick and injured”. Given the human rights obligations pertaining to the right to health outlined above, it is clear that the “public health” objectives that emergency measures and restrictions are undertaken to cure must be specifically aimed at both addressing public health imperatives in general terms and realizing the right to health of all persons in a State’s jurisdiction without discrimination.

Finally, even in the narrow circumstances in which some human rights may be limited or derogated from in order to resolve a public health emergency, such as COVID-19, the minimum core obligations in terms of the right to health described are generally not subject to such limitations or restrictions. As the CESCR Committee indicates unambiguously in General Comment 14:

"a State party cannot, under any circumstances whatsoever, justify its non-compliance with the core obligations set out in paragraph 43 above, which are non-derogable."

These core obligations, therefore, even in the context of a public health emergency such as COVID-19, must be implemented immediately, as opposed to progressively. Consistently with this, in its statement on COVID-19 the CESCR has

---


51 Id para 25-26 which read in full: “Public health may be invoked as a ground for limiting certain rights in order to allow a State to take measures dealing with a serious threat to the health of the population or individual members of the population. These measures must be specifically aimed at preventing disease or injury or providing care for the sick and injured. Due regard shall be had to the International Health Regulations of the World Health Organization.”

52 General Comment 14, para 47.
indicated that “minimum core obligations imposed by the Covenant should be prioritized” in States responses to the epidemic.53

Regarding the possibility of limiting or restricting ESCR, articles 4 of ICESCR provides that:

“in the enjoyment of those rights provided by the State in conformity with the present Covenant, the State may subject such rights only to such limitations as are determined by law only in so far as this may be compatible with the nature of these rights and solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society.”

In the specific context of the right to health CESCR has clarified that Article 4 is “primarily intended to protect the rights of individuals rather than to permit the imposition of limitations by States”.54 To be lawful, restrictions on the right to health must be: in accordance with law; compatible with the nature of the right to health; in pursuit of legitimate, lawful aims; strictly necessary; proportionate; the least restrictive alternative available; of limited duration; and subject to review.55 For COVID-19 emergency measures to justifiably limit or restrict access to healthcare facilities, goods and services, such measures must comply with these requirements.

A. Non-discrimination: The Right to Health of “everyone”

The content of the rights to equality and equal protection of the law, both of which incorporate the principle of nondiscrimination, are central to international human rights law. There is a baseline of universal standards in respect of equality and non-discrimination that are not particular to ESCR but are part of general international law and rule of law principles. In international human rights law, a succinct expression of the right to equality and equal protection is contained in article 26 of the ICCPR, which provides that:56

“All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”

This is reflective of article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was also reinforced in the 1993 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action agreed to by all States.57 These standards are further developed, for example, in General Comment 28 (equality between women and men)58 and General Comment 18 (on non-discrimination)59 of the UN Human Rights Committee.

53 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 12.
54 General Comment 14, paras 28-9.
55 Id.
56 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights], Article 26.
58 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC), General Comment No. 28: The Equality of Rights Between Men and Women (art.3 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights) CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.10 (29 March 2000).
59 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC) General Comment No. 18: Non-discrimination (art.2 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights) HRI/GEN/1/Rev.1 (10 November 1989).
Moreover, particularized expressions of the principles of equality and non-discrimination are common to all of the principal treaties of the international human rights system. There are various treaties and other standards aimed at protecting persons from particular groups that are vulnerable to discrimination and the denial of equality and equal protection. These include, as examples:

- the **International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination** (providing for substantive equality on the ground of race);\(^60\)
- the **Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women** (providing for substantive equality on the grounds of sex and gender);\(^61\)
- the **Convention on the Rights of the Child** (providing for substantive equality for children regardless of their various identities and expressions);\(^62\)
- the **Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities**; (providing for substantive equality for persons with disabilities);\(^63\)
- the **United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples** (providing for substantive equality for indigenous persons);\(^64\)
- the **Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities** (providing for substantive equality for ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities);\(^65\) and
- the **Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity** (providing for substantive equality relating to sexual orientation and gender identity).\(^66\)

In addition to the general protections of non-discrimination and equal protection, all human rights treaties place obligations on States to ensure that the rights protected thereunder are guaranteed without discrimination. Thus, Article 2(2) of ICESCR imposes an obligation on States to guarantee ESCR without discrimination. The CESCR has indicated that nondiscrimination “is an immediate and cross-cutting obligation”.\(^67\) Importantly, the CESCR has consistently affirmed that equality should also encompass substantive equality and not merely formal equality.\(^68\) Based on this understanding of equality CESCR has indicated: “nondiscrimination and equality are fundamental components of international human rights law and essential to the exercise and enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights”.\(^69\)

---

\(^{60}\) International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, Article 5(iv).
\(^{61}\) Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, Article 12.
\(^{63}\) Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Article 25.
\(^{64}\) United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2 October 2007), Article 21.
\(^{67}\) General Comment 20, para 7.
\(^{68}\) Id, para 8.
\(^{69}\) Id.
This approach to the equality and the requirement of non-discrimination have various consequences which cannot be fully explored here. However, it is worth noting that this substantive approach is accepted to require, among other things:

1. **Multiple and intersecting discrimination**: Consideration of “multiple” and intersectional forms of discrimination;\(^{70}\)
2. **Public and Private discrimination**: Requirement that States enacts laws to prevent discrimination by both public and private actors;\(^{71}\)
3. **Temporary Special Measures**: Recognition that “positive discrimination” in the form of “temporary special measures” is permissible and may be required to combat existing and historical discrimination;\(^{72}\)
4. **Reasonable Accommodations**: Recognition that the prohibition of discrimination includes a positive requirement to provide reasonable accommodations to persons with disabilities and others who may require such accommodations;\(^{73}\) and
5. **System Discrimination**: Growing acceptance of a positive duty to act against “systemic discrimination”.\(^{74}\)

As a general principle of international human rights law,\(^{75}\) nearly all human rights,\(^{76}\) must be guaranteed to all people, irrespective of citizenship status, including in the context of the full range of ESCR. According to CESCR:

> “The ground of nationality should not bar access to Covenant rights...The Covenant rights apply to everyone including non-nationals, such as refugees, asylum-seekers, stateless persons, migrant workers and victims of international trafficking, regardless of legal status and documentation.”\(^{77}\)

This approach is similar to that which has been adopted by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights,\(^{78}\) the Inter-American Court on Human Rights,\(^{79}\) and the European Court on Human Rights.\(^{80}\)

In the direct context of healthcare all health facilities, goods and services must be “accessible to all, especially the most vulnerable or marginalized sections of the population, in law and in fact, without discrimination on any of the prohibited grounds”.\(^{81}\) Discrimination on any prohibited grounds listed above with the “intention or effect” of “nullifying or impairing the equal enjoyment or exercise of the right to health” is unlawful.\(^{82}\) As an immediate obligation, the CESCR has

\(^{70}\) Id para 27.
\(^{71}\) Id para 37.
\(^{72}\) Id para 38-9.
\(^{73}\) Id paras 9, 28.
\(^{74}\) Id paras 12, 39.
\(^{76}\) Certain political rights protected in ICCPR Article 25, for example, are guaranteed only to citizens.
\(^{77}\) General Comment 20, para 30.
\(^{79}\)Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Juridical Condition and Rights of the Undocumented Migrants, Advisory Opinion OC-18/03 of September 17, 2003, Series A, para 5.
\(^{81}\) General Comment 14, para 12(b).
\(^{82}\) Id, para 18.
stressed that non-discrimination in access to health must be ensured "even in times of severe resource constraints".  

The CESCR also expands on the healthcare needs and rights of persons vulnerable to discrimination. These include women, LGBTQ persons, children and adolescents, older persons, migrants, persons with disabilities and indigenous peoples. It has also expanded on the "right to sexual and reproductive health" in a separate General Comment. Generally stated, the right to sexual and reproductive health, "entails a set of freedoms and entitlements" including:

"the right to make free and responsible decisions and choices, free of violence, coercion and discrimination, regarding matters concerning one's body and sexual and reproductive health. The entitlements include unhindered access to a whole range of health facilities, goods, services and information, which ensure all people full enjoyment of the right to sexual and reproductive health under article 12 of the Covenant." 

Other international treaties expressly and through the commentary of their supervisory bodies have expanded on the content of the right to non-discriminatory access to health facilities, good and services.

**B. State Obligations to realize the Right to Health**

The CESCR and other authorities have conceptualized the obligations of States as falling into three levels: "respect, protect and fulfill". These obligations can be briefly summarized as follows:

"CESCR has identified three types or levels of obligations that apply to the substantive rights under the ICESCR: 1) The obligation to respect, requiring States to refrain from measures or conduct that hinder or prevent the enjoyment of rights; 2) The obligation to protect, which requires States to act to prevent third parties, such as businesses or armed groups, from interfering with or impairing the enjoyment of these rights; and, 3) the obligation to fulfil rights by taking positive measures towards their realization."
As with its interpretations of other ESCR, the CESCR further specifies the scope of these obligations in the context of the right to health in some detail in its General Comments.89

1. The obligation to respect the right to health

The **obligation to respect** requires States to refrain from interfering with existing access to health facilities, good and services. Such interference may be direct or indirect. A violation of the obligation to respect includes, in general: “abstain[ing] from carrying out, sponsoring or tolerating any practice, policy or legal measure violating the integrity” of individuals health rights.90

Though often cast as a “negative obligation”, or a duty to avoid harming existing enjoyment of or access to ESCR, the duty to respect will often require States to take positive measures to prevent interference with ESCR including, as examples:91

- the establishment of appropriate institutions to ensure the respect of ESCR;
- the provision for an effective system of administration of justice to conduct proper investigations relating to the violation of ESCR; and
- the provision for access to and effective remedy and reparation in response to any breach of obligations by the State.

The obligation to respect the right to health therefore requires, at very least, that States **refrain from**:92

- Denying or limiting equal access for any person or group of people to “preventive, curative and palliative health services”;
- **Any form of prohibited discrimination** in access to health;
- **Prohibiting or impeding traditional preventive care**, healing practices and medicines;
- **Marketing of unsafe drugs**;
- **Applying coercive medical treatments** unless on an exceptional basis including for the “prevention and control of communicable diseases”. Such exceptional instances must be “subject to specific and restrictive conditions, respecting best practices and applicable international standards”;
- **Limiting access to contraceptives** and other means of maintaining sexual and reproductive health;
- **Censoring, withholding or intentionally misrepresenting** “health-related information, including sexual education and information”;
- **Preventing people’s participation** in all “health-related matters”;
- **Polluting** air, water and soil; and
- **Limiting access to health services as a punitive measure**, including during armed conflicts in violation of international humanitarian law.

---

91 ICJ SA ESCR Guide, p 35.
92 General Comment 14, para 34.
2. The obligation to protect the right to health

The **obligation to protect** the right to health requires States to proactively take measures – including commonly legal, policy and other regulatory measures – to prevent third parties (whether transnational corporations or national business enterprises local, private persons, armed groups or any other non-State actor) from interfering with the enjoyment of ESCR. The CESCR has acknowledged that this obligation may require “a heightened measure” from a State “when there is a power imbalance between an individual and a third party”. In general, the obligation to protect requires, among other things:

- **Adoption of legislation, policies and programmes** relating to ESCR;
- **Provision of protection against “threats”** to ESCR emanating from private sector activity;
- **Control and regulation of products and services** relating to ESCR;
- **Securing of compliance professional standards** by those providing services impacting on ESCR;
- **Prevention of harmful practices** limiting access to ESCR; and
- **Monitoring and regulation** of activities and actions of any third parties to ensure that they do not limit access to information relating to ESCR.

In addition to being required to take measures to prevent third party violations of ESCR, States may also themselves be directly responsible for “violations of economic, social and cultural rights that result from their failure to exercise due diligence in controlling the behaviour of such non-state actors”.

The **obligation to protect** the right to health therefore requires, at very least, that States take measures including:

- The *adoption of “legislation”* and other measures to ensure:
  - **Ensure equal access**: Equal access to “health care and health-related services provided by third parties”;
  - **Control effects of privatization**: That “privatization of the health sector” does not “constitute a threat to the availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality of health facilities, goods and services”;
  - **Control Marketing**: Control the marketing of “medical equipment and medicines”;
  - **Ensure Health Professional Standards**: All health professionals “meet appropriate standards of education, skill and ethical codes of conduct”;
  - **Ensure that harmful social and traditional practices** “do not interfere with access to pre- and post-natal care and family planning” and prevent coercion of women and those vulnerable gender-based violence in particular in this context; and
  - **Ensure that third parties do not limit** “people’s access to health-related information and services”.

---

95 ICJ SA ESCR Guide, p 37.
97 General Comment 14, para 35.
3. The obligation to fulfil the right to health

The **obligation to fulfil** the right to health comprises three further sub-obligations: the obligations to “facilitate”, “provide”, and “promote” the right to health.\(^98\) To begin with the obligation to fulfil generally involves State establishment of the "institutional machinery essential for the realization" of ESCR.\(^99\)

In general, the **duty to facilitate** requires the creation or facilitation of conditions by the State that allow right-holders to manage their own access to ESCR. This may include the removal of existing obstacles. The **duty to provide** obliges States to directly provide access to ESCR “when individuals or groups are unable, for reasons beyond their control, to realize that right themselves by the means at their disposal” and/or through facilitatory measures. Finally, the **duty to promote** requires a wide range of proactive educational, informational and awareness-raising measures by States both about the ESCR as rights and about the subject matter covered by various ESCR including, as examples nutrition (right to food), hygiene (right to water) and health status and condition (right to health). This duty requires more than “symbolic, unstructured or token efforts”.\(^100\)

In general, the obligation to fulfil requires, among other things:\(^101\)

- **Creation of procedural standards** for planning, implementing and monitoring services and goods for the provision of an ESCR;
- **Creation of systems, facilities and processes** necessary for the provision of ESCR;
- **Sufficient allocation of resources** for the provision of goods or services which form the content of an ESCR;
- **Enactment and implementation of adequate statutory provisions** specifying State obligations for the provision of an ESCR;
- **Provision of goods and services** to individuals (at very least including those who for reasons beyond their control cannot access ESCR themselves) to ensure the realization of ESCR.

The **obligation to fulfil** the right to health, spelled out most clearly by the CESCR in its General Comment 14, therefore requires States, among other things, to:

- **Law and policy:** Recognize the right to health in the “national political and legal systems, preferably by way of legislative implementation” and adopt a “national health policy with a detailed plan” for realizing the right to health;
- **Create, maintain and restore health:** Take measures to “create, maintain and restore the health of the population” including through dissemination of health information and “supporting people in making informed choices about their health”;
- **Provision:** Ensure provision of health goods and services including “immunization programmes against the major infectious diseases”;

---

\(^98\) Id, para 33.


\(^100\) ICJ SA ESCR Guide, pp 40-42.

• **Equal access:** Ensure equal access to health goods and services and “all to the underlying determinants of health, such as nutritiously safe food and potable drinking water, basic sanitation and adequate housing and living conditions”;

• **Public health infrastructure:** Provide adequate public health infrastructure and facilities (including hospitals, clinics and other health facilities) throughout their territory but particularly in rural areas;

• **Health professionals and medical personnel:** Ensure the appropriate training of “doctors and other medical personnel” for the provisions of all health services throughout their territory including reproductive health services and mental health services;

• **Health insurance systems:** Provide a “public, private or mixed health insurance system” which is affordable for all;

• **Medical Research:** Promote medical research, health education and information campaigns in particular on “HIV/AIDS, sexual and reproductive health, traditional practices, domestic violence, the abuse of alcohol and the use of cigarettes, drugs and other harmful substances”; and

• **Occupational and Environmental Hazards:** Take evidence-based measures to minimize environmental and occupational health hazards including by implementing and continuously reviewing a “coherent national policy”.

### C. Maximum Available Resources

Article 2(1) of ICESCR requires states to realize these obligations to **respect, protect and fulfil** ESCR “individually and through international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical” and to the **“maximum of its available resources”**.\(^{102}\)

CESCR is clear, however, that the “availability of resources”, although an important qualifier to the obligation to take steps, “does not alter the immediacy of the obligation, nor can resource constraints alone justify inaction”.\(^{103}\) It has therefore indicated that even when a State’s resources are “demonstrably inadequate”, it must still “ensure the widest possible enjoyment” of ESCR.\(^{104}\) These interpretations apply to both progressive and immediate obligations in terms of ESCR.

It is important to understand that “resources” in this context are not limited to financial resources. They include, as examples: natural resources, human resources (such as medical professionals, community health care workers and volunteers), technological resources (such as the Internet and equipment for screening and testing), and informational resources (including information about COVID-19 and its spread).\(^{105}\)

---

\(^{102}\) ICESCR, Article 2(1).


\(^{104}\) Id.

\(^{105}\) ICJ SA ESCR Guide, p 158-9; R Robertson, Measuring State Compliance with the Obligation to Devote the "Maximum Available Resources" to Realizing Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, Human Rights Quarterly, Volume 16 (1994) p 695.
The understanding of available resources as including human resources is important in the context of COVID-19. For example, in addition to a violating the **obligation to protect** health workers rights as individuals, a failure to protect health care workers, as far as possible, from exposure to and infection with COVID-19 also violates States’ **obligations to fulfil** ESCR within a maximum of available resources.

States must therefore realize the right to health not only within existing resources but “to the maximum of its available resources” which necessarily involve the mobilization of additional resources that they can make newly “available”. In this regard, States are duty bound to:106

1. **Maximize existing resources:** Use all resources it has at its disposal effectively; and
2. **Expand existing resources:** Enlarge its pool of resources through the support of international co-operation (of other States) and assistance, as well as the “private” contributions of companies, groups and individuals.

In the context of COVID-19, the CESCR’s statement makes it clear that States must “devote their maximum available resources to the full realization of all economic, social and cultural rights, including the right to health”.107 Furthermore it emphasizes that States must “make every effort to mobilize the necessary resources to combat COVID-19” which it acknowledges requires an **“extraordinary mobilization of resources”** from States.108

In doing so CESCR warns States that COVID-19 must be combatted in the “most equitable manner” possible so as to “avoid imposing a further economic burden on these marginalized groups” and explicitly indicates that allocation of resources should therefore **“prioritize the special needs of these groups”**.109

Many States have had to adjust budgets to focus their resources towards COVID-19 responses and relief measures. In the process of budget adjustment, adoption and implementation States should remain vigilant of their obligation to budget for the full realization of all human rights, including, but not limited to the right to health.110 This is why CESCR’s statement on COVID-19 expresses a hope that resource mobilization to combat COVID-19 “provides the impetus for long-term resource mobilization towards the full and equal enjoyment” of Covenant rights.111

States responses to COVID-19 should remain cognizant of the need to prevent budgetary reductions or reprioritzations for other measures to realize the right to health, particularly the core obligations. As examples, decreased quality of health services, cutting of health-related subsidies, and lower budgetary allocations to

---

108 Id, paras 14 and 25.
109 Id, para 14.
111 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 25.
health from budget to budget,112 may constitute retrogressive measures in violation of the ICESCR.

Moreover, measures to realize the right to health including in COVID-19 responses, should not detract from core obligations in particular. As an example, South African lockdown regulations make it clear that lockdown measures must be implemented “as far as possible without affecting service delivery in relation to the realization of the rights” including the rights to housing and basic services, healthcare, social security and education.113 On the other hand, evidence based diversion of resources or freeing up scarce medical facilities from non-essential or elective services, where necessary, could be permissible and may not be considered retrogressive as temporary measure during the crisis.

Furthermore, the CESC R notes that States must, in this context, “adopt appropriate regulatory measures to ensure that health-care resources in both the public and the private sectors are mobilized and shared among the whole population to ensure a comprehensive, coordinated health-care response to the crisis”.114 This makes it clear that ICESCR requires the mobilization and use all available resources – whether public or private – towards efforts to combat COVID-19 and realize the right to health.

Finally, CESCR has noted in its Concluding Observations to at least one State that “preference for a private-sector approach to the management, financing and provision of services” may be “to the detriment of those who are unable to pay for such services”. This may contribute to its conclusions that a “budget allocated for the health sector is insufficient”.115

D. International Cooperation and Assistance

The obligation of international cooperation has been developed in the jurisprudence of the CESCR and in depth in the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial State Obligations in the area of ESCR.116 ICESCR itself contains an obligation for States to undertake CES CR obligations “individually and through international assistance and co-operation”.117

Meeting this obligation is indispensable in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, which effects every country in the world, and where the transmission of the virus occurs through the movement of people across borders. Indeed, even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic the “increasingly transnational nature of health concerns”

114 Id. para 13.
117 ICESCR, Article 2(1).
was “exemplified by the near-instantaneous spread of novel pathogens through air travel” including SARS, H1N1 Influenza, Malaria and Ebola.\textsuperscript{118}

In its General Comment on the right to health, of direct application to the COVID-19 pandemic, CESC\textsuperscript{r} acknowledges that “given that some diseases are easily transmissible beyond the frontiers of a State, the international community has a collective responsibility to address this problem” and that “economically developed States parties have a special responsibility and interest to assist the poorer developing States in this regard”.\textsuperscript{119}

This obligation means “States should coordinate with each other, including in the allocations of responsibility”\textsuperscript{120} and that each state must “separately, and, where necessary, jointly contribute to the fulfilment of ESCR extraterritorially, commensurate with, inter alia, its economic technical and technological capacities, available resources, and influences in decision making processes”.\textsuperscript{121} The former Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health, Anand Grover, emphasized the need for international co-operation on a continuous basis to ensure “sustainable international funding for health”.\textsuperscript{122}

“The right to health approach requires States to cooperate internationally in order to ensure the availability of sustainable international funding for health. \textit{This includes a responsibility to pool funds internationally from compulsory contributions by States, based upon their ability to pay, and allocate funds to States, based upon their need,} in order to achieve cross-subsidization of resources for health globally.”

In addition, States must act in concert with each other through international agencies, such as the World Health Organization (WHO). States with fewer available resources should actively seek international assistance from other States and the WHO to ensure the effectiveness of their COVID-19 responses when, despite their best efforts, these States are unable to discharge this obligation on their own.\textsuperscript{123} The WHO's influence and responsibilities have increased as a result of the “changing global health order” in the context of globalization. As has been evident during the COVID-19 pandemic the WHO has a crucial role to play in particular in coordinating effective responses to global pandemics.\textsuperscript{124} It must do so bearing in mind States’ obligations in terms of the right to health.


\textsuperscript{119} General Comment 14, para 40.


\textsuperscript{121} Id, Principle 31.


\textsuperscript{124} See A Chapman, \textit{supra}, chapter 5 ”Globalization, Health, and Human Rights”, p 166 for some critical observations on the capacity and role of the WHO in the context of global pandemics. Chapman also concludes “Nor has WHO been an active proponent of a human rights approach” highlighting the need for the WHO to ensure an adjustment of its approach to global health. This despite the WHO’s Constitution beginning in the Preamble by recognizing that “the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being”.
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IV. ROLE OF PRIVATE HEALTH PROVIDERS

The Global Initiative for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights highlights the threats presented by private sector participation in the provision of healthcare as follows:125

“...the involvement of the private sector in health care poses particular challenges and risks to the realisation of the right to health and other human rights. Therefore, private actor involvement requires careful planning, regulation and accountability in order to protect human rights.”126

The former UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health, Anand Grover has raised concerns that “in many cases, privatisation has led to increased out-of-pocket payments for health goods and services” and an “increased disparity in the availability of health facilities, goods and services among rural, remote and urban areas”.127

There are a wide range of ways in which private sector participation in the provision of healthcare currently occurs which vary from State to State and may even vary within States, particularly those with federal structures. The same has been true of States responses to COVID-19. Possible involvement in provision of healthcare in States may include, as examples:

- **Complete or partial privatization** of health care system by a State;
- **Parallel private and public health care systems** permitted to operate within a State. Private systems may include private health care providers (hospitals, health professionals, insurance schemes etc);
- **Direct provision of specific healthcare goods and services** by private entities within public health care system;
- **Manufacturing of health goods and services** (including medication and equipment) by private entities;
- **Building of necessary health infrastructure** by private entities; and
- **Systems of health care financing** or health insurance systems operated by private entities.

Though participants in private health sectors are often businesses or other for-profit entities they may also include not-for-profit organizations or entities. As explained above, international human rights law sets clear standards for the protection of the right to health and places obligations on States to ensure that all non-state actors respect this right and act consistently with it.

States obligations to ensure private participants in the healthcare sector do not fall short of the standards set by the right to health fall predominantly under the **duty to protect** the right to health.

---

125 Global Initiative For Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Private Actors in Health Services: Towards a Human Rights Impact indicates that: “Private actor involvement in healthcare is understood as activities conducted by non-state actors in this sector that impact the realisation of the right to health. This may be underpinned by the notion that private market incentives, including competition, should be a means of delivering social services...” Emphasis added.

126 Id.

127 Interim Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, UN A/67/302 (13 August 2012).
A. States’ duty to protect

In its General Comment 24 on business and human rights, CESCR indicates that in the context of healthcare in particular, private actors “should be subject to strict regulations that impose on them so-called “public service obligations”. Private healthcare providers, it indicates, must be “prohibited from denying access to affordable and adequate services, treatments or information”.\(^{128}\)

The obligation to protect the right to health requires States to proactively take measures – including commonly legal, policy and other regulatory measures – to prevent third parties (whether multi-national corporations, local companies, private persons, armed groups or any other non-state actors) from impairing the enjoyment of ESCR. This is affirmed in the jurisprudence of the CESCR, as well in other international law sources, including, with respect to business enterprises, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

This requires the adoption of a range of legal and policy measures. Such measures, which include, “regulatory” measures to mitigate risks of private actors impairing the enjoyment of the right to health must be established in clear terms. CESCR is clear that they must ensure that privatization of the health sector” does not in any way “constitute a threat to the availability, accessibility, acceptability and quality of health facilities, goods and services”.\(^{129}\)

States may adopt a range of policy choices in their implementation of their ESCR obligations. It is therefore not always a simple task to determine whether the regulatory measures they have taken violate the right to health. What is clear, however, is that the right to health includes a right to a “system of health protection which provides equality of opportunity for people to enjoy the highest attainable level of health”.\(^{130}\) If any health system, whether fully public, fully private, or hybrid public-private falls short of this standard it is unlawful and in contravention of the right to health.

This has results which may be surprising for some. It means, for example, although States may allow for “provision of a public, private or mixed health insurance system”, that:

1) States must ensure that there exists some form health insurance system; and
2) Such health insurance system must be “affordable for all” and fully compliant with the standards set by the right to health.\(^{131}\)

This has led CESCR to make, as examples, the following recommendations to States in its Concluding Observations to States which deal directly with the interaction between public and private health:

---

\(^{128}\) UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General comment No. 24: State obligations under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the context of business activities E/C.12/GC/24 (10 August 2017), para 21 (“General Comment 24”).

\(^{129}\) General Comment 14, para 35.

\(^{130}\) Id, para 8.

\(^{131}\) Id, para 36.
“[The State must] ensure that health insurance co-payments remain affordable for all, including socially disadvantaged groups, and expand the list of prescribed medicines under the insurance scheme so as to limit out-of-pocket payments.”¹³²

“[The State must] In the context of the highly privatized health system... ensure the adequacy of the coverage of national health insurance so that health care is affordable, especially for disadvantaged and marginalized groups. To that end, the Committee recommends that the system cover preventive and curative services for illnesses and medical conditions, including non-communicable diseases. It also urges the State party to ensure universal coverage by removing eligibility obstacles under national health insurance and the medical benefits scheme.”¹³³

“[The State must] address the large disparities between the public and private health-care systems, as well as between rural and urban areas, by securing a sufficient number of medical professionals, improving medical equipment and expanding the range and improving the quality of public health-care services, particularly in the primary and community health-care sectors and in rural areas.”¹³⁴

The CEDAW Committee has similarly repeatedly addressed the interaction between private and public health and its gendered impacts in the following terms:

“[The State must] balance the roles of public and private health providers in order to maximise resources and the reach of health services. It calls upon the State Party to monitor the privatization of health care and its impact on the health of poor women.”¹³⁵

“The Committee is [...] further concerned at the wide privatization of the health system and the inadequate budget allocated to the health sector, in particular with regard to sexual and reproductive health-care services, especially in rural remote areas.”¹³⁶

The CESCR also affirms that States should “provide an environment which facilitates the discharge” of responsibilities of non-State actors, including “the private business sector”, “regarding the realization of the right to health” (which will be dealt with directly below).¹³⁷

Violations of the obligation to protect the right to health therefore include the “failure to regulate the activities of individuals, groups or corporations so as to prevent them from violating the right to health of others”.¹³⁸ Moreover, it is an

¹³² UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Concluding observations on the second to fourth periodic reports of Viet Nam E/C.12/VNM/CO/2-4 (15 December 2014), para 6.
¹³³ UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Concluding observations on the fourth periodic report of the Republic of Korea E/C.12/KOR/CO/4 (19 October 2017), para 45.
¹³⁴ UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Concluding observations on the initial report of South Africa E/C.12/ZAF/CO/1 (29 November 2018), para 63.
¹³⁷ General Comment 14, para 42.
¹³⁸ Id, para 51.
immediate, minimum core obligation for all States to ensure “equitable distribution of all health facilities, goods and services” which evidence clearly suggests may be compromised by under regulated private health sectors.\textsuperscript{139}

In the context of COVID-19, in which many States are struggling to ensure the adequacy of financial, human, technological and other resources to ensure the protection of the right to health of all people, States must actively consider taking action to ensure co-operation and co-ordination in COVID-19 responses. It must, for example, “maximize” the use of both private and public resources to ensure access to COVID-19 testing and treatment for all people without discrimination based on any factor including their financial means.

There are various ways States may permissibly approach the execution of this obligation. However it is achieved, the WHO has indicated that States’ response to COVID-19 should be “coordinated with actors in the private sector and civil society”.\textsuperscript{140} This requires States to respond by “drawing on the capacities and resources of the private health sector” which is of particular importance in low and middle income countries.\textsuperscript{141}

During health emergencies such as COVID-19 activities of the private health sector actors must therefore “be aligned with national response efforts”.\textsuperscript{142} This is because the private health sector often controls and manages critical resources which must be mobilize in such efforts. These include health facilities and health professionals those necessary to effectuate “surge capacity” for responding to COVID-19 and medical equipment and essential supplies including “isolation equipment, ventilators, oxygen, and personal protection equipment (PPE)”.\textsuperscript{143} Overall, consistently with the right to health, the aim of private-public cooperation in combatting COVID-19 should be to:\textsuperscript{144}

“ensure that care-seekers experience no material difference in terms of access or quality of services in public and private sector settings while being tested and treated for essential services during the COVID-19 outbreak.”

The WHO also makes specific recommendations to States in this regard, including:\textsuperscript{145}

- **Planning and Systems:** Getting organized to work, plan and respond to COVID-19 together as private and public health sectors. This will also involve creating systems and mechanisms that make such coordination effective;
- **Capacity:** Securing private sector assets and capacity to increase surge capacity for COVID-19 treatment;
- **Staffing:** Mobilizing and rationalizing public and private health staff assignments according to COVID-19 related healthcare needs;

\textsuperscript{139} Id, para 43(e). See also: A Chapman (supra) pp 115-152.
\textsuperscript{141} Id.
\textsuperscript{142} Id.
\textsuperscript{143} Id, p 2.
\textsuperscript{144} Id, p 3.
\textsuperscript{145} Id, pp 3-7.
- **Supplies and Equipment**: Ensuring that all health facilities and staff have the supplies and equipment they need to respond to COVID-19;
- **Financing**: Ensuring that no-one is denied access to COVID-19 care in private facilities by measures, such as concluding agreements of cooperation between public and private sectors; requiring medical insurance to cover all COVID-19 related costs; and temporarily requisitioning private resources needed for COVID-19 responses.

States may, for example, be “effectively required” to act by seeking out donations from private sources and administering such funds directly towards the realization of the right to health. Solidarity funds set up in South Africa by the government is an example of such an attempt.

States may also enter into agreements with private health sector actors to combine resources to fulfil obligations in terms of the right to health relating to COVID-19, as has, for example, occurred in the United Kingdom.

In other instances, the appropriate regulatory action, may be for States to “nationalize” existing private health resources (including health professionals and facilities) to ensure right to health compliant responses to COVID-19, as has occurred in Spain.

In India, the Supreme Court dismissed a petition which sought an order directing the government to nationalize all private hospitals to allow for an effective response to COVID-19. The Court found that “It is not a decision the court can ask the government to take. We cannot order nationalisation of hospitals. Government has already taken over some hospitals.” In a later order, however, the Supreme Court did order that the government should take measures to ensure that the “cost of medical treatment for COVID-19 should not act as a deterrent to the patients suffering from the said pandemic resulting in denial of access to medical care”. The High Court of Gujarat also separately ordered the government to “initiate talks” toward the conclusion of memorandums of understanding between the government and eight named private hospitals for the provision of COVID-19 related health services.

In some countries private sector actors have responded by filling gaps in non-COVID-19 health provision brought up by resource redirection in the public sector

---


147 See: https://www.solidarityfund.co.za/.

148 Financial Times, NHS enlists all English private hospitals to treat coronavirus (21 March 2020), available at: https://www.ft.com/content/c9a9ae78-6b7b-11ea-89df-41bea055720b.


as a result of COVID-19.\textsuperscript{153} In Indonesia, for example, during March and April, a leading tele-medicine platform reported 61 million web visits, over 33 million active users and indicated that its application had been downloaded more than 5.5 million times with more than 750,000 patient-doctor interactions.\textsuperscript{154} President Joko Widodo indicated that telemedicine services “should be enhanced” to “limit direct contact between doctors and patient”.\textsuperscript{155} The Indonesian government reportedly implemented detailed regulations to allowing for some healthcare services to be provided during COVID-19 via applications and electronic systems under conditions which are legally regulated.\textsuperscript{156}

B. Business’s Responsibility to Respect the Right to Health

The CESCR’s recognition in General Comment 14 of the “responsibilities” of the “private business sector” in terms of the right to health, is, at very least, consistent with the accepted international norm recognized in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) of business’s “responsibility to respect” all ESCR.\textsuperscript{157} The “responsibility to respect” applies to all “internationally recognized human rights”, including ESCR, and is spelled out in Principles 11 to 24 of the UNGP.

The UNGP broadly reflect international consensus that the responsibility to respect requires businesses to:\textsuperscript{158}

1. Avoid “causing or contributing” to adverse human rights impacts through their own activities,
2. Address human rights impacts that they have caused or contributed to “when they occur”;
3. Prevent or mitigate human rights impacts that are “directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business relationships” even if it has “not contributed to those impacts”.

Failure to perform such duties “does not entail any legal responsibility” under international law.\textsuperscript{159} However, the assumptions undergirding the UNGP is that by complying with their duty to protect, States will transform business’s \textit{moral or social responsibility} to respect human rights into a \textit{legal obligation} to respect human rights through the adoption of domestic law and other measures.\textsuperscript{160}


\textsuperscript{155} Id.


\textsuperscript{158} Id., Principle 13.


Even in the absence of such regulatory measures, the UNGPs encourage businesses to treat the risk of causing or contributing to “gross human rights abuses” in particular as a “legal compliance issue”, reflecting the fact that for at least some human rights abuses, the international legal responsibility of businesses is necessarily engaged.\(^{161}\) This is so, for example, in cases of gross human rights abuses amounting to crimes under international law. As the Commentary to the UNGP points out, this is impelled by the:

“expanding web of potential corporate legal liability arising from extraterritorial civil claims, and from the incorporation of the provisions of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court in jurisdictions that provide for corporate criminal responsibility. In addition, corporate directors, officers and employees may be subject to individual liability for acts that amount to gross human rights abuses”.\(^{162}\)

Moreover, the UNGP reflects international consensus that in terms of their duty to protect, States must:\(^{163}\)

- **Enforce laws requiring businesses to respect human rights** and periodically assess the adequacy these laws and address any gaps;
- **Provide effective guidance to businesses** on how to respect human rights throughout their operations; and
- **Encourage and/or require, businesses to communicate** how they are addressing their impact on human rights.

The **responsibility to respect** human rights applies to businesses irrespective of the State in which the business is domiciled or the State in which it is operating. While the responsibility to respect necessarily applies to all businesses, the degree of the responsibility “may vary” depending on the “size, sector, operational context, ownership and structure” of the business and the “severity” of its “adverse human rights impacts”.\(^{164}\)

This qualification is very important in the context of healthcare. It is frequently the case that large national and international hospital groups, health insurance schemes and pharmaceutical companies hold significant bargaining power both due to the perceived or actual state of public healthcare systems and their large market shares.\(^{165}\)

For example, business’s responsibility to respect the right to health will potentially be implicated in the context of the development of a COVID-19 vaccine. Billions of dollars are being spent on developing a vaccine for COVID-19, indeed “funding for a vaccine has never been greater”.\(^{166}\) United Nations agencies and heads of States have called for equitable access to and distribution of any vaccine

\(^{161}\) UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, Principle 23.

\(^{162}\) Id, pp 25-26.

\(^{163}\) Id, Principle 3.

\(^{164}\) Id, Principle 14.


globally. Nevertheless private companies may have incentives to seek returns on their investments in vaccine productions in the form of profits. A statement cosigned by UNAIDS therefore warned:

“Now is not the time to allow the interests of the wealthiest corporations and governments to be placed before the universal need to save lives, or to leave this massive and moral task to market forces. **Access to vaccines and treatments as global public goods are in the interests of all humanity. We cannot afford for monopolies, crude competition and near-sighted nationalism to stand in the way.**”

States are permitted in terms of WTO agreements, and may be required in terms of in terms of their right to health obligations, to issue “compulsory licenses” for COVID-19 vaccines. Indeed, some governments have already taken preemptive steps towards compulsory licensing, which would allow them to make use of a vaccine without the permission of the company that has patented and produced it. In addition, it is also arguable that in these exceptional circumstances, the responsibility to respect the right to health requires extraordinary efforts from pharmaceutical companies to cooperate with governments to ensure the affordability of any COVID-19 vaccines consistently with States’ obligations to protect the right to health.

Finally, the UNGPs require businesses to “establish or participate in effective operational-level grievance mechanisms” when individuals and communities have had their rights adversely impacted by business operations. This requires a wide range of proactive measures to be taken by businesses themselves to form operational-level grievance mechanisms and ensure, as prescribed by the UNGPs, that they are legitimate; accessible; predictable; equitable; transparent; rights-compatible; a source of continuous learning; and based on meaningful dialogue.

---


170 World Trade Organization, *Declaration on the TRIPS agreement and public health WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2* (20 November 2001): [https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/minist_e/min01_e/min01e_trips_e.htm](https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/minist_e/min01_e/min01e_trips_e.htm).
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V. DISPROPORTIONATE AND DISCRIMINATORY IMPACTS OF COVID-19

COVID-19 has had an indelible impact on the world as a whole. However, as CESCR has noted, its impact is disproportionately negative “especially [on] the right to health of most vulnerable groups”. These disproportionate or discriminatory impacts must therefore be prevented, mitigated and addressed to prevent an “increase [of] suffering of the most marginalized groups”.175

States have an immediate obligation to ensure non-discrimination in access to health good, services and facilities. This is a core obligation in terms of the right to health and is non-derogable even during, or perhaps specifically during, public health emergencies such as COVID-19.

This section highlights the disproportionate impacts of COVID-19 on the right to health on some of the most “marginalized groups” of people, including:

A. Migrants and other non-citizens;
B. Older persons;
C. Women and girls;
D. LGBT persons;
E. Persons with disabilities;
F. Detained persons;
G. Healthcare workers; and
H. Sex workers.

This is not a comprehensive analysis of groups and individuals who face a disproportionate impact during as a result of COVID-19. As examples, notably excluded are detailed analyses of the impact of COVID-19 on: children;176 persons with health conditions which are considered “co-morbidities”; religious and ethnic minorities;177 indigenous persons;178 and persons living in rural areas.179 These and other exclusions in no way reflect the comparative importance or severity of situations faced by individuals and groups vulnerable to human rights violations as a result of COVID-19.

175 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 2.
A. Migrants, Refugees, and Stateless persons

On 31 March 2020, the OHCHR, the IOM, the UNHCR, and the WHO issued a joint statement emphasizing that the rights and health of refugees, migrants, and the stateless must be protected in COVID-19 responses. The organizations highlighted that migrants, refugees and stateless persons should be ensured equal access to health services and “effectively included in national responses to COVID-19, including prevention, testing and treatment.”

As explained above, the rights to equality and equal protection of the law are central elements to international human rights law. The right “to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health” extends to all individuals who live in their territories, regardless of their citizenship or migration status. Consequently, non-citizens, a category that covers a diverse group of individuals such as migrants, refugees, asylum-seekers, and stateless persons, have the right to access health facilities, goods and services without discrimination.

The CESCR has therefore repeatedly affirmed that nationality is a criterion that must not impede access to ESCR. States must refrain “from denying or limiting equal access for all persons”, including “asylum seekers and illegal immigrants” to health facilities, goods and services.

Similarly, the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families (CMW) and the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) have stressed that “every migrant child should have access to health care equal to that of nationals, regardless of their migration status”. As a consequence, migrant children should not be required to present a migration document to access health services. The CMW and the CRC have also stressed that the right to health should be ensured to “all migrant workers and their families, regardless of their migration status”. Furthermore, the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and their Families, which presently has 55 States Parties, establishes that regardless of their migration status, all migrant workers have the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.

181 Id.
182 See: “Section A Non-discrimination: application to everyone”, Section III of this report.
183 A definition of non-citizens is provided by the UN Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals who are not Nationals of the Country in which they Live (1985). Article 1 of the Declaration defines alien as "any individual who is not a national of the State in which he or she is present".
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189 Id; See also, for example: UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, General Recommendation 30: Discrimination against Non-citizens, CERD/C/64/Misc.11/rev.3 (1 October 2002), para 36.
190 UN Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families and the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, Joint General Comment No. 4: State obligations regarding the human rights of children in the context of international migration in countries of origin, transit, destination and return, CMW/C/GC/4–CRC/C/GC/23 (16 November 2017), para 55.
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right to “receive any medical care that is urgently required for the preservation of their life or the avoidance of irreparable harm to their health on the basis of equality of treatment with nationals of the State concerned”. With respect to regular or documented migrant workers and their families, the Convention requires equal access to all health services on a par with citizens.

Similarly, Article 5 of the International Labour Organization (ILO) Migration for Employment Convention requires the 50 States that are party to it to guarantee appropriate medical services for migrants for employment and their families. In the same way, Principle 12 of the Principles and Practical Guidance on the Protection of the Human Rights of Migrants in Vulnerable Situations establishes that health systems and national plans of action on health should “include migrants, regardless of their status”.

At the regional level, similar obligations are found:

- **Africa**: Article 16 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights sets out that “every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best attainable state of physical and mental health.” Article 14 of the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child establishes that the right to health of every child must be guaranteed “irrespective of the child's or his/her parents' or legal guardians' race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status”. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has explained that the right to health “includes the right to health facilities, access to goods and services to be guaranteed to all without discrimination of any kind”. It has also stressed that the accessibility of needed medicines should be guaranteed “to everyone without discrimination”.

- **Americas**: Article 10 of the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Protocol of San Salvador) establishes that “everyone shall have the right to health”. Likewise, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has stressed that States have the duty to guarantee equal access to health services to all persons. The Inter-American Court has also underlined States’ obligations to provide emergency health care services to migrants with irregular status.

- **Europe**: The European Social Charter of 1961 establishes that “everyone has the right to benefit from any measures enabling him to enjoy the highest possible standard of health attainable”. A similar provision is

---

193 Id, Articles 43 (1)(e) and 45 (1) (c).
198 Corte IDH, Caso Poblete Vilches y otros Vs. Chile, Fondo, Reparaciones y Costas, Sentencia de 8 de marzo de 2018, Serie C No. 349, para 122.
Despite the existence of an international framework for the protection of non-citizens, they face obstacles to realizing their right to health globally. In general, States do not provide the same level of health services to non-citizens as to their own citizens. In the majority of States, non-citizens can only access to essential care or emergency health care services. For example, this is the case in the United States where, as a general rule, migrants with irregular status can only access emergency services. Similarly, in a considerable number of European States, “primary health care is inaccessible to people with irregular migration status”.

1. COVID-19 and Non-Citizens Right to Health

Although certain States, such as Portugal and Australia, have taken positive measures to guarantee the rights of non-citizens, generally speaking, non-citizens have remained in a highly vulnerable situation in respect of the effects of the COVID-19 crisis. In particular, “migrants and refugees are disproportionately vulnerable to exclusion, stigma and discrimination”. At the same time, some States’ responses to the pandemic have included “harsh and unprecedented measures against migrants, refugees, and other displaced persons”. Non-citizens, especially those who are undocumented, are more vulnerable to contract COVID-19 and are more likely to not be able to access adequate health care.

---

202 The Article reads as a follow: “Everyone has the right of access to preventive health care and the right to benefit from medical treatment under the conditions established by national laws and practices. A high level of human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementation of all Union policies and activities.”

203 European Committee of Social Rights, European Roma and Travellers Forum (ERTF) v. the Czech Republic, Complaint No. 104/2014 (17 May 2016), para 117.
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a) Exacerbation of existing problems in accessing to healthcare services

For non-citizens, the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated already existing problems in accessing healthcare services. This has occurred in a range of states.

In Malaysia, as pointed out by group of doctors: "In general terms, Malaysia doesn’t even recognise the existence or concept of refugees, stateless people and illegal immigrants. As a result, non-citizens have almost no health rights and cannot meaningfully access Malaysia’s health system either public or private."214

Since 2001 healthcare providers have had the legal obligation under Malaysian law to report undocumented migrants to the police and migration authorities. Therefore, for years, "undocumented migrants have been living under a constant threat of arrest when visiting healthcare facilities".215

Since May 2020, on the purported basis of the need to curb COVID-19 transmission, “the Malaysian government has launched a crackdown on refugees, asylum-seekers and migrant workers, carrying out a series of raids”216 to arrest them. These raids were condemned by the Malaysian Human Rights Commission.217 Around 2,000 people were arrested,218 including Rohingya refugees from Myanmar.219 These widescale arrests led to overcrowded detention facilities, and subsequently, in early June, these places became coronavirus “hotspots”.220 Consequently, non-citizens were said now to be “less willing to come forward for any tests or medical treatment”.221 The Malaysian Defense Minister has publicly said that migrants with irregular documentary status should not be given special treatment and deportations would be carried out.222

b) Reduced options for undocumented migrants in accessing healthcare

The COVID-19 pandemic has reduced the options for undocumented migrants to access health services and treatment without proving and providing personal data. For many non-citizens, this requirement alone is enough of a bar to prevent them

---

217 In relation to the measures adopted by the Malaysian government on undocumented migrants during the pandemic, see: 101 East, Locked Up in Malaysia’s Lockdown (3 July 2020), Available at: https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/t101east/2020/07/locked-malaysia-lockdown-20072104523280.html
from accessing healthcare services because they lack documentation and/or fear deportation, discrimination or other adverse consequences.

In Germany, where there are an estimated 200,000 – 600,000 undocumented migrants, all migrants have access to test and treatment for COVID-19. However, they have to provide personal information to obtain the test\textsuperscript{223} and it is reported that “undocumented immigrants seek treatment only if they can remain anonymous”.\textsuperscript{224}

In Thailand, the International Labour Organization reported that migrant workers “have limited access to COVID-19 testing and treatment and might not seek medical support due to costs involved, and fear of the repercussions of engaging with authorities, including deportation for those in irregular status.”\textsuperscript{225} Such workers include informal sector workers, regular workers who were not enrolled in the social security system, and undocumented migrant workers.

c) Unequal access to information and safety measures relating to COVID-19

In many States, non-citizens do not have equal access to safety measures and information regarding COVID-19.

In Singapore, for example, the initial distribution of “face masks and hand sanitizer was limited only to citizens”.\textsuperscript{226} Non-citizens also often face language barriers to access to relevant and reliable information about the virus and health services, thus significantly impacting on their right to information accessibility in terms of the right to health. Among other things, this is because some governments have provided COVID-19 information only in the official language of the country.\textsuperscript{227}

This occurred in Germany, where at the beginning of the pandemic,\textsuperscript{228} “almost all official information was available in German only”.\textsuperscript{229} Similarly, in the Netherlands migrants who do not speak Dutch have had to rely on volunteer translators to get information on COVID-19 related measures adopted by authorities.\textsuperscript{230} In Sweden, the initially disproportionate impact of coronavirus casualties in communities who do not speak Swedish led to the government to commit to providing coronavirus-related news in 15 languages.\textsuperscript{231}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{223} DW, Coronavirus pandemic poses threat to undocumented migrants (13 May 2020), available at: https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-pandemic-poses-threat-to-undocumented-migrants/a-53425104
  \item \textsuperscript{224} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{226} S Petcharamesree, COVID-19 in Southeast Asia: non-citizens have a right to protection too (29 May 2020), available at: https://www.opendemocracy.net/eng/pandemic-border/covid-19-southeast-asia-non-citizens-have-right-protection-too/.
  \item \textsuperscript{228} Currently, in Germany, there is COVID-19 information available in multiple languages. See: https://handbookgermany.de/en.html
  \item \textsuperscript{229} DW, Coronavirus pandemic poses threat to undocumented migrants (13 May 2020), available at: https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirus-pandemic-poses-threat-to-undocumented-migrants/a-53425104
  \item \textsuperscript{231} Id.
\end{itemize}
d) **Lack of effective measures to guarantee other ESCR**

The right to health of non-citizens may also be threatened due to the lack of effective measures to guarantee other ESCR, such as the right to food and the right to housing. As “social determinants” of health access to the services and goods protected by these rights also amount to violations of core obligations terms of the right to health. In this respect, it is especially significant that access to COVID-19 related treatment has proven to be insufficient to guarantee the right to health of non-citizens, without the correct implementation of measures to guarantee the social determinants of health.

This outcome is manifest in the situation of Venezuelans migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers in **Colombia**. The political and economic upheaval and general human rights crises of recent years in **Venezuela**, has engendered widespread exodus of migrants and refugees. As of early August 2020, it was estimated that at least 5,180,615 Venezuelans had left their homeland. Colombia and Venezuela share a large border and Colombia “is the country that has received the largest number of refugees and migrants from Venezuela”. As of late May 2020, it was estimated that 1,764,883 Venezuelans were living in Colombia more than half of them with irregular migration status.

Venezuelans in Colombia do have access to some health services. In the case of undocumented migrants, they have access to emergency medical services. These services “include the attention of directly transmitted diseases (enfermedades de contagio directo) as a measure of public health”. Furthermore, with the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Colombian government issued measures to guarantee equal access to screening and treatment of COVID-19 related diseases, including all migrants.

Therefore, on paper, even before the COVID-19 crisis, all Venezuelans living in Colombia were guaranteed access to medical services for a pandemic disease. However, in practice, access to COVID-19 screening and treatment has not been

---

232See below, section VII.
235In that regard, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has stated that “Venezuela is facing a humanitarian crisis characterized by shortages of food and medicine, regular cuts to public utilities such as drinking water and electricity, a public health system in critical condition, and high rates of violence and insecurity”. See: Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Annual Report 2019, Chapter IV.B, Venezuela, para 8.
entirely effective, in part, due to the fact that other social and economic measures have not been properly implemented during the pandemic.

Specifically, since the adoption of a national quarantine in late March, a significant number of Venezuelans “have struggled to access sufficient food and to guard themselves against being evicted from their homes”. In early April, for example, a survey found that food (95%), housing (53%), and employment (45%) constituted pressing needs for Venezuelan households in Colombia, in the context of COVID-19.

On the one hand, this is a consequence of the fact that the majority of Venezuelans in Colombia have informal jobs and were prevented from working by quarantine restrictions. On the other hand, despite significant efforts, some Venezuelans have not been able to obtain economic assistance created by national and local authorities. Mandatory and legally enforceable measures to avoid evictions during the pandemic have not been appropriately enforced by authorities. In addition, humanitarian services for migrants have been reduced due to the restrictions of the quarantine.

The lack of options to cover their basic needs and the real possibility of severe hunger and homelessness, have arguably led to a considerable percentage of Venezuelans in Colombia “to return to their country despite the health and protection risks”. In that regard, in early August, Migración Colombia, the Colombian migration authority, indicated that around 95,000 Venezuelans had returned to their country. Furthermore, Migración Colombia stated that during March, for the first time in five years, there had been a decrease in the number of Venezuelans in Colombia. This reduction happened in the middle of a pandemic.
and without any evident improvement in the deplorable condition of the Venezuelan health system.\textsuperscript{256}

Many Venezuelan migrants and refugees, including children and older persons are living on the streets of different cities in Colombia, waiting for help from the national government or local authorities so that they might be able to return home.\textsuperscript{257} Others have returned to Venezuela after walking for several days,\textsuperscript{258} sometimes using “irregular and dangerous crossing points”\textsuperscript{259} to avoid restrictions and requirements at the border. The Venezuelan authorities have also established limitations on the number of people who can cross the border\textsuperscript{260}, which has created chaos. Venezuelan returnees are also made to wait several days before being able to cross the border.\textsuperscript{261}

Once they cross the border, the situation for such persons is typically not any better. Venezuelan returnees, who used regular border checkpoints, are placed in quarantine in overcrowded facilities, without “sufficient food or permanent access to drinking water”.\textsuperscript{262} In addition, returnees have faced stigmatization by Venezuelan authorities,\textsuperscript{263} who have called them “irresponsible”, “fascists,” “camouflaged coup-plotters” and “biological weapons”\textsuperscript{264}.

2. Recommendations to States relating to non-citizens rights to health

Based on their international legal obligations pertaining to the right to health of non-citizens, States should take at least the following measures:

- Design and adopted targeted measures, aimed at protecting the right to health, in consultation with non-citizens, including migrant, stateless, and refugee communities.\textsuperscript{265}
- Ensure that all persons, including non-citizens, have access to adequate access to all necessary COVID-19 prevention, treatment and screening measures on an equal basis, even in situations of scarcity of resources.\textsuperscript{266}


\textsuperscript{258} Proyecto Migración Venezuela, El peligroso retorno a casa (16 May 2020), available at: https://migravenezuela.com/web/articulo/el-peligroso-retorno-a-casa-de-los-venezolanos/1892


\textsuperscript{260} Migración Colombia, Nuevas restricciones en corredores humanitarios por parte de Venezuela (June 2020), available at: https://www.migracioncolombia.gov.co/noticias/nuevas-restricciones-en-corredores-humanitarios-por-parte-de-venezuela

\textsuperscript{261} Proyecto Migración Venezuela, Suspenden corredores humanitarios para el retorno de venezolanos (10 June 2020), available at: https://migravenezuela.com/web/articulo/migracion-colombia-suspende-corredores-humanitarios-para-el-retorno-de-venezolanos/1951

\textsuperscript{262} Migración Colombia, La inclemente espera de los venezolanos que necesitan entrar a su tierra (June 2020), available at: https://migravenezuela.com/web/articulo/la-inclemente-espera-de-los-venezolanos-que-necesitan-entrar-a-su-tierra/1944


\textsuperscript{264} Id.


This requires the provision of information on COVID-19 itself and government responses to COVID-19 in languages which are accessible to all persons, including non-citizens.267

- Guarantee all persons, including non-citizens, access to COVID-19 prevention, treatment and screening services without prohibitive documentary requirements and/or the threat of being arrested or subjected to immigration control procedures.
- Ensure that requirements that personal data and information provided before or during the process of COVID-19 testing and treatment are kept confidential and used exclusively for health purposes.
- Refrain from requiring healthcare workers to report or hand over personal data relating to an individual documentary status, including citizenship, migration or statelessness status. Provide training for healthcare workers to ensure they understand that non-citizens should not in any way face discrimination when attempting to access COVID-19-related testing, treatment and other healthcare services.
- Refrain from using detention or unwarranted restrictions on freedom of movement of non-citizens as a control measure, including to curb the spread of COVID-19.
- Adopt relief or support measures to alleviate economic hardships arising from COVID-19 that cater for non-citizens, including actions to guarantee the rights to social security, water, food, education, and housing.268

B. Older Persons

Adults aged 60 and above,269 who for the purposes of this report are described as “older persons”, constitute a sector of the world’s population that has increased considerably in the past decades.270 States have an obligation to meet the physical and mental health needs of older persons.271 In particular, as the CESCR has explained, States must guarantee access to good quality healthcare services for older persons, including “preventive, curative and rehabilitative health treatment”.272 In doing so, States should recognize older persons as rights-
holders\textsuperscript{273} and implement measures that maintain an individual’s functionality and autonomy despite advancing age.

In addition, it is worth highlighting that increasing international attention has been paid to the specific needs of this sector of the population and their need for distinct human rights protections. In particular, there have been regional developments that have addressed the human rights of older persons: \textsuperscript{274}

- **Americas:** The Inter-American Convention on Protecting the Human Rights of Older Persons (2015) recognizes that older persons have the right to access to comprehensive health services.\textsuperscript{275} It provides a detailed description of the actions that States must undertake to guarantee the right to physical and mental health of older persons.\textsuperscript{276}

- **Africa:** The Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Older Persons in Africa (2016) also recognizes that older persons have the right to access to comprehensive health services to meet their “specific needs”.\textsuperscript{277}

There is not, however, as yet, a comprehensive international framework for the human rights of older persons. On the contrary, the framework “is fragmented, uneven and incomplete”.\textsuperscript{278} In order to tackle this problem, in 2010, the UN General Assembly established the intergovernmental Open-ended Working Group on Ageing for the purpose of strengthening the protection of the human rights of older persons.\textsuperscript{279} The Working Group, which has held 10 sessions to date, is mandated to consider “the existing international framework of the human rights of older persons and identifying possible gaps and how best to address them, including by considering, as appropriate, the feasibility of further instruments and measures”.\textsuperscript{280} In addition, in 2013, the Human Rights Council appointed an Independent Expert on the Enjoyment of all Human Rights by Older Persons.\textsuperscript{281} To date the Independent expert has issued six report on a variety of themes,\textsuperscript{282} such as the autonomy and care of older persons,\textsuperscript{283} and human rights of older persons in emergency situations.\textsuperscript{284}

Finally, with regard to the right to health, one of the most prevalent problems for older persons is the risk of being discriminated against on the ground of age.\textsuperscript{285}

\textsuperscript{273} United Nations, Thematic study on the realization of the right to health of older persons by the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Anand Grover, A/HRC/18/37 (4 July 2011), para 14.

\textsuperscript{274} At the International level, it should be noted that in 1991, the General Assembly adopted “the United Nations Principles for Older Persons” (resolution 46/91). For other developments at the international level, see: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/OlderPersons/IE/Pages/Background.aspx

\textsuperscript{275} Article 12 of the Inter-American Convention provides: “Older persons have the right to a comprehensive system of care that protects and promotes their health (...)”.

\textsuperscript{276} Inter-American Convention on Protecting the Human Rights of Older Persons, article 19.

\textsuperscript{277} Article 15 of the African Protocol sets out that States shall “guarantee the rights of Older Persons to access health services that meet their specific needs”.\textsuperscript{278}


\textsuperscript{280} Id.


\textsuperscript{285} United Nations, Thematic study on the realization of the right to health of older persons by the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Anand Grover, A/HRC/18/37 (4 July 2011), para 38.
The CESC has confirmed that “age is a prohibited ground of discrimination in several contexts”. The CESC has also identified older persons as a group especially vulnerable to violations of the right to health. Therefore, States must adopt and implement measures to guarantee equality of access to health care and health services for this sector of the population.

1. COVID-19 and Older Persons’ Right to Health

Older persons, and particularly those with pre-existing medical conditions, are more vulnerable to becoming seriously ill and/or dying from COVID-19. According to the WHO, the mortality rate of COVID-19 increases with age. In late July 2020, WHO’s Director-General, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, noted that “the case fatality ratio in people over the age of 60 is almost 15%, which is ten times higher than that of younger people.” COVID-19 therefore presents a substantial and disproportionate risk the physical health of older persons.

a) Barriers to accessing integrated healthcare services

Older persons have typically experienced particular challenges in accessing integrated healthcare services. This is partially due to the fact that lockdowns and other COVID-19 related measures have made it more difficult to access healthcare services, in particular, for older persons with underlying medical conditions or with disabilities.

In that regard, in the United Kingdom, the Coronavirus Act 2020 has been criticized by Human Rights Watch because it “relaxes the rules and standards for social care services and supports”, which may reasonably be expected to have a significant impact on the quality of the services provided to older adults and older persons with disabilities.

Similarly, older persons face age discrimination in medical care services when their treatment is perceived to have less value than the treatment of younger persons. For example, in the Netherlands, some older persons complained of being asked by their doctors whether they wanted to receive intensive care...
treatment in case they contracted COVID-19. This was sometimes understood by older persons as doctors discouraging them to accept intensive care treatment because of their age.

b) Risks to emotional well-being and mental health

The COVID-19 pandemic itself and the government responses, both pose a substantial risk to the emotional well-being and mental health of older persons. For instance, older persons with cognitive decline “may become more anxious, angry, stressed, agitated and withdrawn during the outbreak or while in quarantine”. Similarly, older persons generally “have limited access to digital technologies and lack necessary skills to fully exploit them,” which means they might not have means to be in touch with their families, friends, and support communities. For instance, in Australia, it has been estimated that "57% of Australians aged 70 and older have low to no digital literacy". This significantly and disproportionately impacts on the right to the highest attainable standard of mental health of older persons.

Furthermore, “lockdown” or “quarantine” measures to halt the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak often disproportionately increase the social isolation of older persons. In this respect, some States have implemented quarantine measures for older persons that are stricter and will have a longer duration than those adopted for the general population.

In Colombia, based solely on their age, the national government established a stay-at-home order for people over 70 years. The order had an initial duration of over two months (from 20 March to 30 May 2020). Subsequently, the order was prolonged for three more months (from 31 May to 31 August 2020).

By contrast, measures for the general population have been less severe. In particular, government declared a national quarantine with an initial duration of

---

less than a month (from 25 March to 13 April). The national government has since extended the quarantine eight times, with the most recent period at the time of writing expected to finish on 1 September 2020.

The cumulative effect has been that isolation measures for the general population have been analyzed and updated by the government more frequently than the similar but more taxing measures for older adults. Furthermore, quarantine exceptions have not applied in the same way to the general population and people over 70 years of age. Specifically, while people under 70 were permitted to go outdoors for exercise up to two hours every day, those over 70 were allowed up to one hour and only three times per week. As justification for the different treatment, Colombian authorities have stated that there is scientific evidence that people over 70 are more likely to contract COVID-19 and to die from it.

However, this blanket treatment of older persons is arguably discriminatory and a violation of equal protection of a range of their rights including their rights to health, work, liberty and security of person and freedom of movement. Although older persons are more vulnerable to suffer from adverse consequences if they contract COVID-19, the isolation measures are not a proportionate and effective solution. This is so for a variety of reasons, including that:

- Older persons may live with young people who can infect them;
- The measures affect the dignity and mental health of older persons;
- The measures perpetuate the stereotype of older persons as non-autonomous people;
- The measures do not consider that many older persons are compelled to continue working because they do not have pensions or adequate savings/income; and
- It is possible to implement less invasive health policies, such as allocating more resources to the health system and educational programmes to promote self-care of older persons.

For these and other reasons, a group of older persons filed a constitutional action, amparo action (acción de tutela), challenging the legality of the isolation measures based solely on age. They argued the measures were discriminatory, and

---

308 Decreto 457 de 2020.
309 Extension one: from 13 April to 27 April 2020 (Decreto 531 de 2020); Extension two: from 27 April to 11 May 2020 (Decreto 593 de 2020); Extension three: from 11 May to 25 May 2020 (Decreto 636 de 2020); Extension four: from 25 May to 31 May 2020 (Decreto 689 de 2020); Extension five: from 1 June to 1 July (Decreto 749 de 2020); Extension six: from 1 July to 15 July (Decreto 878 de 2020); Extension seven: from 16 July to 1 August 2020 (Decreto 990 de 2020); and Extension eight: from 1 August to 1 September (Decreto 1076 de 2020).
310 Decreto 1076 de 2020.
311 Decreto 847 de 2020.
See also: Juzgado Sesenta y Uno (61) Administrativo del Circuito Judicial de Bogotá, Sección Tercera, Sentencia de Tutela no. 061, Radicado 110013343-061-2020-00111-00, 2 de julio de 2020. Available at: https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/documents/7819920/40845311/ArchivoFirmado+%283%29.pdf/291e6ffe-313
313 See: Juzgado Sesenta y Uno (61) Administrativo del Circuito Judicial de Bogotá, Sección Tercera, Sentencia de Tutela no. 061, Radicado 110013343-061-2020-00111-00, 2 de julio de 2020. Available at: https://www.ramajudicial.gov.co/documents/7819920/40845311/ArchivoFirmado+%283%29.pdf/291e6ffe-313
therefore, in violation of their constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{315} In early July 2020, a court ruled in favour of the group of older persons.\textsuperscript{316} Among other things, the judge suspended the application of legal regulations that only allowed people over 70 to be outdoors for one hour, three times per week. Although the national government appealed the decision, the extension of the government enforced quarantine in late July\textsuperscript{317} permitted older persons to go outdoors for exercise on the same conditions as adults under 70 years.\textsuperscript{318} In early August, a tribunal of second instance also found the initial measures adopted by the government to be discriminatory and indicated that similar measures should be a avoided in the future.\textsuperscript{319}

Older persons are an extremely diverse group, with different interests, employment statuses and physical health and capacity. Nevertheless, older persons are often treated and seen as a relatively uniform category of individuals based solely on their age. It is not uncommon that older adults are labelled and stigmatized as frail, dependent, sick, and vulnerable.\textsuperscript{320}

Although this misperception is not new,\textsuperscript{321} the COVID-19 crisis has contributed to reinforcing stereotypes about older persons and as has been indicated above lockdown and quarantine rules of include crude distinctions based on age alone purportedly in the interests of protecting the life and health of all older persons.\textsuperscript{322} However, the reality is that a considerable number of older persons have taken an active role during the pandemic as working health workers, caregivers, volunteers or community leaders.\textsuperscript{323}

c) Vulnerability of persons living in “nursing facilities”

There is some international evidence that those who live in nursing homes\textsuperscript{324} “are experiencing high rates of mortality due to COVID-19”.\textsuperscript{325} There are also reports

\textsuperscript{315} They invoked a violation of the right to equality (Article 13 of the Colombian Constitution), the right to freedom of movement (Article 24 of the Colombian Constitution) and right to free development of personality (Article 16 of the Colombian Constitution).


\textsuperscript{317} The most recent extension was enacted on 28 July 2020. It established the quarantine will finish on 1 September 2020. See: Decreto 1076 de 2020.

\textsuperscript{318} Decreto 1076 de 2020.


\textsuperscript{320} See: Medicare, Find a nursing home, available at: https://www.medicare.gov/nursing-homecompare/search.html


\textsuperscript{323} United Nations, Thematic study on the realization of the right to health of older persons by the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Anand Grover, A/HRC/18/37 (4 July 2011), para 13 and 15.


\textsuperscript{325} Nursing homes are defined as “a place for people who can’t be cared for at home and need 24-hour nursing care”. In other words, they are full-time homes and settings of care. They are also known as long-term care facilities. See: Medicare, Find a nursing home, available at: https://www.medicare.gov/nursing-homecompare/search.html

\textsuperscript{326} United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, COVID-19 and Older Persons: A Defining Moment for an Informed, Inclusive and Targeted Response (8 May 2020), available at:
on neglect or mistreatment in care homes. In that regard, for instance, the WHO has observed that “evidence shows that in many countries more than 40% of COVID-19 related deaths have been linked to long-term care facilities, with figures being as high as 80% in some high-income countries”.

The situation of nursing homes in the United States is of particular concern. Since the beginning of the outbreak in the United States in January, nursing home residents have been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic. Federal authorities have acknowledged that “nursing homes have been ground zero for COVID-19”, and their residents are considered to be “at the highest risk of being affected by COVID-19”. Several factors have contributed to this situation:

- **Poor infection control**: Older persons living in nursing homes have been susceptible to an infectious disease outbreak before the COVID-19 outbreak. This is partially due to the fact that a considerable number of facilities do not have a satisfactory record of infection control.

- **Underlying structural problems**: Many nursing facilities are overcrowded and have residents with underlying respiratory and mental health issues. There are also “staffing and resource deficiencies that long predate COVID-19”.

- **Inadequate PPE**: When the COVID-19 outbreak started nursing staff were not provided with proper personal protective equipment (PPE) to guarantee residents’ health and their own health. Moreover, despite the early outbreak in nursing facilities, authorities did not test residents and staff thoroughly. In some cases, the difficult situation in nursing homes led to evacuate the residents or advise families “to take their loved ones home if possible”.

---

326 In that regard, for instance, the WHO has observed that “evidence shows that in many countries more than 40% of COVID-19 related deaths have been linked to long-term care facilities, with figures being as high as 80% in some high-income countries”.

327 The situation of nursing homes in the United States is of particular concern. Since the beginning of the outbreak in the United States in January, nursing home residents have been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic. Federal authorities have acknowledged that “nursing homes have been ground zero for COVID-19”, and their residents are considered to be “at the highest risk of being affected by COVID-19”.

328 Several factors have contributed to this situation:

- **Poor infection control**: Older persons living in nursing homes have been susceptible to an infectious disease outbreak before the COVID-19 outbreak. This is partially due to the fact that a considerable number of facilities do not have a satisfactory record of infection control.

- **Underlying structural problems**: Many nursing facilities are overcrowded and have residents with underlying respiratory and mental health issues. There are also “staffing and resource deficiencies that long predate COVID-19”.

- **Inadequate PPE**: When the COVID-19 outbreak started nursing staff were not provided with proper personal protective equipment (PPE) to guarantee residents’ health and their own health. Moreover, despite the early outbreak in nursing facilities, authorities did not test residents and staff thoroughly. In some cases, the difficult situation in nursing homes led to evacuate the residents or advise families “to take their loved ones home if possible”.

---


333 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, COVID-19 in a Long-Term Care Facility – King County, Washington, February 27–March 9, 2020, available at: https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6912e1.htm

334 The first laboratory-confirmed case of COVID-19 in the United States was confirmed on 20 January 2020.


As a consequence of these and other problems, the death toll in long-term facilities has continued to climb.\textsuperscript{340} As of 30 July 2020, the New York Times reported that as many 362,000 people at some 16,000 facilities had been infected.\textsuperscript{341} It also estimated that “deaths related to Covid-19 in these facilities account for more than 41 percent of the country’s pandemic fatalities”.\textsuperscript{342} A similar account of the Foundation for Research on Equal Opportunity reports that, as of mid-July, the share of long-term care facility deaths in the United States is 45 percent.\textsuperscript{343}

This reality contrasts sharply with procedures and guidelines issued by the Federal Government to try to protect nursing home residents from COVID-19, which have proved to be ineffective. Particularly, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)\textsuperscript{344} and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)\textsuperscript{345} have issued guidelines and recommendations aimed at slowing transmission of the disease and ameliorating the effects.\textsuperscript{346}

2. Recommendations for States on protecting older persons right to health

In order to advance the realization right to health, States should take at least the following measures to ensure that the older persons have equal access to healthcare services:

- Design and implement COVID-19 response measures in a manner that recognizes older persons as a diverse group\textsuperscript{347} with varying needs.\textsuperscript{348}
- Ensure the informed participation of older persons in the development of COVID-19 related responses and regulations.\textsuperscript{349}


\textsuperscript{341} The New York Times, More Than 40% of U.S. Coronavirus Deaths Are Linked to Nursing Homes (30 July 2020), available at: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-nursing-homes.html. These estimates are used in the absence of a comprehensive data collection by states and federal government regarding such deaths.

\textsuperscript{342} Id.


\textsuperscript{344} The CMS is the agency within the US Department of Health and Human Services that administers major healthcare programs, develops and enforces quality and safety standards across the US health care system, and monitors the compliance of basic health and safety standards in hospitals, nursing homes, and other health care providers. Regarding CMS’s functions on nursing home facility see: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Ensuring Safety and Quality in America’s Nursing Homes (15 April 2020), available at: https://www.cms.gov/blog/ensuring-safety-and-quality-americas-nursing-homes

\textsuperscript{345} The CDC is a US Federal Agency that is “responsible for controlling the introduction and spread of infectious diseases, and provides consultation and assistance to other nations and international agencies to assist in improving their disease prevention and control, environmental health, and health promotion activities”. See: https://www.cdc.gov/mad/pfd/cdcmss.pdf


\textsuperscript{348} United Nations, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Paul Hunt, E/CH.4/2006/48 (2 March 2006), para 25; United Nations, Thematic study on the realization of the right to health of older persons by the Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, Anand Grover, A/HRC/18/37 (4 July 2011), para 30; General Comment 14, para 54; and United Nations Principles for Older Persons, principle 7.
• Ensure that restrictions on freedom of movement conform with obligations under article 12 of the ICCPR and that such restrictions, including those affected by lockdowns and quarantines, are not based solely on age.350
• Adopt effective measures to tackle the social isolation of older persons in particular, especially those on cognitive decline. These measures might establish a helpline for mental health and psychological support, implementing safety measures that allow family visits at long-term facilities, and helping older persons to use the internet to be in contact with family and friends.352
• Prohibit the making of medical decisions, including about access to COVID-19 testing, treatment and other healthcare services solely on the basis of a patient’s age instead of a comprehensive clinical assessment.353
• Ensure free, prior, and informed consent for all COVID-19 related medical treatment. Prohibit healthcare workers from discouraging older persons from accepting COVID-19 related treatments solely based on age considerations.354
• Adopt clear and detailed guidelines for regulating the measures that must be taken in “nursing homes” and other institutions in which many older persons are living to ensure, among other things:
  o Prevention of transmission of COVID-19;
  o Access to all necessary hygiene control measures and PPE for both staff and residents of such facilities;
  o Access to testing and treatment for COVID-19; and
  o Human rights compliant responses to outbreaks of COVID-19 in such facilities.
• Collect and publicize disaggregated data on the specific needs of older persons and their increased vulnerability to COVID-19.

C. Women and Girls

Women and girls have been severely affected by the COVID-19 crisis which threatens to deepen gender inequalities globally.355 The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW Committee), in its Guidance Note “on CEDAW and COVID-19”, highlights that some of the measures taken by States to respond to the pandemic have had an impact of limiting women and girls’ access to healthcare.356 In an accompanying statement and “call to action,” the Committee acknowledges that women and girls “have experienced multiple

350 Human Rights Watch, Rights Risks to Older People in COVID-19 Response (7 April 2020), available at: https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/07/rights-risks-older-people-covid-19-response. Under article 12 of the ICCPR, any limitation to freedom of movement on public health grounds must be provided in law, necessary and proportionate to protecting public health. As with other ICCPR rights, the limitations must be applied on a non-discriminatory basis.
354 General Comment 6, para. 16; Corte IDH, Caso Poblete Vilches y otros Vs. Chile. Fondo, Reparaciones y Costas, Sentencia de 8 de marzo de 2018, Serie C No. 349, para 160 ff.
355 CESC COVID-19 Statement, para 2, 5 and 8.
and compounded forms of discrimination while on the front lines of responses, at home, in the health workforce and in various sectors of production”.\(^{357}\)

Though statistics vary between countries, overall COVID-19 has resulted in the death of more men than women, despite the fact that infection rates for women may be equal to or higher than that of men.\(^{358}\) While men therefore may possibly carry higher mortality risks, this does not tell the whole story of the gendered impact of COVID-19. The CEDAW Committee has called upon States to “address the disproportionate impact of the pandemic on women’s health”. Women have faced significant challenges in ensuring that their health needs are met during this health crisis. These include gender bias in the allocation of resources and diversion of funds during the pandemic; women’s disproportionate burden of domestic care; and their higher representation in the health workforce which leaves them vulnerable to transmission of COVID-19.\(^{359}\)

In assessing the impact of COVID-19 on the health of women and girls, the UN Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, noted that pre-existing barriers are exacerbated during health emergencies. These barriers include “social norms and gender based discrimination, criminalization (e.g. of abortion, same-sex sexual conduct, sex work, HIV transmission etc.), restricted freedom of movement, a lack of income, need of third party authorizations, and lack of child care options”.\(^{360}\) These barriers hinder safe and confidential access to health services for women.

The 189 States Parties to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW Convention) have an obligations to address these and other disproportionate impacts of COVID-19 on women and girls’ health, including by ensuring that there is no “gender bias in the allocation of resources and diversion of funds during pandemics” which will “worsen existing gender inequalities, often to the detriment of women’s health needs”.\(^{361}\)

The obligation to provide access to health care without discrimination, including on the basis of gender and sex, is also an immediate, core obligation under the ICESCR which States must discharge even during situations such as public health or other emergencies. In particular, this immediate, core non-discrimination

---


obligation applies even during public health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic. The CEDAW Convention also prohibits gender-based discrimination in access to healthcare, including sexual and reproductive healthcare and family planning services.362

Similarly, regional human rights treaties such as the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (the Maputo Protocol),363 Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Protocol Of San Salvador),364 the European Social Charter365 and the Council of Europe’s Istanbul Convention on preventing and combatting violence against women and domestic violence366 also guarantee aspects of women’s right to health, including sexual and reproductive health, and they place an obligation on States to protect this right without discrimination.

1. COVID-19 and gender discrimination in access to health

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a number of gender-related health impacts. Failure to plan against and address these gendered impacts results in violations of the prohibition on discrimination in access to healthcare in international human rights law.

a) High risk of COVID-19 transmission

Globally, women are commonly the primary caregivers for children and sick family members, which has meant an additional domestic burden during the COVID-19 pandemic,367 functions which pose additional risks of COVID-19 transmission.

This risk of COVID-19 transmission is also high for women as they comprise some 70 percent of health workers and therefore face greater exposure in this regard.368 As the CEDAW Committee affirms, States should protect health workers and frontline workers from contagion through, for example, dissemination of necessary precautionary information and adequate provision of PPE as well as psychosocial support.369

363 Article 14 (1) of the Maputo Protocol Africa provides as follow: “States Parties shall ensure that the right to health of women including sexual and reproductive health is respected and promoted.”
364 Article 10 of the Protocol of San Salvador guarantees the right to health, and Article 3 establishes the obligation for states to provide this right without discrimination.
365 European Social Charter (Revised), Article 11.
366 Article 20(2)1 of the Istanbul Convention provides as follows: “Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that victims have access to healthcare and social services and that services are adequately resourced and professionals are trained to assist victims and refer them to the appropriate services”.
Pregnant women and girls and those who have just given birth are also particularly vulnerable to infectious diseases including COVID-19. States should therefore proactively take measures to ensure that information on the risks of COVID-19 is provided to pregnant women. States should also ensure that healthcare workers attending to pregnant women are guided as to how to reduce COVID-19 transmission during pregnancy, at birth and post-delivery.

b) Limited or no access to sexual and reproductive healthcare

States’ responses to COVID-19 have sometimes led to health services for women being interrupted or shut down entirely, thereby depriving women and girls of the enjoyment of their right to health in violation of States’ core obligations. This is because in many States women and girls’ sexual and reproductive health rights and services “are not regarded as a life-saving priority” in the face of COVID-19. In many parts of the world, mobile clinics and community based care outlets, which provide crucial sexual and reproductive health services, have been severely affected, scaled down or even closed. Such services include access to contraception, maternal healthcare, cervical cancer screening, delivery services for pregnant women HIV related services, abortion services, and those services aimed at addressing gender based violence.

There have also been major disruptions to provision of family planning services, with millions of women in low and middle-income countries, in particular, projected to be unable to access contraceptives. In her statement on COVID-19, the Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Women in Africa highlighted that many women in Africa have “limited access” to sexual and reproductive health care services during this health crisis. But these problems are by no means limited to countries of the global south.

- In the United States, the COVID-19 crisis has arguably been exploited to restrict women’s access to essential healthcare services like abortion. As noted by the UN Working Group on Discrimination Against Women, certain individual states have invoked COVID-19 as the basis for emergency orders suspending procedures “not deemed immediately medically necessary” in order to restrict access to abortions. Women are now forced to travel out of state in order to seek abortion services, thereby exposing them and others to COVID-19 transmission in direct contradiction of public health

---

guidelines. In certain states, such decisions to restrict access to abortion services, were successfully challenged and lifted, but in Texas, for example, abortions were banned until recently, and have now been lifted “because of easing of restrictions on “elective” medical procedures”.

- In Poland, there are also ongoing efforts to enact a total ban on abortion, with human rights defenders restricted from assembling to protesting these laws during COVID-19.
- Challenges in accessing abortion have also been reported in other parts of Europe, especially in countries with travel bans. This has been the case in Malta for example, where women face difficulty in accessing abortions abroad due to travel bans.
- The stoppage of abortion services due to the COVID-19 pandemic has also been reported in Brazil, where at least one abortion clinic was closed, purportedly, to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
- In Zimbabwe, pregnant women have been put at risk by measures responding to COVID-19. This because many women in rural areas have struggled to access prenatal care due to lockdown with many of them being forced to deliver at home due to the lack of transport to clinics.

The decrease in access to reproductive health services is a retrogressive measure in direct violation of the obligation of non-retrogression in the realization of ESCR. States taking retrogressive measures may do so only where it is strictly necessary to do so for a legitimate purpose and where less restrictive alternatives are unavailable. In addition, States must ensure that any limitations of rights are directed towards a legitimate objective, are strictly necessary and not arbitrary or discriminatory in application. Many global stoppages or restrictions on access to reproductive health services are unlikely to meet these standards and therefore violate States’ core obligations in terms of the right to health.

c) Increased Gender-based Violence

There has been a global increase in gender based violence since the implementation of “stay-at-home restrictions,” as an increased number of women and girls are trapped in abusive situations with abusers. This pattern is not unique to the COVID-19 outbreak as similar patterns have been observed where
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gender-based violence (GBV) “increases during every type of emergency – whether economic crises, conflict or disease outbreaks”.  

There have been reports of a surge in various forms of sexual and gender-based violence, including intimate partner violence, in the United Kingdom, Brazil, Germany, Italy, Spain, Thailand and the United States.  

Quarantine measures have also heightened the risk of gender-based violence for women with intersecting vulnerabilities. For example, in India a woman migrant, who was quarantined alone in a school, was subjected to gang rape. Similarly, in South Africa, a teenage girl was raped at a temporary homeless camp erected as part of the COVID-19 response. In some instances, states have reduced prevention and protection efforts, social services and care needed by victims of GBV during the pandemic, including healthcare and shelter services. This has had the effect of undermining efforts to combat GBV. 

Violence against women has serious short and long term health consequences for women, including physical, sexual and reproductive and mental health consequences. Survivors of GBV should be provided with timely treatment for sexually transmitted infections, treatment for physical injuries, mental health treatment, and abortion services. States should therefore ensure that adequate healthcare services are accessible and provided to survivors of gender based violence during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

2. Recommendations for States on gendered impact of COVID-19 on health

States should take proactive measures to address the impact of COVID-19 on women and girls. States should ensure in particular that retrogressive measures are not taken and that access reproductive health services and other essential healthcare services needed by women and girls are not restricted during this pandemic. States should adopt targeted measures to mitigate the gendered impacts of COVID-19 on the health of women and girls, particularly those who are in marginalized or disadvantaged situations. These measures include:

- Provide comprehensive sexual and reproductive health as essential services during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes the provision of modern forms of contraception, safe abortion and post abortion services with full and informed consent. Such provision should be ensured to women and girls

---


391 https://www.who.int/health-cluster/about/work/other-collaborations/gender-based-violence/en/
girls at all times, through toll-free lines and easy to access procedures such as online prescriptions which are, if necessary, free of charge.  
- Protect the mental and physical health of women and girls with comorbidities including older persons, persons with disabilities and those with pre-existing health conditions.  
- Ensure adequate health care access and sufficient social assistance for women and girls living in poverty, including those without health insurance and/or income during COVID-19.  
- Take measures to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic which prioritize the provision of pre- and post-natal healthcare services in a manner that does not risk COVID-19 transmission.  
- Ensure that the comprehensive package of health services necessary for survivors of GBV – including timely treatment for sexually transmitted infections and physical injuries, mental health needs, and abortion services – are designated essential services and remain accessible even during lockdown periods.

D. LGBT Persons

The prohibition of discrimination in international human rights law includes a prohibition on discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity/expression. Although “sexual orientation”, “gender identity” or “gender expression” are not expressly mentioned by the vast majority of international human rights instruments as prohibited discrimination grounds, the prohibition of discrimination based on sex and the one on “other status” have been repeatedly interpreted by UN Treaty bodies to include sexual orientation and gender identity/expression.

In the context of the right to health, Article 12(1) of the ICESCR provides for the right of everyone to “the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health”. The CESCR has confirmed “sexual orientation” and “gender identity” as prohibited grounds of discrimination in access to ESCR, including the right to health. State parties to the ICESCR are therefore obliged to ensure unimpeded access to “health facilities, goods and services on a non-discriminatory basis, especially for vulnerable or marginalized groups”, including LGBT persons.

---

393 As has been stated by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, the terminology to refer to the different groups of people who do not assume conventional or traditional gender roles “is not fixed and evolves rapidly”. In the text, we are using the most common acronym: LGBT. However, the use of this acronym does not imply a lack of acknowledgment of other manifestations of sexual orientation or gender identity expression.

On this point see: Corte IDH, Identidad de género, e igualdad y no discriminación a parejas del mismo sexo, Opinión Consultiva OC-24/17, 24 de noviembre de 2017, Serie A No. 24, para. 32.


396 General Comment 14, para. 18. General Comment 20, para. 32.

397 General Comment 14, para. 43(a)
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In 2006, a set of legal principles on the application of international law to human rights violations based on sexual orientation and gender identity/expression (SOGIE) were developed by human rights specialists. These principles, referred to as the “Yogyakarta Principles” and have since been updated in 2017 by the “Yogyakarta Principles plus 10”. Collectively, they provide further detail on States’ binding obligations regarding SOGIE relating to the full range of human rights.

Principle 17 provides for the “right to the highest attainable standard of health” in the following terms:

“Everyone has the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, without discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. Sexual and reproductive health is a fundamental aspect of this right.”

Principle 17 also sets out concrete recommendations for States of measures necessary to facilitate access to healthcare for LGBT persons without discrimination. Some examples include the non-discriminatory provision of sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods, services and facilities; and access “by those seeking body modifications related to gender reassignment to competent, non-discriminatory treatment, care and support”.

Despite these protections under international human rights law, globally LGBT persons continue to face systemic discrimination and barriers in their access to justice, healthcare and other human rights, especially in countries where LGBT identity and expression remains criminalized.

The UN Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity (UN Independent Expert on SOGI) has noted that during the COVID-19 pandemic, for LGBT persons, “criminalisation laws, still existing in 70 countries” have created a “higher risk of police abuse and arbitrary arrest and detention during curfews, and hindered meaningful data collection.” In addition, in the past, UN human rights independent experts have spoken out against harmful, abusive and coercive practices that have target LGBT persons during COVID-19, and noted that pathologization of LGBT people continues to be used as a justification for severe human rights violations.

---

399 The International Commission of Jurists and the International Service for Human Rights, on behalf of a coalition of human rights organizations, undertook a project to develop a set of international legal principles on the application of international law to human rights violations based on sexual orientation and gender identity to bring greater clarity and coherence to States’ human rights obligations. In 2006, in response to well-documented patterns of abuse, a distinguished group of international human rights experts met in Yogyakarta, in Indonesia, to outline a set of international principles relating to sexual orientation and gender identity. The result was The Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights law in relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity: a universal guide to human rights which affirm binding international legal standards with which all States must comply: https://www.icj.org/yogyakarta-principles/


403 Pathologization – Being lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or trans is not an illness - For International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia (17 May 2016), available here: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=199568&LangID=E
In this context, the UN Independent Expert on SOGI in his report to the Human Rights Council in May 2020 specifically highlighted the continued prevalence of "so-called conversion therapy" practices. Conversion therapy is an umbrella term that encompasses a wide range of actions, practices and methods that are carried out with the “specific aim of interfering [with individuals’] personal integrity and autonomy because their sexual orientation or gender identity do not fall under what is perceived by certain persons as a desirable norm”.

Such practices target LGBT persons and violate States’ international human rights law obligations in terms of the rights to bodily autonomy and health and impinge on LGBT persons’ rights to free expression of their sexual orientation and gender identity. They may also constitute a “breach to the prohibition of torture and ill-treatment”. These practices find no support in scientific evidence, have been “consistently debunked”, and have been shown to cause long-term, irreparable harm to the physical and mental health of LGBT persons.

Finally, there are also “historic barriers” to access to healthcare services for LGBT persons. It is common that LGBT individuals encounter stigma, discrimination, and violence while seeking access to and the provision of healthcare, goods and services. Transgender people, for example, face problems in receiving “gender-affirming surgeries and hormone interventions, especially in low-income and middle-income countries”. In addition, “LGBT persons are more likely than their peers to lack health coverage or the monetary resources to visit a doctor, even when medically necessary”.

The Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health has highlighted that criminalization of sexual orientation, gender identity and expression renders LGBT persons “much more likely to be unable to gain access to effective health services, and preventive health measures that should be tailored to these communities are suppressed”. Such criminalization also increases the risk of violence, abuse and social stigmatization of LGBT persons.

---
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411 See the Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, ASPIRE Guidelines on COVID-19 response and recovery free from violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity (18 June 2020), guideline IV: Indirect discrimination is a real and significant risk (and exacerbates stigmatization against LGBT persons).
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1. COVID-19 and its impact on LGBT persons

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic there is a generally an increased risk of persecution of LGBT people. Indeed, some States have even “enacted measures which intentionally target LGBTQ persons and communities under the guise of public health”.415

There is also a risk that healthcare services, goods and facilities needed by LGBT persons, in particular, may be “interrupted or deprioritized”.416 This includes HIV treatment, testing and hormonal treatment and gender affirming treatments for transgender persons.417 Discriminatory legal systems criminalizing LGBT identities, as well as social stigma and targeted hatred, have created more barriers to LGBT persons seeking COVID-19 specific related healthcare facilities, services and goods.

The OHCHR has therefore identified LGBT people as particularly “vulnerable” during the pandemic. In particular, LGBT people who are living with “compromised immune systems, including some persons living with HIV/AIDS” face “a greater risk from COVID-19” itself.420 Disproportionate levels of homelessness and economic precarity among LGBT people further expose them to disproportionate risk of contracting COVID-19.421

Existing criminalization, stigma and discrimination against LGBT people, which in some places have increased during COVID-19, may also exacerbate risks and reduce the probability of LGBT persons seeking and receiving healthcare goods and services on an equal basis.422

a) Stigma and criminalization as barriers to healthcare

The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the barriers LGBT people face in accessing healthcare, goods and services which States are required to provide under international human rights law and standards related to the right to health. This is particularly true in countries where same-sex relations and/or diverse sexual orientations and gender identities are criminalized.

In Malaysia, for example, where mental health guidelines have homophobic and transphobic content, LGBT people might be discouraged “in accessing affordable
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public mental health services”.\(^\text{423}\) Being transgender, gay, lesbian and bisexual in Malaysia are crimes under both Syariah state legislation and the Penal Code, which criminalizes “unnatural offences”.\(^\text{424}\) More generally, as has been noted recently by the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty, “transgender people face considerable challenges in accessing basic services such as health care”.\(^\text{425}\)

In July 2020, the situation was aggravated by inflammatory statements by Malaysia’s Minister in charge of religious affairs, who called on religious state authorities to carry out “enforcement actions” against transgender persons that go beyond arrests and detentions, including forms of “religious education”, exposing them to conversion therapy to ensure they “return to the right path”.\(^\text{426}\)

Similarly, Malaysia’s Health Ministry’s National Strategic Plan on Ending AIDS 2019-2030 specify key activities requiring “behavior change”, to minimize risk of acquiring HIV and STI infections through “spiritual support and guidance”.\(^\text{427}\) Such behaviour change is intended to “guide” Muslim men who have sex with men to “abandon the practice of unnatural sex”.\(^\text{428}\)

In Indonesia, although currently there is no national law that expressly criminalizes LGBT identity or expression, there are local, provincial ordinances as seen in the provinces of South Sumatra and Aceh. Articles 63 and 64 of the Provincial Ordinance on criminal offences in Aceh, for example, allow for the implementation of Syariah law which criminalizes same-sex sexual relationships with the penalty of 100 lashes or a maximum of eight years imprisonment.\(^\text{429}\) Discriminatory enforcement of vague and overly broad “public indecency” offences under the national Penal Code cause significant harm to transgender persons.\(^\text{430}\)

Negative social stigma towards LGBT persons is widespread and heavily influenced by certain interpretations of religion, customs and culture in the country.\(^\text{431}\) The current parliamentary discussions regarding the Draft Penal Code Revision\(^\text{432}\) and the Family Resilience Bill have the potential to result in the eventual adoption of and enforcement of legal provisions that criminalize LGBT people and force them to undergo a conversion therapy.\(^\text{433}\)

---


\(^{426}\) International Commission of Jurists, Malaysia: Minister’s order to take action against the transgender community must be revoked (15 July 2020), available at: https://www.icj.org/malaysia-ministers-order-to-take-action-against-the-transgender-community-must-be-revoked/


\(^{428}\) Ibid, page 75


\(^{430}\) Human Dignity Trust, Indonesia, : https://www.humandignitytrust.org/country-profile/indonesia/

\(^{431}\) Ibid


In this context, the COVID-19 pandemic has deepened cultural and social stigma, which have been perpetuated in the media, through which LGBT persons have sometimes been cast as "being responsible for the coronavirus epidemic". The social stigma of being LGBT, living with HIV, and fear of criminalization have played connected, interlinked roles in disrupting access to HIV and antiretroviral therapy during the COVID-19 pandemic. The implementation of movement-restriction measures taken to respond to the pandemic has led to a reduction in access to and availability of HIV-testing, clean needles and condoms.

In Bogotá, Colombia, although domestic legislation does not criminalize sexual orientation or gender identity expressions, LGBT persons are still victims of discrimination and violence, even in the context of the internal conflict. In the case of transgender persons, they face serious obstacles to access health services. In late May, a transgender woman who had COVID-19 symptoms did not receive medical attention after the paramedics were informed she was a person living with HIV. The paramedics decided not to take her to a hospital stating that she probably was suffering an overdose. She died 40 minutes after the paramedics left her house. More generally, local civil society organizations have denounced the lack of access to health care for transgender women living with HIV in other cities of the country.

In the Republic of Korea, social stigma against LGBT persons hindered the effort of the authorities to trace thousands of people who visited Itaewon nightlife district, a zone where there was an outbreak of COVID-19 in May. Since the person who was purportedly responsible for the outbreak had visited two places popular with gay men, LGBT persons feared they would suffer discrimination as a result.

b) Domestic legal framework changes as barriers to healthcare

During the pandemic, LGBT people have faced new problems accessing healthcare services due to modifications introduced in the COVID-19 context to previous legal regulations that guaranteed their rights.

In the United States, in June 2020, the federal protection against discrimination for transgender people in access to healthcare, goods and services was eliminated. The US Department of Health and Human Services justified this

---

434 Sejuk.org, Pandemic and religion against LGBT Phobia (31 May 2020), available at: https://sejuk.org/2020/05/31/pandemic-and-religion-against-lgbt-phobia/
437 Ministerio del Interior & Programa de Acción por la Igualdad y la Inclusión Social (PAIIS) de la Facultad de Derecho de la Universidad de los Andes, Recomendaciones para la garantía del derecho a la salud delas personas trans: un primer paso hacia la construcción de lineamientos diferenciales para la atención humanizada de personas trans en Colombia (2018), available at: http://ligadesaludtrans.org/recomendamos/
438 O Steadman, A Black Trans Sex Worker Died After Paramedics Failed to Take Her to The Hospital, (25 July 2020), Buzzfeed News, available at: https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/otilliasteadman/alejandra-monococo-colombia-trans-sex-worker-hiv?
decision arguing that that sexual orientation is not a protected category under the Affordable Care Act. As a result of this decision, in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, transgender people might be denied care for a check-up at a doctor's office, treatments or procedures, including cancer treatments or procedures related to gender transition.

In April 2020, in Poland, the Criminal Code was amended to include harsher penalties for HIV exposure, a move that was introduced along with other measures put in place to combat the pandemic. The amendment sought to increase existing penalties for HIV exposure, from a three-year maximum prison sentence, to eight-year maximum. The law also levies a harsh, disproportionate penalty for exposure to other sexually transmitted infections and/or infectious diseases, from a fine or one-year prison sentence to imprisonment for a maximum of six years.

In May 2020, Hungary's Parliament, passed a law barring transgender, intersex and gender variant people from legally changing their gender. The law required individual's sex assigned at birth to be registered in the national registry of birth, marriages and deaths and prohibits any changes to these records. It was passed by the Hungarian Parliament utilizing its extraordinary emergency powers that came into effect during the COVID-19 pandemic.

c) Deprioritization of healthcare services

Another prevalent concern compromising LGBT persons' right to health is the lack of access to HIV treatments due to lockdowns and other COVID-19 measures. The UN Independent Expert on SOGI has stressed that, since gay men and trans women represent “a significant proportion of those living with HIV-induced compromised immune systems”, they are at higher risk “of developing severe symptoms of COVID-19”.

LGBT people have been reported to face challenges in accessing HIV medication due to for example, depleted stocks, reduction of working hours of health service providers or complete closure of health centres in accordance with lockdown requirements. For example:

- In Pakistan, where there were reports of depletion of ARVs and unavailability of HIV services even before the pandemic, there are fears that the pandemic will only exacerbate these problems and further reduce the number of LGBT people who can access treatment.
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443 S Simmons-Duffin, Transgender Health Protections Reversed By Trump Administration, NPR, 12 June 2020, available at: https://www.npr.org/2020/06/12/866922581/transgender-health-protections-reversed-by-trump-administration
• In Mongolia, there have been reports of health service providers reducing operating hours resulting in a decrease in people able to access treatment.449
• In Sri Lanka, there are reports of clinics being completely closed down due to curfews and lockdown and people are afraid to access treatment in public clinics due to stigma and discrimination.450

Another challenge in accessing HIV treatment is the lack of transportation to reach healthcare facilities due to lockdown measures. For example:

• In Thailand, it has been reported that government measures, such as limiting public transportation across the country, have had significant negative impact on the HIV service delivery in the country.451 Many community-based organizations providing healthcare services have had to scale back their operations and working hours, which, in turn, have negatively impacted HIV testing and treatment services for LGBT people.452
• In Uganda, there have been reports of LGBT persons being unable to access their HIV medicines due to lockdown restrictions that have resulted in the unavailability of transport.453

In some cases, movement is difficult and special permits may be required for any travel, including for collection of medication: For example:

• In China there were also reports of people struggling to access HIV drugs as the lockdown “made it impossible for them to leave their homes without special permission to go to hospitals for their medication.”454 In addition, some LGBT persons “preferred taking the risk of not getting their medication over being outed to their family or community”.455
• In Uganda, Kenya, Mozambique, Lebanon, Kyrgyzstan, Trinidad and Tobago there have been reports of sexual minorities “being forced off treatment due to stay at home orders.”456 In some cases, people are not able to access their medicines because they are being persecuted or stopped by police when they attempt to collect their medication.457

An additional problem is that transgender people face increased barriers accessing gender-affirming surgeries as result of COVID-19. For instance:

449 Id.
452 Id.
457 Id.
• In the United States and India, hospitals have cancelled or postponed the procedures to save resources and “prevent the potential overload of health-care systems by COVID-19 cases”. Delays in such surgeries, as evidence from China suggests, can trigger mental health problems, such as “high levels of anxiety and depression due to uncertainty about the availability of future treatments and struggles with maintaining unwanted gender identities during the COVID-19 pandemic”. 

d) Violence Against LGBT persons

The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has highlighted the heightened risk of violence faced by LGBT people in the context of COVID-19.

For example, as many LGBT persons work in the informal economy, without job security, many have lost their jobs due to COVID-19 response measures implemented by States that restrict informal economic activity. Consequently, many LGBT persons “have been forced to return to unsupportive family homes”, which increases the risk of domestic violence and mental health problems. In-depth interviews conducted by OutRight Action International found that LGBT persons felt “at increased risk themselves or knowing others at increased risk of violence and abuse within their homes due to forced cohabitation with unsupportive family or abusive partners.”

Similarly, lockdown and “stay-at-home restrictions” imposed with the aim of combatting COVID-19 have confined young LGBT persons to “hostile environments with unsupportive family members or co-habitants”, which “can increase their exposure to violence, as well as their anxiety and depression.”

---


In the United Kingdom, a considerable number of LGBT persons "are coming forward to seek help from gay and trans-friendly support services".\(^{468}\) For instance, with the implementation of social isolation measures, the LGBT Foundation experienced "a 30% increase in domestic abuse/violence calls"\(^{469}\) to its helpline. At the same time, LGBT persons are reluctant to go to domestic violence shelters since they believe they can be rejected, stigmatized, or discriminated against.\(^{470}\)

Men and women were required by government regulations to leave their homes on alternate days during lockdowns in Panama and Bogotá, Colombia.\(^{471}\) While these measures have ended, at the time of writing in August 2020, these policies have had the consequence of "fuelling violence towards the transgender community by the police and the public" and had far-reaching consequences on the mental health and physical well-being of LGBT persons.

Such policies also put transgender and non-binary people at risk of violence by "reinforcing prejudices" against them.\(^{472}\) In Panama, for example, transgender women who left their homes for medical treatment on days designated for "women" experienced violence from both State and non-State actors. In one example in the West Panama province, a transgender woman who was on the way to a medical appointment was arrested, detained and subjected to humiliating treatment by police, despite providing papers for her medical appointment.\(^{473}\) In July 2020, the government of Panama, including five government ministries and the Ombud’s Office issued a statement recognizing and denouncing transphobic attacks.\(^{474}\)

In Uganda 13 gay men, two bisexual men and four transgender women were arrested in a police raid at an LGBT+ shelter for “violating social distancing rules banning gatherings of more than 10 people.”\(^{475}\) This was “a targeted arrest with trumped up charges” where the authorities used COVID-19 restrictions to target sexual minorities. The victims in this case “looked weak and some reported symptoms of malaria and typhoid. Some are HIV positive and did not have their medication.”\(^{476}\) The baseless charges against them were subsequently dropped.

---


\(^{469}\) LGBT Foundation, Why LGBT People are Disproportionately Impacted by Coronavirus (29 May 2020), available at: https://lgbt.foundation/coronavirus/impact


2. Recommendations for States on protecting the right to health of LGBT persons

In order to advance the realization of the right to health, States should take at least the following measures to guarantee the right to health of LGBT persons:

- Ensure that LGBT persons can access all healthcare facilities, services and goods without discrimination.\(^{477}\)
- Ensure that all healthcare facilities, services and goods that are particularly relevant to LGBT persons, such as HIV treatment and hormone replacement therapy and gender reaffirming surgeries are available during the pandemic.\(^{478}\) These treatments should not be deprioritized except in accordance with the requirements of international human rights law.\(^{479}\)
- Take proactive measures to remove all barriers, either in law and/or in practice that prevent LGBT persons from accessing healthcare services, goods, and facilities relating to COVID-19. States should take proactive measures to ensure that LGBT persons are able to access all COVID-19 healthcare, services, goods and facilities without discrimination.
- Ensure that the health rights of LGBT persons are considered in “the design, implementation and evaluation of the measures of pandemic response and recovery”.\(^{480}\)
- Ensure the participation of LGBT persons in the development of all COVID-19 related responses.\(^{481}\)
- Ensure that COVID-19 lockdown measures are not discriminatory and that their enforcement does not cause or lead to discrimination of any kind against LGBT persons.
- Decriminalize same-sex consensual conduct and abolish all laws that criminalize sexual orientation and gender diverse identities as these laws threaten the safety and security of LGBT people and impede access to healthcare.\(^{482}\)
- Refrain from the enactment of laws that disproportionately impact on LGBT persons’ access to healthcare and other services purporting to be COVID-19 response measures.
- Refrain from expressing or endorsing hateful sentiments that either expressly or impliedly target or discriminate against LGBT persons.
- Take active measures to combat hatred and discrimination by individuals and groups. This may include coordinating engagements between LGBT people with religious and customary leaders.\(^{483}\)
- Prohibit by law coercive medical practices, including purported “conversion therapies”, that target LGBT persons and take measures to prevent,
investigate and prosecute all forms of forced, coercive and otherwise involuntary treatments and procedures on LGBT persons.484

- Ensure that all healthcare services are provided to LGBT persons only with their informed consent, free from stigma, pathologization, discrimination and coercive practices.485
- Encourage, empower, support and coordinate with non-State actors to ensure LGBT persons access all healthcare services without discrimination. Ensure that all healthcare services necessary for LGBT persons to have equal access to health continue to operate despite lockdown or quarantine measures implemented.

E. Persons with Disabilities

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), defines disability as an “evolving concept” resulting from “the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and environmental barriers that hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others”.486 More than one billion people worldwide are living with disabilities.487

Though having a disability does often increase vulnerability to sickness, it “does not equate to being unhealthy”.488 Because disability is a “social construct” resulting from the interaction between “actual or perceived impairments” and “attitudinal and environmental barriers”,489 official responses to disability, including the types of healthcare services made easily available, contribute to the experience of disability.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities, in a report on the right to health of persons with disabilities, describes the acute vulnerability of persons with disability in the absence of the provision of adequate and accessible health goods, services and facilities: 490

“Persons with disabilities have the same health needs as everybody else, including the need for health promotion, preventive care, diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation. They may also have additional specific health needs resulting from their impairments and other underlying determinants of health, such as poverty, discrimination, violence and social exclusion. While some impairments inevitably progress over time, poor physical and social environments can aggravate primary conditions or exacerbate secondary consequences of primary conditions.

Owing to high levels of poverty, discrimination, violence and social exclusion, as well as significant barriers in access to health-care

484 Pathologization – Being lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or trans is not an illness - For International Day against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia (17 May 2016), available here: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=19956&LangID=E
485 Id.
489 Id, para 7.
490 Id.
Persons with disabilities enjoy an equal right to access to health services, goods and facilities without discrimination under the ICESCR. As the CESCR has pointed out, persons with disabilities must be provided with the “same level of medical care within the same system as other members of society”. The fulfilment of this right requires provision of health services to allow independent living and access to rehabilitation services. This applies to both public and “private providers of health services and facilities”. Prohibited discrimination against persons with disabilities includes a “denial of reasonable accommodation” and States must address discrimination in both “public health facilities” and “private places”.

In addition to the protections afforded by ICESCR, Article 25 of Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities provides for the right to health “without discrimination on basis of disability”. States parties must require “health professionals to provide care of the same quality to persons with disabilities as to others, including on the basis of free and informed consent” and the must “prevent discriminatory denial of health care or health services or food and fluids on the basis of disability”.

Article 25 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities should be read in the full context of the Convention, including, as examples, the following provisions:

- Article 5 prohibits all forms of disability-based discrimination requires equal protection and “equal benefit” of the law for persons with disabilities;
- Article 9 requires states to take measures to “identify and eliminate obstacles and barriers to accessibility” including for “medical facilities”; and
- Article 26 requires States Parties to implement “comprehensive habilitation and rehabilitation services and programs”, including in the area of “health”, to enable persons with disabilities to “attain and maintain maximum independence, full physical, mental, social and vocational ability”.

Furthermore, the CRPD Committee has emphasized the importance of physical access to healthcare facilities (including accessible transport and buildings), as well as the provision of health information in accessible formats (including through sign language, Braille, accessible electronic formats, alternative script, and augmentative and alternative modes, means and formats of communication).
The right to health of persons with disabilities is also provided for in other international and regional human rights instruments.\textsuperscript{498}

\section{COVID-19 and disability discrimination in access to healthcare}

The COVID-19 pandemic has compounded the vulnerability of persons with disabilities in accessing healthcare. In a Joint Statement on COVID-19, the Chairperson of the CPRD Committee and the Special Envoy of the UN Secretary General on Disability and Accessibility stressed that States must take “all possible measures to ensure the protection and safety of persons with disabilities”. In the direct context of healthcare, they emphasized that States should provide the “same range, quality and standard of health care as provided to other persons” and also “continue providing to persons with disabilities the health services required by persons with disabilities specifically because of their disabilities”.\textsuperscript{499}

Therefore, “States have a heightened responsibility towards this population due to the structural discrimination they experience”.\textsuperscript{500}

\subsection{a) Heightened risk of COVID-19 transmission}

The UN Special Rapporteur on the rights of persons with disabilities points out in her statement on COVID-19 that even simple containment measures, such as social distancing and self-isolation “may be impossible for those who rely on the support of others to eat, dress and bathe.”\textsuperscript{501} This by itself exposes many persons with disabilities to higher risks of COVID-19 transmission.

The General Secretariat of the Organization of America States has produced a Practical Guide in which it emphasized this vulnerability to COVID-19 transmission noting that, depending on the specific disability a person is living with:

“There are persons whose disability prevents them from washing their hands by themselves or accessing the tap or sanitizer; there are people who need to touch surfaces to gather information about their environment in order to function, and persons who use their hands to move around; all of whom are therefore at high risk of being infected and unable to precisely follow World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. Even instructions on how to wash hands properly may also be inaccessible, in many cases, to persons with visual disabilities. These are only a few examples.”\textsuperscript{502}

\textsuperscript{498} See: Universal Declaration on Human Rights (art. 25.1); International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (art. 12); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (art. 5 (e) (iv)); Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (arts. 11.1 (f) and 12); Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 24); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Disability and Disability and Accessibility stressed that States must take “all possible measures to ensure the protection and safety of persons with disabilities”. In the direct context of healthcare, they emphasized that States should provide the “same range, quality and standard of health care as provided to other persons” and also “continue providing to persons with disabilities the health services required by persons with disabilities specifically because of their disabilities.”\textsuperscript{499}

Therefore, “States have a heightened responsibility towards this population due to the structural discrimination they experience”.\textsuperscript{500}


\textsuperscript{501} Id.

The dependence of many persons with disabilities on personal assistants and the high proportion of persons with disabilities who are institutionalized in psychiatric or other institutions, which are often overcrowded increases vulnerability to COVID-19 transmission.\textsuperscript{503} It is therefore imperative that both persons with disabilities and personal assistants, support workers and interpreters are proactively prioritized for COVID-19 testing to minimize COVID-19 transmission.\textsuperscript{504}

In **Argentina, Colombia, Peru** and **Spain** such support workers were exempted from restrictions of movement and physical distancing to provide support to persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{505} These measures are crucial because, as the Organization of American States has noted, “for many persons with disabilities, support and assistance personnel are as vital as the air they breathe”.\textsuperscript{506}

**b) Heightened risk of death or serious illness from COVID-19**

Speaking before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the UN Special Rapporteur on the rights of persons with disabilities acknowledged that, generally, “secondary and co-morbid” health conditions are “common among persons with disabilities and include chronic health conditions such as high blood pressure, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes”.\textsuperscript{507} Persons with disabilities are also “significantly more likely to need health-care services” and less likely to receive them, with studies finding that persons with disabilities may be up to three times more likely to have unmet healthcare needs.\textsuperscript{508} However, very often persons with disabilities “are not targeted by strategies for health promotion and disease prevention”.\textsuperscript{509}

The same circumstances exist and increase the vulnerability of persons with disabilities to serious illness and death from COVID-19.\textsuperscript{510} Persons with disabilities, who contract COVID-19, have died at a significantly higher rate than others:

- In **United States**, residents of the state of Pennsylvania with intellectual disabilities and autism who tested positive for COVID-19 are reported to have died at a rate “about twice as high as other Pennsylvania residents”, while in New York persons with “developmental disabilities” have died at a rate 2.5 times higher than others.\textsuperscript{511}

\textsuperscript{503} Id, p. 29.
\textsuperscript{504} Id, p. 33.
\textsuperscript{505} Argentina, Decree 297/2020, Article 6.5.; Spain, Real Decree 463/2020, article 7.1 (e); Peru, Supreme Decree No 044-2020-PM, article 4.1. (f); and Colombia, Decree 1076 of 2020, Article 3.3.
\textsuperscript{507} Persons with disabilities are also “significantly more likely to need health-care services” and less likely to receive them, with studies finding that persons with disabilities may be up to three times more likely to have unmet healthcare needs.\textsuperscript{508} However, very often persons with disabilities “are not targeted by strategies for health promotion and disease prevention”.\textsuperscript{509} The same circumstances exist and increase the vulnerability of persons with disabilities to serious illness and death from COVID-19.\textsuperscript{510} Persons with disabilities, who contract COVID-19, have died at a significantly higher rate than others:

- In **United States**, residents of the state of Pennsylvania with intellectual disabilities and autism who tested positive for COVID-19 are reported to have died at a rate “about twice as high as other Pennsylvania residents”, while in New York persons with “developmental disabilities” have died at a rate 2.5 times higher than others.\textsuperscript{511}

\textsuperscript{503} Id, p. 29.
\textsuperscript{504} Id, p. 33.
\textsuperscript{505} Id, para 26.
\textsuperscript{506} Id, para 23.
\textsuperscript{507} Id, para 26.
\textsuperscript{508} Id, para 23.
• In the **United Kingdom**, women with disabilities in **England** and **Wales** have been shown to be 2.4 times more likely to die of COVID-19 than other women, while men with disabilities have been shown die at a rate 1.9 times higher than other men.\(^{512}\) Reports in early July estimated that two thirds of COVID-19 deaths in between 2 March and 15 May were persons with disabilities, leading disability rights activists to call for an official inquiry,\(^{513}\) which Parliament conducted in late July.\(^{514}\)

**c) Extreme Vulnerability for persons with disabilities living in institutions**

Even in the early stages of the global COVID-19 pandemic the UN High Commission for Human Rights acknowledged that institutions, including “residential care homes and psychiatric hospitals” in which “extremely vulnerable populations” live, were at risk of COVID-19 “ramping” through them.\(^{515}\)

Persons with disabilities are often compelled to live in inappropriate institutions, including psychiatric hospitals, which in many instances contravenes the obligation concerning the right to “independent living” under Article 19 of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.\(^{516}\) Some of these institutional settings have become COVID-19 hotspots across the world thus highlighting systemic challenges faced by persons with disabilities resulting from institutionalization.\(^{517}\) In these settings, people with disabilities face heightened risks COVID-19 transmission and heightened chance of death if infected. Their situation is compounded generally poor conditions in many such institutions and disproportionate targeting for abuse, restraint, isolation and violence.\(^{518}\)

The situation in the **Republic of Korea** is illustrative of the vulnerability of persons with disabilities in institutionalized settings. When the virus hit the Republic of Korea, it overtook hospitals and nursing homes for the elderly and persons with disabilities in Cheongdo County. When the infection cases were reported in the Cheongdo Daenam Psychiatric Hospital, health officials put the psychiatric ward on lockdown in an attempt to contain transmission.\(^{519}\)

Subsequently, seven patients with mental illness who lived in the ward died within days, becoming the first COVID-19 deaths in the country. Out of 102 patients in the ward, 100 ultimately got infected with COVID-19 after the cohort isolation lockdown measure was imposed. Yet even after the patients at the hospital had

---


\(^{513}\) L Webster, Coronavirus: Why disabled people are calling for a Covid-19 inquiry (4 July), available at: https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-53221433


\(^{516}\) Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), General comment No. 5 on living independently and being included in the community CRPD/C/GC/5 (27 October 2017).


shown symptoms of COVID-19, no COVID-19 tests were conducted. The blanket cohort isolation measures of nursing homes and psychiatric hospitals in the County were the source of serious concern among a number of human rights groups in the Republic Korea.\textsuperscript{520}

d) \textbf{Discrimination in access to healthcare and life-saving treatment}

In their joint statement on COVID-19, a broad section of Special Procedures mandate holders of the UN Human Rights Council stressed that “everyone, without exception, has the right to life-saving interventions” including persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{521} However, as the General Secretariat of the Organization of American States noted, “around the world already face discrimination and negligence from health care personnel who consider disability a variable to justify not prioritizing health care for them in a context of scarce resources and personnel”. It describes this as “an act of serious discrimination”.\textsuperscript{522} A United Nations Policy brief similarly acknowledges that persons with disabilities are “at greater risk of discrimination in accessing healthcare and life-saving procedures during the COVID19 outbreak” noting measures such as “health care rationing decisions” and “triage protocols” being based on discriminatory criteria.\textsuperscript{523}

In the United States, for example, the state of Alabama initially implemented but has since withdrawn standards of care that “allowed for denying ventilator services to individuals based on the presence of intellectual disabilities, including ‘profound mental retardation’ and ‘moderate to severe dementia’”.\textsuperscript{524} The state of Tennessee “lists ‘people with spinal muscular atrophy who need assistance with activities of daily living’ as among those who will not receive critical care in a situation of scarcity”.\textsuperscript{525}

In Italy, the professional organization that sets guidelines for intensive care has stated health resources should prioritize those with the highest chance of “therapeutic success”.\textsuperscript{526} If persons with disabilities have pre-existing health conditions, or if their particular impairment means their chance of recovery is diminished, they may therefore be de-prioritized for intensive care.


\textsuperscript{526} Alabama’s policy has subsequently been withdrawn.

The Bioethics Committee of the San Marino Republic produced COVID-19 guidance on triage, which, in compliance with international human rights law, explicitly prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by providing that:

“the only parameter of choice ... the correct application of triage, respecting every human life, based on the criteria of clinical appropriateness and proportionality of the treatments. Any other selection criteria, such as age, gender, social or ethnic affiliation, disability, is unacceptable, as it would implement a ranking of lives only apparently more or less worthy of being lived, constituting an unacceptable violation of human rights.”

e) Access to information

Persons with disabilities, like all other people, have the right to health information. Proactive measures should be taken to ensure the accessibility of health information for persons with disabilities about COVID-19. This requires the “availability and dissemination of health information and communications in accessible modes, means and formats”, such as sign language, Braille, accessible electronic formats, alternative script, and augmentative and alternative modes, means and formats of communication.

Some examples of such measures taken by States to this effect include:

- **Paraguay** has developed systems to ensure that relevant information is provided in accessible formats. Disability Focal Point launched its use of social media to provide information in sign language.

- In **New Zealand**, the Ministry of Health has a section of its website dedicated to providing information in accessible formats, including sign language and easy-to-read versions. The Council of Europe has commended similar efforts by Germany, Italy, Romania and France, while simultaneously acknowledging the efforts of NGOs to produce such materials.

- In **Canada**, a COVID-19 Disability Advisory Group was formed with the participation of persons with disabilities. On the advice of this group, a relief package to improve the circumstances of persons with disabilities was announced on 5 June 2020 by the Prime Minister.

---


528 See Section VI of this Report.

529 See Section VI of this Report.


531 See: National Secretary for the Human Rights of Persons with Disabilities Social Media page: https://www.facebook.com/pq.senadispy/about/?ref=page_internal

532 See: National Secretary for the Human Rights of Persons with Disabilities Social Media page: https://www.facebook.com/pg/senadispy/about/?ref=page_internal


535 Office of the Prime Minister, Prime Minister announces supports for Canadians with disabilities to address challenges from COVID-19 (5 June 2020), available at: https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/news-releases/2020/06/05/prime-minister-announces-
2. Recommendations on disability and health during COVID-19

To ensure that their COVID-19 responses are appropriately tailored to the realization of the right to health of persons with disabilities States should ensure the “mainstreaming” of disability in all response measures. To this effect, ensuring meaningful consultation with and participation of persons with disabilities in developing COVID-19 responses, is of fundamental importance.535

More specifically, States should proactively take measures to ensure the protection of the right to health of persons with disabilities, by, among other things:536

- Ensure priority COVID-19 testing for persons with disabilities, those with whom they live, and their care and support workers.
- Exempt care and support workers from certain lockdown restrictions to allow them to continue to support persons with disabilities.
- Identify and remove barriers to equal access to COVID-19 testing and treatment at all health and quarantine facilities.
- Ensure that in all institutionalized settings in which persons with disabilities live:
  - Wherever possible, safe and practicable persons with disabilities may be eligible for discharge, and that there is access to home and community-based services to assist in this process;
  - COVID-19 testing is prioritized and effective measures to prevent transmission are implemented; and
  - Financial, human and other resources are sufficient to implement effective preventative measures.
- Prohibit the denial of COVID-19 testing and treatment, including in particular, lifesaving treatment, on the basis of disability regardless of resource scarcity; and ensure the training of health workers and sufficiently clear guidance to prevent this and other forms of disability discrimination.
- Provide public and accessible health information that is caters for a full range of disabilities (including sign language, Braille, accessible electronic formats, alternative script, and augmentative and alternative modes, means and formats of communication).

F. Persons Deprived of their Liberty

The question of protection of persons deprived of their liberty during the COVID-19 pandemic involves the intersection of a number of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. These include:


• The right to liberty and the prohibition of arbitrary detention, whether for criminal law enforcement or various administrative or other purposes (article 9 of ICCPR);
• The right to be free from torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (article 7 of ICCPR; articles 1, 2 and 16 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT));
• The right to “be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person” (article 10 of ICCPR; article 5(2) of American Convention on Human Rights; article 5 of African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights; article 20(1) of the Arab Charter on Human Rights).

The rights connected with detention during the COVID-19 pandemic also encompass the range of ESCR, including the right to health as protected under international human rights law, including article 12 of ICESCR. States must refrain from “denying or limiting equal access for all persons, including prisoners or detainees ... to preventive, curative and palliative health services”.538

Every person has the right to personal liberty and security, including freedom from unlawful or arbitrary arrest or detention.539 At the moment of arrest or commencement of detention, every person has the right to “an impartial and confidential medical or psychological examination” in order to: “verify their state of physical or mental health and the existence of any mental or physical injury or damage”; to “ensure the diagnosis and treatment of any relevant health problem”; and to “investigate complaints of possible ill-treatment or torture”.540 It is a duty of law enforcement officers to “ensure the full protection of the health of persons in their custody”, and to “take immediate action to secure medical attention whenever required.”

The standards of healthcare provided to persons deprived of their liberty should be equivalent to those enjoyed by the general public and be guaranteed free of charge and without discrimination. Healthcare provision should be organized in close coordination with public health services to ensure continuity of treatment and care, including of infectious diseases such as COVID-19.543 The revised Standard Minimum Rule for the Treatment of Prisoners (The Mandela Rules), adopted by the UN General Assembly on 17 December 2015, set out the bare minimum to safeguard the state of health of persons deprived of their liberty.

537 General Comment 14, para 34.
538 General Comment 14, para 34.
539 See: Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 3; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, article 9; Convention on the Rights of the Child, article 37(b); African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, article 6; American Convention on Human Rights, article 7; European Convention on Human Rights, article 5; Arab Charter on Human Rights, article 14.
540 Principles and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas, principle X; Guidelines and Measures for the Prohibition and Prevention of Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in Africa (Robben Island Guidelines), guideline 31.
541 See: European Prison Rules, rule 39; Principles and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas, principle X; Guidelines and Measures for the Prohibition and Prevention of Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in Africa (Robben Island Guidelines), guideline 31.
542 For analysis of the scope and content of the right to personal liberty and security, see: Human Rights Committee (CCPR), General Comment No. 35 on Article 9 (Liberty and Security of Person) ("General Comment 35"), UN Doc. CCPR/C/GC/35 (16 December 2014).
543 Principles and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas, principle IX(3).
In this respect, States should provide, as a minimum, appropriate accommodation, with due regard having been paid to:

- **Climatic conditions:** including air, minimum floor space, lighting, heating and ventilation;
- **Personal Hygiene:** Suitable items to ensure personal hygiene;
- **Clothing:** Adequate clothing;
- **Food:** Food of nutritional value adequate for health and strength;
- **Water:** Drinking water;
- **Recreation:** The possibility of participating in recreational and cultural activities “for the benefit of the mental and physical health.”

It is noteworthy that conformity with all of these requirements have a bearing on detainees’ health and should therefore be secured to ensure the protection of the right to health.

### The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment Statement: COVID-19 and Persons Deprived of Liberty

The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) issued a statement on the principles States should follow in relation to the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The statement provides the following guidance:

- States should take all possible action to protect the health and safety of all persons deprived of their liberty;
- International and domestic guidelines designed to tackle the pandemic, consistently with international standards, should be respected and implemented fully in all places of deprivation of liberty;
- Staff in detention facilities should be adequately supported and provided with health and safety protection to continue fulfilling their tasks;
- Restrictive measures towards persons deprived of their liberty, aimed to prevent the spread of COVID-19, should have a legal basis and be necessary, proportionate, respectful of human dignity, restricted in time, and communicated in a comprehensive and understandable manner;
- States should resort, as far as possible, to alternatives to deprivation of liberty, including commutation of sentences, early release and probation, and should refrain, to the maximum extent possible, from detaining migrants;
- States should pay special attention to the needs of vulnerable and at-risk groups, such as older persons and persons with pre-existing medical conditions, including screening and intensive care as required, and additional psychological support should be provided to all detainees;
- State authorities should provide detainees with adequate personal hygiene (including access to hot water and soap), daily access to the open air (of at least one hour), and means of communications with the outside world when visits are suspended;

---

545 Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (Mandela Rules), rule 78.
546 European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Statement of principles relating to the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic (20 March 2020), available at: https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
- Detained persons, **who are isolated or quarantined** due to COVID-19 infection, should be provided with *meaningful human contact* every day;
- **Safeguards against abuses of detainees’ rights** (e.g. access to legal counsel) or torture and other ill-treatment must be in place at all times; and
- States should ensure that **independent monitoring bodies have access to all places of detention**, including quarantine facilities.

Women prisoners should be provided gender-specific healthcare services, which should be equivalent to those available to the general public.\(^{547}\) Comprehensive screenings to determine primary healthcare needs should also be conducted in order to, amongst other things, detect sexually transmitted diseases and mental healthcare needs, as well as determine whether a woman has been the victim of sexual abuse or other type of violence prior to detention.\(^{548}\)

Non-citizen prisoners should have access to healthcare on an equal footing with all other prisoners.\(^{549}\) Medical and healthcare staff need to take account of specific problems and diseases which non-citizen prisoners may have, as well as any cultural sensitivities necessary to ensure their equal access to health services. If necessary, interpreters should be made available for communication purposes. The continuity of treatment should be guaranteed during transport whenever a non-citizen prisoner is transferred, extradited or expelled.\(^{550}\)

Migrants may be detained during immigration control proceedings only to the extent this is “reasonable, necessary and proportionate in the light of the circumstances”; to this end, “[d]ecisions regarding the detention of migrants must also take into account the effect of the detention on their physical or mental health”.\(^{551}\)

### 1. Detention, COVID-19 and Healthcare

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights issued an early warning about the threat of COVID-19 to detained persons, urging States “not to forget those behind bars”.\(^{552}\) She warned that in many States “detention facilities are overcrowded” and “people are often held in unhygienic conditions and health services are inadequate or even non-existent”. This makes key measures advised by the WHO such as physical distancing and self-isolation “practically impossible”, thus rendering detained persons extremely vulnerable to violations of their right to health and life.

---

\(^{547}\) See: “Section C. Gendered impacts of COVID-19” of Section V of this document.


\(^{549}\) See: “Section A. Migrants, Refugees, and Stateless persons” of Section V of this document.


Persons deprived of their liberty are among the categories of people at greater risk of infection in relation to COVID-19, given “the spread of the virus can expand rapidly due to the usually high concentration of persons deprived of their liberty in confined spaces and to the restricted access to hygiene and health care in some contexts”. Such a reality has led to prison uprisings across several countries, including Italy, Colombia and Indonesia, where detainees protested the lack of adequate measures to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic.

To safeguard the right to health of persons deprived of their liberty, States should follow the WHO’s “Interim Guidelines on the Preparation, Prevention and Control of COVID-19.” Persons deprived of their liberty should have access to information concerning the prevention and treatment of the disease, as well as appropriate items, such as soap, hot water and disinfectants, to ensure adequate hygiene standards that prevent infection. Physical distancing should be ensured as much as possible, yet the right of daily access to open air of at least one hour should be maintained. Any necessary restrictions on family visits should be counterbalanced by increased access to alternative means of communication.

a) **Detention under unhygienic and unhealthy conditions**

Any preventive or protective measures adopted by State authorities to tackle COVID-19 should not result in ill-treatment of persons deprived of their liberty. Quarantine facilities should meet necessary hygiene and health facilities standards.

In India, people required to stay in quarantine facilities in Kashmir and Jammu have allegedly been housed under poor hygiene conditions, including non-sanitized floors, bathrooms and beds, and overcrowded rooms. It has further been reported that migrant workers housed in quarantine facilities in Jammu have not been provided with adequate food, and that authorities have failed to carry out COVID-19 testing.

In Nepal, Nepalese migrant workers were reported to have been stranded at the India-Nepal border for up to two months and faced various issues including lack...

---

559 European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Statement of principles relating to the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic.  
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of proper food, water and housing.\textsuperscript{563} Some entering Nepal were “stuck on buses without any provisions of food, water, toilets, or beddings” before being taken to quarantine facilities.\textsuperscript{564} Nepal required all persons entering the country including migrant workers entering from India to be quarantined for 14-17 days.\textsuperscript{565} Quarantine facilities were often overcrowded, congested, unhygienic and unsafe.\textsuperscript{566} Although the government set standards for such facilities which on paper aimed to comply with WHO guidelines,\textsuperscript{567} many people in quarantine did not receive adequate food,\textsuperscript{568} and as a result, their family members risked increasing COVID-19 transmission when coming into contact while bringing food to their relatives.\textsuperscript{569} After public criticism over quarantine facilities’ conditions, the government started allowing migrant workers to spend the quarantine period at home.\textsuperscript{570}

In \textbf{Israel}, the Supreme Court rejected a petition asking Israeli Prison Authorities to ensure social distancing for the 450 detainees held in the overcrowded Gilboa prison, where those classified by the authorities as “security prisoners” – mainly Palestinians – are held.\textsuperscript{571} The Supreme Court accepted the State’s claim that detainees are to be equated to “family members or flatmates living in the same home”, for whom specific measures of social distancing are not required. The NGO Adalah reported that detainees in the Gilboa prison are “unable to adhere to Israeli Health Ministry’s social distancing guidelines for preventing the spread of COVID-19, thus endangering their safety and lives”.\textsuperscript{572}

In \textbf{Thailand}, in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, returnees traveling from “high-risk” countries were required to stay in a quarantine facilities. In Sattahip district of Chonburi province, those who stayed in such facilities were randomly divided into groups of three and were forced to share small rooms that may heighten their risk of infection.\textsuperscript{573}

Failure to ensure hygienic conditions to persons subjected to mandatory quarantine, which might even increase the likelihood of being infected, will inevitably lead to violations of the right to health.

\textsuperscript{564} A Aryal, Thousands of Nepalis without food or shelter await entrance at the Karnali border, The Kathmandu Post, (26 May 2020), available at: https://kathmandupost.com/national/2020/05/26/thousands-of-nepalis-without-food-or-shelter-await-entrance-at-the-karnali-border.
\textsuperscript{571} Adalah, Israel Supreme Court rules: Palestinian prisoners have no right to social distancing protection against COVID-19 (23 July 2020), available at: https://www.adalah.org/en/content/view/10063.
\textsuperscript{572} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{573} Matichon, 3 persons per 1 room (4 April 2020) available at: https://www.matichon.co.th/politics/news_2122232 (in Thai).
b) **Releasing prisoners to reduce overcrowding and prevent COVID-19 transmission**

The endemic problem of overcrowding, which is prevalent in many countries, exacerbates the risk of the spread of COVID-19 in prisons and other detention facilities. States should therefore consider prioritizing the release of persons in pre-trial detention, those with low risk profiles who were convicted of minor and non-violent offences, persons with imminent release dates, and at-risk categories such as the elderly and people with chronic diseases. States could consider employing alternative measures such as probation and house arrest. Recommendations towards this have been made by regional human rights bodies, including the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights.

Releases of detainees in relation to COVID-19 have taken place across Africa (including in Algeria, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan, Tunisia and Uganda) and in the Americas (including in the United States, Brazil, Argentina, Honduras, Mexico and Peru). However, in Libya, where thousands of people are arbitrarily detained in conditions under which they have been exposed to heightened risks of contracting COVID-19, there have been no such releases from prison.

Persons arbitrarily detained in violation of international human rights law, including human rights defenders, activists and journalists, should be released irrespective of COVID-19; however, the risk of COVID-19 infections engenders a further compound violation by the fact of their detention. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has emphasized that “every person detained without sufficient legal basis, including political prisoners, and those detained for critical, dissenting views” should be released. However, some States have specifically excluded these categories of people from release:

---


• In Turkey, the Parliament has enacted a law to allow for the release of thousands of detainees to avoid the spread of COVID-19 in prisons. However, this law excludes persons convicted of “terrorism” offences and “offences against the State”, which are typically used to incarcerate human rights defenders, lawyers, judges and political opponents.583

• In Myanmar, a presidential amnesty was adopted which, while freeing 24,896 detainees, did not extend to human rights defenders and civil society activists, who continue to be arbitrarily detained.584

• In Iran, thousands of “low-level” prisoners have been released while excluding the release of many people detained for political reasons.585

The detention and prosecution of persons solely for the exercise of rights protected under international law, such as freedom of expression or peaceful assembly, amount to a violation of a State’s obligations under international human rights law. It may also constitute unfair discrimination based on political views and, in the context of COVID-19, a violation of access to healthcare without discrimination.

On the other hand, measures aimed at reducing prison overcrowding in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic must not lead to de jure or de facto impunity with regard to crimes under international law. As a rule, persons sentenced for these crimes should not be released. To preserve their health, as necessary, States should consider alternative measures such as relocation in facilities where safe detention conditions can be enjoyed or, if this is not possible, placement under temporary house arrest, subject to appropriate controls and to return to prison once the emergency situation is over. Only in case of a “terminal illness of imminent resolution”, a “humanitarian pardon” may be granted to such individuals and the gravity of the offences committed should also be considered.586

In Chile, a law has been adopted allowing for detention to be commuted to house arrest to tackle prison overcrowding; persons sentenced for serious crimes are excluded from the benefit.587 At the same time, the Senate started discussing a bill originally introduced in 2018, which would grant house arrest to persons deprived of their liberty “aged 75 or older”, or who have been “diagnosed with a terminal illness or a grave and incurable physical harm causing a serious dependency,” without excluding persons convicted of crimes under international


587 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, CIDH expresa preocupación por iniciativa legislativa en Chile que autorizaría la prisión domiciliaria a determinados condenados por graves violaciones a los derechos humanos cometidas durante la dictadura cívico militar (22 April 2020), available at: http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2020/087.asp
The detention of migrants and asylum seekers should be reasonable, necessary, proportionate and temporary. For instance, an individual may be detained while awaiting their forced removal from a State’s territory, provided the latter complies with international law and standards. However, if such removal cannot take place, as is the case in several countries due to travel restrictions initiated as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the continued detention of an individual violates international law.

The detention of migrants and asylum seekers in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, including for mandatory quarantine upon entry into a State’s territory, should be applied in a non-discriminatory manner. Systemic immigration detention based on public health concerns cannot be justified under international law. The imposition of blanket measures denying asylum seekers access to a State’s territory is in breach of international human rights law and international refugee law.

As a rule, migrants and asylum seekers should not be subject to detention in the context of COVID-19, and detainees have been released in Belgium, Spain, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

However, the rights of non-citizens to health without discrimination have been impaired, in the context of COVID-19, in a number of countries:

- In Canada, 34 out of the 98 migrants and refugees detained in three immigration centres across the country have been freed, yet authorities have continued to hold hundreds of migrants in maximum-security jails on the sole ground that they might not appear for their immigration status hearings.
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589 M Cisternas, Diario U Chile, Ley Humanitaria: un proyecto inviable que le guíña el ojo a la impunidad (18 April 2020), available at: https://radio.uchile.cl/2020/04/18/ley-humanitaria-un-proyecto-inviable-que-le-quina-el-ojo-a-la-impunidad/
590 Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Revised deliberation No. 5 on deprivation of liberty of migrants (2 July 2018), para 14.
592 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Key Legal Considerations on access to territory for persons in need of international protection in the context of the COVID-19 response (16 March 2020), paras 5-7, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/5e7132834.html
593 European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Statement on access to territory for persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic (20 March 2020), available at: https://rm.coe.int/1680bfa46b
595 See: “Section A. Migrants, Refugees, and Stateless persons”, Section V of this document.
• In Malaysia, “raids” undertaken in early May, which were condemned by the Malaysian Human Rights Commission,\(^{598}\) led to the arrest of nearly 2,000 undocumented migrants, some of whom were held in detention centres with notoriously “inhumane” conditions.\(^{599}\) These measures reportedly resulted in COVID-19 cases in these facilities surging to 410 by the end of May.\(^{600}\) Fear of deportation and poor conditions at detention centres discourages undocumented migrants from seeking COVID-19 treatment, thus further increasing their vulnerability to the disease.\(^{601}\)

• The Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR) issued urgent provisional measures ordering Panama to protect the rights to health, life and personal integrity of individuals held in migrant detention centres. More specifically, the IACtHR affirmed that persons detained in “La Peñita” and “Laja Blanca” centers must have access to healthcare services, including testing and treatment of COVID-19, especially in light of the risks to their health raised by overcrowding conditions and by the lack of primary health services and measures to prevent infection.\(^{602}\)

• In Kuwait, some 20,000 migrant workers awaiting repatriation due to the lockdown imposed by State authorities were reportedly being held in detention camps in the desert, with poor hygiene conditions, overcrowding, lack of running water and overflowing sewage.\(^{603}\)

• In Thailand, between late April and early May 2020, 65 out of 115 detainees in an Immigration Detention Centre in Thailand’s Songkhla province tested positive for COVID-19. Among those were at least 18 were refugees who had been detained since 2015. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has described immigration detention facilities in Thailand as “often overcrowded and lack of adequate healthcare, food, water, sanitation and hygiene”.\(^{604}\)

2. Recommendations for States on the right to health of persons deprived of their liberty during the COVID-19 pandemic

To prevent the spread of COVID-19 in all detention centres, including prisons and quarantine sites, and to ensure the realization of the right to health, States should take adequate measures, including the following:

• Minimize as far as possible the number of detained persons by releasing at-risk categories, such as the elderly and people with chronic diseases, as well as persons in pre-trial detention, those convicted of minor and non-violent offences and persons with imminent release dates.

---


\(^{602}\) Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Vélez Loor v. Panama (Provisional Measures), Order of the President of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (26 May 2020).
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• Ensure that any exclusion from early release of persons arbitrarily detained, including human rights defenders, activists and journalists, does not result in a violation of prohibitions on discrimination and other internationally protected human rights.

• Protect the health of persons convicted of crimes under international law, where necessary, by considering alternative to detention such as relocation in facilities where safe detention conditions can be enjoyed. If this is not possible, placement under temporary house arrest, subject to appropriate controls and to return to prison once the emergency situation is over.

• Ensure the protection of the right to health of all persons deprived of their liberty, including by:
  o Preventing overcrowding;
  o Ensuring access to legal representatives for detained persons and protecting their right to challenge the lawfulness of detention;
  o Ensuring access to COVID-19 testing and treatment on an equal basis with the general population;
  o Ensuring access to adequate water, sanitation, soap, sanitizer and PPE materials to prevent COVID-19 transmission; and
  o Ensuring overall conditions complying with international human rights standards, particularly ESCR, including:
    ▪ Adequate climatic conditions such as air, minimum floor space, lighting, heating and ventilation;
    ▪ Suitable items to ensure personal hygiene;
    ▪ Adequate clothing;
    ▪ Food of nutritional value adequate for health and strength;
    ▪ Drinking water; and
    ▪ Recreational activities for the benefit of mental and physical health.

• Refrain, as far as possible, from detaining migrants, stateless persons and asylum seekers, and ensure non-discriminatory access to hygienic conditions and healthcare when they are so detained.

F. Healthcare Workers

Article 7 of ICESCR protects the rights of all workers to “just and favourable conditions to work” including, in particular “safe and healthy working conditions”. Article 12(2)(b) of the ICESCR requires States to ensure “the improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene”. The CESCR has clarified that this right requires States to enact “preventive measures in respect of occupational accidents and disease” and more generally ensure “hygienic working conditions”.605

Similar protections are provided under regional human rights treaties. For instance:

• Articles 15 and 16 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights oblige States Parties to protect “the right to work under equitable and satisfactory conditions”;  
• Article 7 of the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Protocol of San
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Salvador) guarantees the right to just, equitable and satisfactory conditions of work. States are obliged to guarantee through legislation: “safety and hygiene at work”; “the prohibition of night work or unhealthy or dangerous working conditions” and, in general, all work which “jeopardizes health, safety, or morals, for persons under 18 years of age”; and

- Articles 3 and 11 of the European Social Charter call on State Parties to effectively exercise the right to safe and healthy working conditions, and “formulate, implement and periodically review a coherent national policy on occupational safety, occupational health and the working environment.”

Protective obligations are also contained in a number of ILO Conventions including the ILO Conventions on the Occupational Safety and Health Convention 1981 (No. 155), the Promotional Framework for Occupational Safety and Health Convention 2006 (No. 187), and Nursing Personnel Convention 1977 (No. 149).

While States should take all necessary efforts to secure the rights to work and health of all workers, certain categories of workers are, because of the precarious nature their work, more vulnerable to COVID-19 transmission in the workplace. The CESCR has noted this, emphasizing that:

“many health-care workers, who are performing heroic work in the front lines of responding to the pandemic, are being infected due to inadequacies or shortages of personal protective equipment and clothing.”

The CESCR therefore indicates that States should ensure health workers are “provided proper protective clothing and equipment against contagion”, that they are “consulted by decision-makers, and that due regard is paid to their advice.”

1. COVID-19, the Right to Health and Health Workers

Unsafe working conditions for health workers can lead to work-related illness both impacting on themselves and users of such facilities. Put simply, increased risk of COVID-19 transmission for health workers increases the risk of transmission throughout the general population and reduces vital availability of health workers themselves to perform their critical health care functions in respect of the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, because their job is to care for the sick and injured, as the WHO recognized, health workers are sometimes wrongly viewed as “immune” to injury or illness.

On 10 April 2020 in a media briefing to update the public on the COVID-19 outbreak, the WHO explained that healthcare workers were at risk due to a range of factors including the following:
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• Delayed recognition of COVID-19 symptoms and lack of experience in dealing with respiratory pathogens;
• Exposure to large numbers of patients in long shifts with inadequate rest periods;
• Lack of Personal Protective Equipment; and
• Lack of measures to prevent the spread in hospitals.

The WHO’s recommendations to the States included: training healthcare workers to recognize respiratory diseases; increasing access to PPE; supporting exhausted and stressed healthcare workers; putting strong hospital surveillance systems in place; and recognizing that every healthcare system has gaps and looking into how the system be improved for the future. 612 Yet, despite this early warning and direction, health workers from around the world describe in detail how they are put in harm’s way, overworked and ill-equipped.613

Some States have developed innovative ways to address these problems and ensure occupational health and safety of all healthcare workers. For example, in Thailand, the government introduced locally made recycled plastic PPE for their healthcare workers. Considering that imported isolation gowns cannot be reused, in order to quickly solve the shortage, the Thai government introduced the locally made reusable isolation gowns made of recycled plastic drinking water bottles, which proved to be more cost-effective. These gowns, said to be produced by local manufacturers at a reasonable cost to meet internationally acceptable standards, can be reused 20 times. The first batch of these reusable isolation gowns were handed to medical workers in mid-June 2020.614

a) Shortages of Personal Protective Equipment

A major problem faced by health workers in most of the world during the COVID-19 outbreak has been a shortage of PPE necessary to protect both health workers and their patients from the risk of COVID-19 transmission.

In the early days of the outbreak, regular healthcare workers and local healthcare volunteers615 in a number of States, including Italy,616 Japan,617 the Russian Federation,618 Thailand, the United Kingdom, the United States619 and

614 A Wipatayotin, Anutin Trumpets locally made recycled plastic PPE for medics, Bangkok Post (10 May 2020), available at:
   https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/1915444/anutin-trumpets-locally-made-recycled-plastic-ppe-for-medics; Thai
   PBS, Medicine Association distributed 41,950 PPEs which can be Reused 20 times (15 June 2020), available at:
   https://news.thaipbs.or.th/content/293638 (in Thai)
615 Manager Online, Lacking of Masks and PPE Suits for Local Health Volunteers in Phayao Province, Thailand (30 March 2020), available at
   https://mbro8online.com/local/detail/9630000032498 (in Thai). Notably, much of Thailand’s ability to deal successfully with COVID-19 in rural areas is due to its system of village health volunteers. More than 900,000 village health volunteers provide Thailand’s first line of defense against illness. They were trained as health communicators and health mobilizers who work as an extension of the professional staff of the Ministry of Public Health.
616 International Council of Nurses, High proportion of healthcare workers with COVID-19 in Italy is a stark warning to the world: protecting nurses and their colleagues must be the number one priority (20 March 2020), available at:
617 E Lies, Lacking protective gear, Japan’s Osaka pleads for plastic raincoats, Reuters (15 April 2020), available at:
   plastic-raincoats-idUSKCN21X0RO
618 APP, Short on protective gear, Russian medics fear infecting patients (22 April 2020), available at:
619 WION, Coronavirus crisis without PPE: Nurses in US, UK forced to wear trash bags (10 April 2020), available at:
Zimbabwe faced severe shortages in access to even basic PPE. Failure to provide PPE is a clear violation of the rights to health and conditions of work of health workers themselves and also may constitute a broader threat to the rights to health of all people.

In Lesotho, a judgment of the High Court handed down on 24 June found the government’s failure to provide PPE to doctors to be unconstitutional and in violation of the right to life and ordered that it remedy this dereliction by provided the necessary safety equipment. Rejecting the government’s argument that it lacked the resources to provide such equipment, the Court held:

“It should be noted that the threat posed to the doctors’ lives is continuing and ever omnipresent. Given the nature of the doctors’ work, potential loss of life looms ever so largely and waits for non-one. Procrastination’ and apparent lack of political will on the part of Government in addressing these grave concerns is disturbing to say the least.”

Even where PPE was initially available in some countries, healthcare workers worldwide reported that most of their protective supplies were in short supply. The need for PPE including N95 masks, surgical masks, PPE suits, boots, gloves and gowns and even soap, water and sanitizer were widely reported. At the end of March 2020, WHO acknowledged that “the chronic global shortage of personal protective equipment amid COVID-19 is now one of the most urgent threats to our collective ability to save lives.”

When healthcare workers were not sufficiently protected and/or were infected, they were often quarantined for around 14 days, depleting the already exhausted workforce and exposing whole populations to further COVID-19 transmission:

- In the Victoria State of Australia, it was reported on 16 July 2020 that more than 150 hospital staff members were in precautionary quarantine following three potential sources of exposure; In countries across Asia and Pacific region, as of 3 April 2020, more than 4,200 healthcare workers were reported to be self-isolating. This also sent some local hospitals into partial lockdown, suspending most services for up to 14 days, such as in a local hospital in Thailand.

As healthcare workers struggled with a shortage of personal protective gear, many workers in countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, the United Kingdom and

---
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the United States, resorted to working with handmade equipment such as plastic garbage bags for gowns and plastic water bottles for eye protection to make up for shortages in PPE. 

b) Increased risk of COVID-19 infection, illness and death

Predictably, insufficient PPE and increased exposure to persons with COVID-19 have resulted in substantial incidents of infection, illness and death for health workers across the world.

As of 12 August, the International Council of Nurses (ICN) estimated that health workers had suffered eight percent of all COVID-19 infections worldwide, noting that the WHO estimated the proportion of total infections could be as high as 10 percent. The ICN has called on States to collect “data on healthcare worker infections and deaths to be systematically collected by national governments and held centrally at the WHO.”

Reports from various countries and regions support the conclusion that the COVID-19 pandemic health workers have been disproportionately exposed to infection. For example:

- In South Africa the government indicated that as of 13 August 2020, 27,360 health workers had tested positive for COVID-19, while 240 had died as a result.
- By August 2020, an estimated 72,980 of medical staff in Mexico had been in infected with COVID 19. This is approximately 19 percent of the overall COVID-19 infections. Some 978 health workers had died.
- In the United States it is estimated that as of 17 August 2020 there had been 135,298 health workers have been infected with COVID-19 and 629 have died, but both the number of deaths and cases are likely higher.
- By June 2020, according to data compiled by Anadolu Agency, a total of 12,454 health workers across the Asia-Pacific region had tested positive for the COVID-19 while 171 had died.

---


• In Nigeria, by June 2020, more than 800 health workers had reportedly been infected with COVID-19 because of what the National Association of Resident Doctors of Nigeria called “grossly inadequate” provisions of PPE. The Nigerian Doctors’ Association therefore announced an “indefinite strike” to protest their poor treatment. In neighboring Niger, estimates in June indicated that 19 percent of all COVID-19 infections had afflicted health workers.

• In the United Kingdom, it is estimated that “patient facing” health and social workers accounted for 10 percent of all COVID-19 cases between 26 April 2020 and 7 June 2020.

• In Italy, figures in April 2020 showed nearly 17,000 healthcare workers had been infected, amounting to 10 percent of Italy’s COVID-19 cases at the time.

c) Retaliation against health workers speaking out about poor conditions

Given these dire conditions, health workers around the world began speaking out about the poor conditions faced in their workplaces and heightened risks of COVID-19 transmission. As a result, there have been reports of employers retaliating against healthcare workers for raising concerns:

• On 9 March 2020, in the United States the American Nurses Association (ANA) issued a statement that it was “disturbed about reports of employers retaliating against nurses and other healthcare workers for raising legitimate concerns about their personal safety while caring for patients with COVID-19”, including reports of “intimidation, firing, ostracizing and more.”

• In the United Kingdom, NHS staff were reportedly warned not to make any comments about shortages of protective equipment on social media.

• In China, Dr Li Wenliang, who attempted to raise an alarm among his colleagues about COVID-19 in a Wuhan hospital, was summoned by the Public Security Bureau and instructed to sign a letter accusing him of “making false comments” that had “severely disturbed the social order” and officially threatened to desist from “illegal activity” or he would be “brought to justice.”
d) **Discrimination and Violence against health workers**

Because of COVID-19 related stigma and their increased exposure to COVID-19 transmission, health workers have also increasingly been subjected to a variety of forms of discrimination. The CESCR has noted that States parties should ensure that “a person’s actual or perceived health status is not a barrier to realizing the rights under the Covenant” and should “adopt measures to address widespread stigmatization of persons on the basis of their health status”. 643

Nevertheless, the CESCR further noted that differential treatment will be viewed as discriminatory unless “the justification for differentiation is reasonable and objective”. This includes an assessment as to “whether the aim and effects of the measures or omissions are legitimate, compatible with the nature of the Covenant rights and solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society”. The Committee further stated that there must be “a clear and reasonable relationship of proportionality between the aim sought to be realized and the measures or omissions and their effects”. 644

Despite this, healthcare workers around the world have experienced a range of conduct constituting an impairment to human rights:

- **In Malawi**, healthcare workers were reportedly refused access to public transport, and threatened to be evicted from rented homes or even killed. 645
- **In Mexico**, a number of inhabitants from a town in Mexico reportedly protested outside a public hospital and said they did not want the hospital to treat COVID-19 patients and threatened to burn down the hospital. 646 A nurse was reportedly attacked and taunted by children who shouted “It’s Covid! Stay away from us”. The attack resulted in two broken fingers suffered by the nurse. 647
- **In Japan**, multiple cases of healthcare workers’ children being forced to leave public daycare centers were reported – forcing some workers to stay at home or even to leave the profession. 648
- **In the Philippines**, an ambulance driver was reportedly shot for parking his vehicle in a residential area after transporting medical personnel as he was accused of transferring COVID-19 patients and endangering the lives of people in the community. A nurse who contracted COVID-19 reportedly could not go back to his hometown after his neighbors had petitioned against his return. There were also reports about health workers who were being evicted from their dormitories by landlords or being refused service
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in eateries and prevented from using laundromats and public transport services.649

- In **India**, cases have been reported of healthcare workers facing various forms of discrimination, including with respect to access to housing.650 Videos of healthcare workers being pelted with stones as they are chased away from a locality in India went viral in April 2020.651

- In **South Africa**, healthcare workers, and in particular community health workers tasked with community testing for COVID-19, have reported increased stigma against them reminiscent of the HIV pandemic.652 They have called for increased public education on COVID-19 which has been hampered by lockdown measures. To support health workers, including with respect to strains on their mental health, a targeted hotline for health workers has been set up.653 In July, police used tear gas and stun grenades to disperse health workers who congregated at a government building to protest poor working conditions and lack of access to PPE.654

In several States, assaults and discrimination against health workers were appropriately met with clear denunciations by governments. For example:

- In the **Philippines**, the health department has denounced reports of assaults and discriminatory acts against healthcare workers.655 Local governments in the cities of Manila and Cebu have passed ordinances that prohibit discrimination of and denial of service to people infected with COVID-19, people suspected of having contracted the disease, and healthcare workers. Penalties include fines and imprisonment of up to six months.656

- In **India**, the Union Health Ministry issued an advisory asking people not to discriminate against COVID-19 patients, healthcare workers, sanitary workers and the police who are the front-line responders to this crisis. People have also been advised against spreading fear and panic or targeting health workers and to avoid discriminatively labelling any community or area for the spread of the virus.657

- In **Mexico**, President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador urged people to “to take care of health workers, to respect them, to love them” and indicated “we couldn’t do anything without health workers”.658

---
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2. Recommendations on the healthcare workers’ rights in the context of COVID-19

To ensure protections of the rights to work and health of health workers, States should take measures to:

- Ensure access to all necessary PPE for all health workers without discrimination, including those doing community-based testing.
- Adopt and implement appropriate regulatory measures to require public and private health facilities to minimize the risks of COVID-19 transmission according to evidence-based public health standards.
- Provide public education on COVID-19 to reduce stigma relating to the virus, including against health workers.
- Provide support for healthcare workers to ensure the protection of their physical and mental health throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
- Ensure the protection of health workers right to just and favourable conditions of work during the COVID-19 pandemic, including by regulating and monitoring working hours, conditions and the level of remuneration received by health workers.
- Ensure that health workers who act as whistleblowers relating to healthcare services during the COVID-19 pandemic are not subjected to retaliation, threats, persecution or sanction.
- Protect health workers against discrimination and violence and differential treatment that is not in compliance with the ICESCR and CESCR’s General Comment 20.
- Publicly and clearly condemn and strongly discourage stigma, discrimination and violence against health workers.

G. Sex Workers

All persons, without discrimination, have the right to health and the right to work. The CESCR has explained that, “the right [to work] applies to all workers in all settings”, including informal workers.\(^{659}\) Therefore, even though most sex workers are informal workers, they too are entitled to exercise their right to work. However, since sex work remains unlawful in the vast majority of countries worldwide, albeit to different degrees, sex workers often face great difficulties in enjoying the full human rights protections to which they are entitled, including with respect to the right to health. Indeed, as the CESCR has indicated:

“States parties should take measures to fully protect persons working in the sex industry against all forms of violence, coercion and discrimination. They should ensure that such persons have access to the full range of sexual and reproductive healthcare services.”\(^{660}\)
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\(^{659}\) CESCR, General comment No. 23 (2016) on the right to just and favourable conditions of work (article 7 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights), UN Doc. No. E/C.12/GC/23 (7 April 2016), para. 5, available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/5550a0b14.html. States parties have immediate obligations in relation to the right to work, such as the obligation to “guarantee” that it will be exercised “without discrimination of any kind” (ICESCR art. 2, para. 2) and the obligation “to take steps” (art. 2, para. 1) towards the full realization of article 6”, CESCR, General Comment 18, para 19.

\(^{660}\) CESCR General Comment 22, para 32.
1. COVID-19, the Right to Health and Sex Workers

In its Guidance Note on COVID-19, the OHCHR has noted that the criminalization of sex work can act as a barrier to access health services in the context of COVID-19.661 UNAIDS has stressed that “as sex workers and their clients self-isolate, sex workers are left unprotected, increasingly vulnerable and unable to provide for themselves and their families”.662 In a joint statement with the Global Network of Sex Work Projects, UNAIDS has called on States to ensure “equal protection under the law and access to income support and to health care” for sex workers.663

a) Loss of income and work opportunities

As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown or quarantine measures imposed by State authorities around the world, many sex workers have been forced to forfeit their main or exclusive source of income and livelihood.

Many have also largely been excluded from social relief or support packages implemented by States to compensate for economic hardships resulting from COVID-19.664 As sex workers do not have access to the formal employment sector in most States given the criminalization of sex work, they are also typically excluded from ordinary existing non-COVID-specific social protection schemes.665

- In Thailand, it was reported that up to 200,000 sex workers suddenly lost their jobs when the government ordered the closure of nightlife venues in late March 2020.666 As UNAIDS reported, most citizen and non-citizen sex workers in Thailand “are not eligible for social protection measures” or for the government’s stimulus package provided to informal workers.667

- In South Africa, because sex work is unlawful, sex workers are not eligible to benefit from the Unemployment Insurance Fund. Many of the estimated 158,000 sex workers in the country have therefore reported being unable to earn any money to support themselves and their families.668

Even in countries where sex work is decriminalized to some degree or even legalized, many sex workers have found that they are not entitled to social relief packages or unemployment benefits, or they are afraid to apply for such benefits,
or unemployment benefits made available to them are insufficient for them to be able to make ends meet. For example:

- In **Canada**, many sex workers have been afraid to apply for unemployment benefits because they would have had to register as sex workers for their benefit eligibility to be considered, and they do not believe that it is safe for them register.669
- In **Japan**, sex workers were eligible to apply for aid under certain conditions, but such support ultimately remains insufficient for them to get by.670

As a result of insufficient support measures made available for them, sex workers are increasingly faced with the difficult choice of isolation with no support or working at a risk to their own health, as well as exposing themselves to State sanctions for breaching lockdown measures. While some have been able to move their work online, others are unable to stop in-person services.671

b) **Increased risk of contracting COVID-19 and other health risks**

Sex workers who continue to work in-person are at heightened risk of contracting COVID-19 and sexually transmitted infections. On the one hand, their risk of COVID-19 exposure and contagion is heightened for many sex workers because of their limited access to proper information and knowledge about COVID-19, while, on the other hand, the risk of sexually transmitted infections is greater as a result of their more limited access to essential sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods and services, including condom supplies.672 There have been many reports of interruptions to condom supplies as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.673 A lack of such supplies is likely to significantly increase sex workers’ vulnerability to HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases, as well as COVID-19 virus.674

In addition, in **France**, for example, community health groups have reported that during the pandemic, some sex workers have had to adopt increasingly unsafe working practices in order to eke out a living, including having to acquiesce to risky demands such as unprotected sex.675

A number of civil society groups are also in the process of developing guidelines to protect sex workers from contracting COVID-19 from their clients. In **Thailand**,  
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sex worker advocacy NGOs are trying to develop “Safe Sex Guidelines from COVID-19”. However, these Guidelines are difficult to develop as it remains difficult to strike a balance between sex workers’ need to work and the need for social distancing and other effective hygiene measures.\textsuperscript{676}

c) \textbf{Decreased access to sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods and services}

Some sex workers living with HIV have had their access to essential HIV medication cut as health systems are overwhelmed by COVID-19 patients and have deprioritized these medicines and essential sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods and services.\textsuperscript{677} The WHO has reported that 73 countries are at risk of stock-outs of life-saving antiretroviral treatments as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{678} This has directly impacted on sex workers’ access to necessary health services and treatment.

In \textit{Eswatini}, for example, a sex worker organization reported that, “for those who are on HIV treatment, it is hard to meet their visit days as there is no transport. For prevention commodities, it is hard to reach them.”\textsuperscript{679} Sex workers have therefore struggled to access HIV treatment and services as well as necessary preventative health services to limit transmission of HIV.

Sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods and services, including family planning, contraception and safe abortions, have also been disrupted by COVID-19. In \textit{Thailand}, for example, during the pandemic, half of the healthcare centers that had been providing safe and legal abortion services were either closed or overwhelmed with COVID-related patients. Out of 142 clinics, only 71 were operating during the pandemic and only four provided abortion services for women who were more than 12 weeks into their pregnancies.\textsuperscript{680}

d) \textbf{Homelessness and irregular housing for sex workers}

As a result of financial hardships caused by COVID-19, sex workers in some countries have been rendered homeless, further compounding their risk of COVID-19 contraction:

- In \textit{Mexico}, after the government reportedly shut the hotels where many sex workers lived and worked, they were forced to live on the streets.\textsuperscript{681}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{676} ICJ Telephone Interview, Representatives from Empower Foundation Thailand (24 May 2020).
\textsuperscript{679} UNAIDS, 24 April 2020.
\textsuperscript{680} Prachatai, Revealed that COVID 19 pandemic risks to access to safe abortion (18 May 2020), available at: https://prachatai.com/journal/2020/05/87708 (in Thai)
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• In Germany, after the authorities shut brothels and nightclubs in March 2020, thousands of non-citizen sex workers working in Germany were rendered homeless and could not return home as the borders shut.\textsuperscript{682}

• In Thailand, given their financial constraints during the pandemic, some sex workers were forced to stay in shared accommodation arrangements\textsuperscript{683} and faced greater challenges in maintaining social distancing as it is nearly impossible for them to do so in such shared settings.\textsuperscript{684}

e) Disproportionate impact of lockdown measures

In addition, sex workers have been disproportionately affected by lockdown and quarantine regulations in many countries.\textsuperscript{685} The increased criminalization of activities necessary for many sex workers to undertake their work heightens the risk of harassment by authorities, arrests and detention:

• In Thailand, for example, many sex workers were reportedly arrested for violating night-time COVID-related curfews because of their hours of trade.\textsuperscript{686}

• In South Africa, in April 2020, a homeless sex worker was found dead in a police cell in Cape Town, after she was detained for four days without being afforded the opportunity of bail, apparently in contravention of South African law and lockdown regulations. Though the police alleged the case was suicide, sex worker advocacy groups have called for a full investigation and some have expressed doubt about whether her death was a suicide.\textsuperscript{687}

In general, sex workers have received “intensified abuse” from police officers during lockdown periods resulting from COVID-19.\textsuperscript{688}

2. Recommendations on sex workers’ rights in the context of COVID-19

To ensure the protections of the rights to work and health of sex workers, States should take at least the following measures, many of which UNAIDS has described as “immediate” and “critical”:\textsuperscript{689}

• Engage sex workers and sex work advocacy organizations in developing COVID-19 responses.


\textsuperscript{683} ICJ Telephone Interview, Representatives from SWING Foundation (24 May 2020)

\textsuperscript{684} V Davila, Coronavirus hot spots in Texas homeless shelters highlight challenges unsheltered residents face social distancing, staying clean, Texas Tribune (24 May 2020), available at: https://www.texastribune.org/2020/05/24/texas-homeless-shelters-coronavirus-houston-austin-dallas/


\textsuperscript{686} ICJ Telephone Interview, Representatives from SWING Foundation (24 May 2020)


\textsuperscript{689} UNAIDS, 8 April 2020.
• Ensure that sex workers are included within existing national social protection schemes and COVID-19 relief measures, including income support schemes.
• Provide emergency financial support for sex workers facing destitution, including non-citizens who are unable to access residency-based financial support.
• Immediately end evictions of sex workers and provide access to adequate emergency housing for homeless sex workers.
• Immediately order State authorities, including the police, to refrain from harassing, arresting and detaining sex workers for violations of laws criminalizing sex work, public nuisance and lockdown measures.
• Ensure sex workers consistent access to sexual and reproductive healthcare, goods and services, including contraceptives, abortion services and HIV treatment.
• Ensure that sex workers have ease of access to accurate and regular COVID-19 related health information as well as COVID-19 testing and treatment without any form of discrimination.
VI. ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION

Access to health information is an element of the right to health under the ICESCR. Article 19 (2) of the ICCPR also guarantees the “freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of one’s choice.”

The protection of these rights applies both to online and offline information and expression. The UN Human Rights Council has affirmed that “the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online, in particular freedom of expression which is applicable regardless of frontiers and through any media of one’s choice.” The UN Special Rapporteur and regional rapporteurs with mandates on freedom of expression have further clarified that the right to free expression applies to the internet, and that restrictions are “only acceptable if they comply with established international standards, including that they are provided for by law, and that they are necessary to protect an interest which is recognized under international law.”

In addition, it is often necessary for individuals and groups to have internet access to ensure the protection of other rights including the rights to freedom of association, peaceful assembly, and political participation. The imposition of internet shutdowns may also infringe upon other rights, including the rights to work, education, livelihood and security.

The right to health requires “information accessibility” to all without discrimination of any kind. This information accessibility requirement obliges States to ensure access to health-related education and information and entitles all people to seek, receive and share information and ideas concerning health issues. It also includes abstaining from the enforcement of discriminatory information practices as State policy as well as from “censoring, withholding or intentionally misrepresenting health-related information” and “preventing people’s participation in health-related matters.”
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Access to health information is of even greater importance in the context of a public health emergency such as the COVID-19 pandemic. The CESCR has indicated that information about COVID-19 must be provided by State authorities on a “regular basis, in an accessible format and in all local and indigenous languages.” This is because “accurate and accessible information” is crucial to “reduce the risk of transmission of the virus” and to counter COVID-19-related false information. Affordable internet services and necessary technology allowing for effective information dissemination must also be made available.\(^{698}\)

In a report released in April 2020, within the context of COVID-19, the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression highlighted guidance by the WHO on the rights principles underpinning the need to proactively publish “early, transparent and understandable” information towards protecting the right to health.\(^{699}\)

States have increasingly resorted to contact tracing to inform people about COVID-19 risks in their immediate vicinity. In this regard, the protections afforded by the right to health must be interpreted consistently with other human rights, including the right to privacy under Article 17 of the ICCPR. The UN Human Rights Committee has made clear that the “gathering and holding of personal information on computers, data banks and other devices, whether by public authorities or private individuals or bodies, must be regulated by law.”\(^{700}\) In this regard, personal data includes “health-related data”.\(^{701}\)

### A. Limiting access to information during COVID-19

Article 19 of the ICCPR provides expressly for conditions under which freedom of expression and information may be limited. The test for limitations is narrow as freedom of expression is an “indispensable condition” for the advancement of society, facilitating the evolution and exchange of information and opinions which enable “principles of transparency and accountability” for the promotion and protection of human rights.\(^{702}\)

These rights are related to the enjoyment of other human rights, including the “rights to freedom of assembly and association, and the exercise of the right to vote”.\(^{703}\) Article 19 thus specifically provides for the protection of the right and
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permits restrictions only if they are provided by law and are necessary for limited legitimate state objectives:

“1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.

2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.

3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;

(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals.”

Article 19(3) therefore provides that limitations must conform strictly to the general principles of legality, necessity and proportionality. The UN Human Rights Committee has provided guidance that legality is established when laws:

- Give sufficient clarity and precision to facilitate individuals adjusting their conduct accordingly;
- Provide relevant guidance for persons in charge of enforcement to clearly determine which kinds of expression can be limited and do not grant them “unfettered discretion”; and
- Are not contravention international human rights law or standards.\(^704\)

The test of necessity provides that limitations cannot be justified where other measures which do not infringe upon fundamental freedoms are available to achieve a legitimate aim, while the test of proportionality guides that limitations should be proportionate to their function, not be excessive and be the “least intrusive instrument amongst others to achieve their protective function.”\(^705\)

Comprehensive internet shutdowns are inherently incompatible with international human rights law, as the shutdown of all flows of information can never meet the principles of necessity and proportionality. The UN Human Rights Council has “unequivocally condemned measures to intentionally prevent or disrupt access to or dissemination of information online in violation of international human rights law” and urged all States “to refrain from and cease such measures”.\(^706\)

States have a positive obligation to ensure universal access to the internet, which is derived from their obligation to promote and protect the right to freedom of expression.\(^707\) The denial of an individual’s access to the internet is therefore “a
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punishment (of) extreme measure, which could be justified only where less restrictive measures are not available and where ordered by a court.”

1. Limiting information access during COVID-19

In the specific context of COVID-19, in a recent report, the UN Special Rapporteur for freedom of expression clarified that:

"Internet shutdowns during a pandemic risk the health and life of everyone denied such access – and that of others with whom they come in contact. They are an affront to the right of everyone, especially health-care workers, to access health information. There is no room for limitation of Internet access at the time of a health emergency that affects everyone from the most local to the global level."

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has thus called for “an end to any blanket internet and telecommunication shutdowns and denials of service.” Similarly, the UN Secretary-General highlighted that “leaving no one behind” in the pandemic “means leaving no one offline”, adding that in the COVID-19 context, “connections with loved ones, schools, workplaces, healthcare professionals and essential supplies” enabled by digital technologies are “more important than ever.” An internet shutdown may prevent individuals from accessing medical or other emergency services, contacting their friends or family, and receiving up-to-date and accurate information on necessary health and safety measures. This includes information on COVID-19 itself and government measures responding to COVID-19. In many States, these include lockdown restrictions and social distancing norms which, if transgressed, may carry criminal or other serious sanctions.

Despite these recommendations, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has not led to the lifting of government-imposed internet shutdowns in certain parts of the world. In Indian-administered Jammu and Kashmir, an ongoing internet shutdown which began in August 2019 has disrupted crucial communications between doctors, patients, healthcare providers and patients. This shutdown is reported to have led to preventable deaths, drug shortages and a reduced number of surgeries, with pediatric care and maternity services “among the hardest hit”. Women unable to communicate with health professionals experienced miscarriages and stillborn births. People were also denied life-saving treatment such as chemotherapy and dialysis. In January 2020, the shutdown was partially lifted, and internet access expanded in March 2020. However, ongoing internet restrictions in the region have resulted in low internet speeds, preventing health
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workers from quickly and effectively accessing health guidelines and updated information and research on COVID-19.⁷¹⁶

In Myanmar, ongoing internet restrictions are in place in several townships in Rakhine and Chin states amid continuing conflict between the Myanmar military and the Arakan Army, despite the onset of COVID-19.⁷¹⁷ The shutdown was lifted in Maungdaw township in Rakhine state in early May,⁷¹⁸ but continues in eight other townships. In April 2020, the International Commission of Jurists analyzed the impact of the internet shutdown in Rakhine and Chin states on Myanmar’s obligation to uphold the right to health under the ICESCR and concluded that violations of the right to health had been engendered as a consequence of: ⁷¹⁹

- Denial of access to critical information necessary to prevent infection;
- Hindering of humanitarian agencies to respond effectively;
- Disruption of coordination between humanitarian agencies and health workers;
- Adverse impacts on the distribution of medical goods, food, potable water and sanitation; and
- Limitations on the operation of medical facilities.

Rohingya persons in refugee camps in Bangladesh have suffered similar difficulties since the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission imposed an internet shutdown in September 2019.⁷²⁰

Some States have restricted or altogether or shut down access to news media outlets. This has resulted in large numbers of people being deprived of critical news sources at a time when accurate and independent news coverage is critical to combating COVID-19 and realizing the right to health.

In March 2020, Myanmar’s government ordered major telecommunications service providers to block access to 2,147 websites,⁷²¹ justifying this action as an effort to take down websites spreading “fake news”, adult content, and child sexual abuse content”.⁷²² News media outlets, including Voice of Myanmar, Development Media Group, Narinjara News, Karen News, Mekong News and several Rohingya news sites were among the websites to which access was restricted or blocked.
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blocked, depriving particular communities of their trusted news sources in the midst of a health crisis.\textsuperscript{723}

In the Philippines, the largest news media outlet, ABS-CBN, was forced off-air after the Philippine Congress failed to renew the network’s legislative franchise, which expired on 4 May 2020. In complete disregard of established practice, the Philippines’ National Telecommunications Commission issued an order on 5 May 2020 to ABS-CBN to immediately cease its on-air operations.\textsuperscript{724} The shutdown of the largest news outlet in what appears to be an act of harassment undermines access to health information at a time where trusted news providers remain crucial to combat COVID-19 and ensure the realization of the right to health.\textsuperscript{725}

2. Recommendation on access to information during COVID-19

In order to ensure the protection of the rights to expression, opinion and information, States should take the following measures:

- Ensure the frequent and periodic dissemination of reliable, evidence-based information on COVID-19 and measures relating to combatting exposure to and transmission of the virus.\textsuperscript{726}
- Ensure that all information provided on COVID-19 is accessible to all individuals in languages and formats they can comprehend.
- Ensure that internet services and necessary technology for effective access to information and dissemination are available and affordable to all individuals.
- Refrain from denying access to internet through blanket shutdowns and ensure that any restrictions on access to the internet, are necessary, proportionate and in full compliance with international law.\textsuperscript{727}
- Refrain from censoring, withholding, intentionally misrepresenting COVID-19 related health information and information on measures related to combatting COVID-19.
- Refrain from harassing, persecuting or subjecting individuals to criminal or administrative sanction for exercising their protected rights to free expression, opinion and information including online.
- Refrain from interferences with the media that are non-compliant with article 19 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{728}

B. Containing the spread of false information relating to COVID-19

Dissemination of information pertaining to COVID-19 is essential to mitigate its spread. The obligation to promote the right to health requires States to facilitate

\textsuperscript{725} ICJ, Philippines: order to major media outlet to stop airing violates freedom of expression and access to information (8 May 2020) available at: https://www.icj.org/philippines-order-to-major-media-outlet-to-stop-airing-violates-freedom-of-expression-and-access-to-information/
\textsuperscript{726} See also UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 44.
\textsuperscript{727} Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, A/HRC/38/35 (6 April 2018), paras 65 to 69. See also ICJ Dictating the Internet report, pp. 246 to 249.
\textsuperscript{728} See also UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 62.
educational and informational measures about the right to health and healthcare more generally. Accurate and accessible information can limit transmission of the virus, “protect the population against dangerous disinformation” and combat the “risk of stigmatizing, harmful conduct against vulnerable groups, including those infected by COVID-19.”

1. Laws and measures that are not human rights compliant

States have, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, attempted to regulate what they deem to be false information online relating to COVID-19 either by introducing laws punishing the spread of such information or by fortifying existing content-based laws and regulations enacted prior to COVID-19. Research conducted by the ICJ shows that such measures often criminalize excessively broad categories of expression and constitute blunt and ineffective tools to combat the spread of false information. Common shortcomings in such laws violate the rights to freedom of expression and, where applicable, health. These include:

- Vague and overbroad provisions;
- Severe and disproportionate penalties;
- Inadequate oversight mechanisms; and
- Insufficient remedy or accountability mechanisms.

In Southern Africa, such shortcomings have been evident in laws promulgated by governments in response to the spread of false information online regarding COVID-19.

In South Africa, the government included within lockdown regulations provisions to criminalize publication of any statement made “with the intention to deceive any other person” about COVID-19 or about the infection status of any person or any measure taken by the government “to address COVID-19”. The offence carries a sentence of up to six months’ imprisonment. The law contains vague standards and raises evidentiary and other practical challenges. Within a month of the implementation of these regulations, at least eight people had been arrested in terms of this provision.
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In Eswatini, overbroad regulations ban “spreading rumours or unauthenticated information about COVID-19” or using “print or electronic media” for information on the virus “without the prior permission of the Minister of Health” with a potential penalty of up to five years’ imprisonment.\(^{736}\) These regulations are unclear as to what “authenticated information” entails and serious concerns about requiring ministerial permission to publish information on COVID-19.

In Zimbabwe, government regulations criminalize the publication or communication of “false news” that is “about any public officer, official or enforcement officer involved with enforcing or implementing the national lockdown in his or her capacity as such, or about any private individual that has the effect of prejudicing the state’s enforcement of the national lockdown” with a potential penalty amounting to 20 years’ imprisonment.\(^{737}\) This provision does not even appear to target disinformation on COVID-19, but rather information about a public official or individual, raising serious concerns that the law can and will be wielded by officials to clamp down on criticism of their governance measures to combat COVID-19 transmission.\(^{738}\) The President of Zimbabwe called for a person being prosecuted under this law to be jailed for “at least ... 20 years”\(^{739}\) and he was subsequently remanded in police custody,\(^{740}\) before being granted bail on 30 April after initially being denied bail on 20 April.\(^{741}\)

2. Enforcement of laws that are not human rights compliant

Laws purporting to regulate false information online enacted prior to COVID-19 have been reinforced by some governments as a pretext to suppress protected criticism of governments’ COVID-19 response.

In the Philippines, at least two journalists\(^{742}\) who had reported on COVID-19 and a town mayor and an individual Facebook user who criticized the government’s handling of the health crisis were all subjected to legal action in accordance with a COVID-19-related law enacted in March. The law penalizes the dissemination of “false information” with up to two months’ imprisonment and a fine of up to one million pesos (approximately USD 19,600).\(^{743}\) Local authorities have used the law in combination with the Revised Penal Code, which penalizes anyone who publishes as news “any false news which may endanger the public order, or cause damage to the interest or credit of the State”, to summon at least 12 individuals for social media posts deemed to violate the law.\(^{744}\)
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In Thailand, laws enacted prior to COVID-19 to combat false information online have been used against individuals who express criticism of government measures to curtail the virus. In May, for example, an artist from Phuket province was indicted for alleged violation of article 14(2) of the Computer-related Crimes Act for commenting online about the lack of COVID-19 screening measures at an airport. He has been released on bail but his charge remains active and he is expected to face trial next year.\textsuperscript{745}

Journalists and bloggers across the world have also been targeted by States for carrying out their professional reporting functions amidst the pandemic:

- In Cambodia, Sovann Rithy, the director of an online news site was charged with “incitement to commit a felony” under the Criminal Code for quoting an excerpt from Prime Minister Hun Sen’s speech on his personal Facebook profile.\textsuperscript{746}
- In Tunisia, bloggers Anis Mabrouki and Hajer Awadi were detained following charges of defamation, “insult of state officials” and “causing disturbances to the public” under the Penal Code brought against them for videos they posted on their Facebook accounts. The videos highlighted government corruption and State failures to provide sufficient financial compensation or address food shortages.\textsuperscript{747}
- In Rwanda, bloggers Valentin Muhirwa and David Byiringiro who worked for an online news channel were arrested following their YouTube reporting of allegations of rape against soldiers enforcing government lockdown measures.\textsuperscript{748} They were accused of alleged violation of COVID-19 regulations on food distribution after they had requested authorities for permission to distribute food supplies.\textsuperscript{749}
- In Thailand, the owner of an anonymous investigative Facebook page called “Queen of Spades” was reportedly threatened by the police to be charged with violating the Computer-related Crimes Act, and to have her identity publicly exposed. This threat occurred after she allegedly posted photos showing persons closely linked to a high-profile politician to be involved with illegal exporting of facial masks to buyers in China amid severe domestic shortage of PPE.\textsuperscript{750}

Individuals exercising their right to freedom of expression, opinion and information online have also increasingly been targeted for alleged violation of laws by States:

- In Vietnam, a Facebook user faced charges of alleged “abuse of democratic freedoms” or “anti-State propaganda” under the Penal Code with a maximum of between seven and twelve years in prison for disseminating

\textsuperscript{745} See also ICJ, Philippines: upholding human rights during a state of public health emergency (27 April 2020), available at: https://www.icj.org/philippines-upholding-human-rights-during-a-state-of-public-health-emergency/
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more than 200 articles on Facebook on the outbreak, which had not been made available in State media.\(^{751}\)

- **In Cambodia**, in March, a 14-year-old girl was arrested and questioned for allegedly posting false information online on the virus. She had written about her anxieties relating to COVID-19 cases in her province and school on her social media account.\(^{752}\)

- **In Bangladesh**, in May, cartoonist Ahmed Kabir Kishore and writer Mushtaq Ahmed were jailed under the Digital Security Act for being administrators of a Facebook page where news reports, political cartoons and Facebook statuses relating to COVID-19 were shared.\(^{753}\)

The application of laws enacted purportedly to combat false information about COVID-19 has often resulted in increased risks of violation of the rights to free expression and health. These laws often contravene international law, deter necessary information flows and meaningful debate and legitimate criticism of government policy. They also risk instilling fear and self-censorship amongst individuals, including amongst healthcare professionals, policy makers and the media. Experiences from countries in which COVID-19 transmission has been slowed show that government transparency and accessibility of accurate, consistent and abundant information about COVID-19 is a more effective means of protecting the right to health and combatting the pandemic.

### 3. State actors as purveyors of COVID-19 disinformation

Even as States purport to regulate “fake news” concerning COVID-19, some State officials have peddled COVID-19 disinformation themselves, exacerbating health and security risks and compromising realization of the right to health.

In early June, Brazil’s Health Ministry removed from a government webpage detailed data that showed the evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic in Brazil.\(^{754}\) It decided to only release data on the number of daily deaths instead.\(^{755}\) The decision was reported to have caused substantial public opposition and prompted a legal challenge.\(^{756}\) The Supreme Court of Brazil subsequently ordered the Health Ministry to resume releasing consolidated data on COVID-19 confirmed cases and deaths.
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In **Nicaragua**, the government also appears to have downplayed the spread of the virus in-country.\(^{757}\) Similarly, in **Turkmenistan** and the **Democratic People’s Republic of Korea**, countries with long histories of censorship, the absence of confirmed cases of COVID-19 have triggered speculation of underreporting or data manipulation.\(^{758}\)

Some officials, including Heads of State, have used social media and other platforms to convey false and risky rhetoric about COVID-19:

- **In Brazil**, President Jair Bolsonaro openly questioned the necessity of quarantine measures during COVID-19. He tweeted a video of himself defying the quarantine measures advised by Brazil’s health ministry and the World Health Organization. In another tweet, he insisted on the effectiveness of chloroquine against COVID-19, despite lack of scientific evidence to support the claim.\(^{759}\) Twitter later removed the two tweets and replaced them with a notice explaining why the posts were taken down.\(^{760}\)
- **In Venezuela**, Twitter removed a tweet from President Nicolas Maduro recommending a homemade concoction to purportedly fend off COVID-19. The post contradicts the WHO’s finding that no proven drug had yet been found to prevent or cure the virus.\(^{761}\)
- **In Belarus**, President Alexander Lukashenko stated in a media interview in late March that vodka, hockey and a traditional sauna could cure COVID-19.\(^{762}\)
- **In Nepal**, Prime Minister Oli has repeatedly claimed in Parliament that Nepali’s “better immunity” against COVID-19, because they breathe fresh air and have ginger, garlic and turmeric as integral parts of their daily diet.\(^{763}\)

### 4. Recommendations on disinfection and COVID-19

In order to ensure the protection of the rights to expression, opinion and information, States should take the following measures:
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- Ensure meaningful participation of the public – including civil society representatives, academics, lawyers, technology experts and other independent policy advisers or experts – in the development of any law, regulation or legal framework relating to limitations on the rights to expression and information online.
- Refrain from making, sponsoring, encouraging or disseminating statements which State actors, officials or agencies know or reasonably should know to be false or which demonstrate a reckless disregard for verifiable information.764
- Bring into force regulatory mechanisms and standards to oversee, guide and control the use of online and offline mass media platforms by individual State officials disseminating information on COVID-19, including by designating specific, trusted State officials or agencies to disseminate accurate information on COVID-19, and introducing non-criminal penalty measures for violation of these standards.
- Repeal or amend any law, regulation or legal framework that criminalizes or unduly restricts the rights to expression, opinion and information in compliance with international human rights law.765
- Ensure that any restrictions on online content are narrowly tailored and comply with international human rights law and standards, including due process requirements, legality, necessity and legitimacy.766
- Release all individuals held in detention on criminal charges of alleged violation of laws not in compliance with international human rights law.

C. COVID-19-related surveillance, privacy and health

In an effort to control community transmission of COVID-19 many States767 have used “contact tracing” to track and identify people who have been in contact with a person with COVID-19, a measure which the WHO has indicated may be effective if “systematically applied”.768 Effective contract tracing may strengthen access to health information and protect the right to health. However, contact tracing measures may also raise privacy concerns if they are developed and implemented without:
- Specifying their scope and purpose;
- Providing adequate notice to the persons being traced; and
- Ensuring adequate regulation of the use of information collected.

Failure to ensure rights of individuals with the public health interest in collecting information may violate the right to be free from “non-consensual medical

---

764 UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 44.
765 Id.
766 UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 44.

“the process of identifying, assessing, and managing people who have been exposed to a disease to prevent onward transmission. When systematically applied, contact tracing will break the chains of transmission of an infectious disease and is thus an essential public health tool for controlling infectious disease outbreaks. Contact tracing for COVID-19 requires identifying persons who may have been exposed to COVID-19 and following them up daily for 14 days from the last point of exposure.”
treatment” protected in terms of ICESCR.769 There is also a serious risk that data gathered and stored to combat COVID-19 may be used by governments for issues unrelated to curbing COVID-19.

Governments have therefore been urged to develop contract tracing measures that comply with international human rights law and standards.770 Such measures should be lawful, non-discriminatory, necessary and proportionate to achieving the legitimate aim of realizing the right to health.

1. Contacting tracing and surveillance in the context of COVID-19

China, Hong Kong SAR, Taiwan, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines and South Africa are among countries which have adopted contact tracing in a bid to decrease COVID-19 transmission.771 Contact tracing among these and other countries suffer from data privacy challenges in varying levels, for example:

- **Indonesia** and Vietnam, despite adopting measures that gather and store user data, nonetheless do not have data privacy laws to protect individuals from potential violations of their rights to privacy and security.

- In the **Philippines**, the contact tracing application “StaySafe” poses significant human rights concerns. StaySafe was not vetted by the National Privacy Commission before its launch772 and includes functionalities which reach beyond what is necessary to identify COVID-19 carriers. The privacy notice provided, for example, is “confusing” for the majority of users,773 StaySafe’s website allows various government units and agencies, companies, and other organizations that are not tasked with contact tracing to request access to the system and see political constituents and employees’ data; and personal data may be retained for “as long as necessary”.774 This raises significant risks about how data gleaned from the contact tracing app may be used, retained and shared by State or non-State actors in violation of individuals’ privacy and security.

- In **South Africa**, the Tracing Database created and implemented has “built-in privacy protections” including the appointment of “Designated Judge” to receive weekly reports on the location and movements information.775 This judge is empowered “to give directions as to any further steps to be taken to protect the right to privacy of those persons whose data has been collected, which directions must be complied with”.776 Information on the
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Tracking Database may be shared with enforcement officers to assist in enforcing legal regulations criminalizing failure to accept treatment and quarantine, in potential violation of not only the right to privacy of individuals, but their rights to security and bodily integrity. Concern has also been raised that the safeguards provided do not involve civil society or medical professional structures.\textsuperscript{777}

Some States have imposed criminal penalties for failure to comply with COVID-19-related surveillance measures, which raise risks of violation of the rights to security and bodily integrity, especially where such surveillance measures are not implemented in a human rights-compliant manner, subject to independent and effective oversight or provide effective remedial or accountability mechanisms in cases of alleged violation.

- In Hong Kong, new arrivals are ordered to wear a mandatory quarantine wristband as the new arrival undergoes a 14-day quarantine. People who fail to comply face a six-month jail time and a fine.\textsuperscript{778}
- In Singapore, if people who do not assist in contract tracing, or similar COVID-19 related tracing or tracking measures to contain the virus may face prosecution under Singapore’s Infectious Diseases Act.\textsuperscript{779}

States should refrain from criminalizing COVID-19 transmission or exposure. Prosecution and attribution of criminal intent or liability for COVID-19 transmission or exposure raises significant human rights concerns and undermines public health by deterring individuals from seeking COVID-19 treatment and services.\textsuperscript{780} States should therefore concentrate efforts on enacting effective, evidence- and rights-based interventions to COVID-19 responses, reverting to more coercive measures only as a last resort, coupled with due process safeguards to ensure compliance with international law.\textsuperscript{781}

2. Recommendations on surveillance, privacy and health

In order to ensure the protection of the rights to expression, opinion and information and privacy, States should take the following measures:

- Ensure any authorization of surveillance is regulated by precise and publicly accessible legal frameworks.\textsuperscript{782}
- Where contracting tracing systems are implemented, ensure regulatory safeguards to guarantee privacy and data protection in accordance with legal regulations.\textsuperscript{783} These safeguards should include:
  - Assessing digital tools for contract tracing before they are used to ensure safeguarding of data;\textsuperscript{784}

\textsuperscript{777} Id.
\textsuperscript{782} UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 57.
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o Rigorous documentation detailing utilization of surveillance information and data for legitimate public health purposes;\textsuperscript{785}
o Strict privacy protections to protect against disclosure of all personal data to any person not authorized for public health purposes;\textsuperscript{786}
o Express exclusions of specific personal data from collection, such as the content of a person’s communications;
o Safeguards against any State or non-State actor misusing personal data, including for purposes not related to public health;\textsuperscript{787}
o Safeguards to ensure State or non-State actors involved in data collection can clearly demonstrate the anonymization of data collected;\textsuperscript{788}
o Regulatory mechanisms which clearly and transparently require all State or non-State actors involved in contact tracing to adhere to the ethical principles of handling personal information, to ensure responsible data management and respect for privacy throughout the process;\textsuperscript{789} and
o Information about how personal data and information collected in surveillance and tracing measures will be handled, stored, disseminated and used by State and non-State authorities should be communicated in a clear, transparent, regular and accessible manner.

\textsuperscript{785} UNSR FoE report, April 2020, para 57.
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VII. RIGHT TO HEALTH AND INTERRELATED ESCR: HOUSING, WATER AND FOOD

Article 12(2)(c) of ICESCR guarantees the right to the “prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases”. The CESCR has indicated that the realization of this right requires, amongst other things, “promotion of social determinants of good health”. Consistently with this approach, and acknowledging the direct connection between the protection of the right to health and the realization other ESCR, States are required to secure access to food, water, housing and sanitation as core obligations in terms of the right to health.

In the execution of their duties to respect, protect and fulfil the right to health during COVID-19 states are therefore legally obliged to also make provision for the “social determinants of health” by respecting, protecting and fulfilling other rights, including the rights to adequate housing, food, water and sanitation. These are both self-standing rights and aspects of the right to health itself.

According to World Health Organization (WHO), the social determinants of health may be defined as:

“the conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and the wider set of forces and systems shaping the conditions of daily life. These forces and systems include economic policies and systems, development agendas, social norms, social policies and political systems.”

The WHO therefore recognizes that lack of access to the social determinants of health contribute significantly to health inequities within and between countries.

Many of the “social determinants of health”, including, as examples, housing, water, sanitation, education, nutrition and poverty, impact on health outcomes for those vulnerable to COVID-19 transmission. Persons having difficulty accessing and enjoying the benefit of these social determinants of health, will also often be more likely to experience “co-morbidities” which increase the chances of sickness and death from COVID-19.

For instance, homeless persons and people living in informal settlements are at higher risk of transmission of infectious diseases including COVID-19, as they often lack access to housing, water and sanitation facilities and may well find recommended “physical distancing” or “social distancing” measures difficult or impossible to implement. Improving protection of the rights to adequate housing, food, water and sanitation facilities therefore reduces the possibility and likelihood of transmission of COVID-19. As such “social determinants of health must be included as part of pandemic research priorities, public health goals, and
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792 World Health Organization, Social Determinants of Health, available at: https://www.who.int/sd/.
793 One common definition of “co-morbidity” is: “Any distinct additional entity that has existed or may occur during the clinical course of a patient who has the index disease under study.” Cited in J Valderas et al, Defining Comorbidity: Implications for Understanding Health and Health Services, (July 2009) The Annals of Family Medicine 7(4):357-63.
policy implementation”. As UN Special Rapporteur on Health emphasized in a statement on COVID-19:

“Physical distancing and other measures being used to curtail the spread of COVID-19 are inadequate if other crucial elements such as adequate housing, safe drinking water and sanitation, food, social security, and protection from violence are ignored... Binding obligations grounded on the right to health framework oblige States to look at the broader social response in the fight against COVID-19... Looking at the broader social response will not only make COVID-19 measures fairer, but also more efficient, effective and transparent.”

A. Water and Sanitation

The right to water is protected under international human rights law, including ICESCR. The right to water is a right to access a variety of goods, services, and facilities, including potable water and sanitation. The former UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Right to Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation developed guidance for States on their obligations in terms of this right. The CEDAW, CRC, CRPD and CERD all recognize the dependence of realization of other rights such as housing and food on the availability of water and sanitation.

1. The Rights to Water and Sanitation in the context of COVID-19

The CESCR has reminded States that persons who lack access to “adequate access to water, soap or sanitizer” are rendered more vulnerable to COVID-19. It has therefore called on States to dedicate resources to “housing, food, water and sanitation systems” to effectively counter COVID-19. Giving specific content to the rights to water and health in the COVID-19 context, the CESCR also reminded States that they have an obligation to ensure “provision of water, soap and sanitizer to communities that lack them” on a continuous basis.

A number of Special Procedures of the UN Human Rights Council have also given additional guidance. Eleven such UN experts have called for policies that ensure continuous access to water and sanitation. Acknowledging that adequate water is “unavailable to the 2.2 billion persons who have no access to safe water

---
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services”, well of over a quarter of the world’s current population, they made the following calls:808

1. **Cessation of Water Cuts**: that States “immediately prohibit waters cuts to those who cannot pay water bills”;

2. **Provision of Free Water**: that States “provide water free of cost for the duration of the crisis” to wide range of people including “people in poverty” and those affected by COVID-19 related “economic hardship”;

3. **Public/Private Providers**: that States ensure both public and private providers of water are “enforced to comply” with measures set out in 1 and 2; and

4. **Protection of Persons from Vulnerable groups**: that States take measures to protect those vulnerable to COVID-19 including people “who are homeless, rural populations, women, children, older persons, people with disabilities, migrants, refugees”.

The CESCR’s General Comment 15 on “The Right to Water” clarifies the scope and content of the right to water, including minimum core obligations.809 It has explained that the right to water as “one of the most fundamental conditions for survival”,810 and has clarified that states must prioritize access to water resources for preventing “starvation and disease”.811

With respect to the right to sanitation it has noted, “ensuring that everyone has access to adequate sanitation is not only fundamental for human dignity and privacy but is one of the principal mechanisms for protecting the quality of drinking water supplies and resources.”812 The right to sanitation is therefore at very least a component part of the rights to water, housing and health. The core obligations of States relating to access to water, emanating both from the rights to health and water, are summarized in Graph 2 below.

---
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It is evident that there is an immediate obligation on States to take any necessary measures to “prevent, treat and control diseases linked to water” by ensuring access to water and sanitation. COVID-19 is undoubtedly a disease “linked to water”. In this regard both water and sanitation systems, services and facilities must be available, accessible, affordable, acceptable and of good quality. This requires physical and economic accessibility without discrimination of any kind and in keeping with privacy and human dignity.

At the regional level, Article 20 of the Social Charter of the Americas recognizes that “water is fundamental for life and central to socioeconomic development and environmental sustainability.” In addition, States must “ensure access to safe drinking water and sanitation services for present and future generations”. The Inter-American Court has established that the right to water must be guaranteed as a part of other human rights, such as the right to food, right to a healthy environment, and the right to health. The Court has specifically acknowledged that the lack of water in proper quantity and quality creates a risk for the health of communities.

The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has also affirmed that the right to water is implicit in rights protected under ACHPR, including the
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rights to life, dignity and, importantly, health. The Commission acknowledged, in the face of COVID-19, that many individuals and communities “do not have access to water which is essential in maintaining good hygiene as a preventive COVID-19 measure”. It therefore indicated that States must, “as a part of the right health,” ensure “access to preventive cleaning products and protective materials at affordable prices and with free provision for those having no capacity to pay and no access to clean water and sanitation”. It also called on States and private actors alike to take measures to alleviate the impact on human rights of, among other things, “water bills”. 

In Ethiopia, more than 62 million people live without basic access to safe drinking water, meaning that only 42 per cent of the population has access to clean water. In rural areas of the country, these figures are even lower. About 31 per cent of Ethiopian population (32 million) rely on unsafe water for their daily needs, while another 28 per cent have “limited access”. Because many of those who do have access to water use shared standpipes and toilets attempts to access water “can constitute a channel of transmission.” More money must be invested in water and sanitation services as well as public health messaging to address these threats during COVID-19 and beyond. Water access has also been adversely affected by other serious health epidemics including cholera, measles, polio, malaria and chikungunya.

In India approximately one billion people live with physical water scarcity and approximately 44 percent of people have access to piped water. Access is also more scarce in rural areas and more than one-third of the water consumed by rural populations is contaminated. Poorer households in India often depend on public water sources such as public taps and wells at a significant distance from their homes. Sanitation facilities are also often shared, and community toilets lack reliable water supply.

Even where some water is available, it is often accessible infrequently or intermittently, in low quantities and for short durations. Given the limited supply of water, the household priority is often cooking food and drinking water, at the

---


expense of hand washing and other hygiene measures essential for halting the transmission of COVID-19. The Indian Government has failed to execute national level laws, policies or adequate emergency measures to meet the water requirements of all people in India to mitigate the risk of transmission of COVID-19.

2. Recommendations on the rights to water and sanitation

To ensure that the rights to water and health of are realized in the context of COVID-19 States should take measures including the following:

- Providing emergency water access free of charge to people living in poverty.
- Providing public hand-washing facilities, soap and hand sanitizer on a continuous basis during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- Instituting immediate prohibitions on water disconnections for those who cannot afford to pay water bills whether their water is provided by public or private service providers.
- Developing policies allowing for continuous access to water and sanitation, with particular focus on persons from marginalized or disadvantaged groups without discrimination. Such groups include in particular: people living in informal settlements; homeless persons; people living in rural areas; women; children; older persons; persons with disabilities; non-citizens; and LGBTQI persons.
- Urgently enacting and implementing legally enforceable policies and strategies on the provision of emergency water in all water-scarce areas for all people during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- Creating and ensuring the effective operation of water supply helplines for effective and prompt redress of grievances and responses to emergency water needs.
- Establishing independent monitoring mechanisms, with effective participation by community members and civil society organizations, state human rights institutions.
- Providing regular, accurate, evidence-based information on the spread of COVID-19 to the general public (including via public television and radio) on hygiene measures that are effective in curbing the spread of COVID-19.

B. Housing

The right to adequate housing is protected under international human rights law, including under the ICESCR. The CESCR has clarified that the right to adequate housing is not merely a right to basic shelter but a “right to live somewhere in security, peace and dignity”. The right to housing includes the following: legal security of tenure; access to services materials, facilities and infrastructure; affordability; habitability; accessibility; location; and cultural adequacy.
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The right to housing is also interrelated with the right to life, protected under article 6 of the ICCPR. In this connection, the UN Human Rights Committee has affirmed that States must take appropriate measures to address homelessness in order to ensure the conditions necessary for a dignified life.\textsuperscript{836} The CESCR has indicated “any significant number of individuals is deprived of ... basic shelter and housing... is failing to discharge its obligations under the Covenant”.\textsuperscript{837} It has clarified the positive obligations of States to prevent and address homelessness. These include an obligation to assess the extent of homelessness and inadequate housing and to prioritize those who are disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{838} The UN Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing has set out clear obligations in regard to homelessness.\textsuperscript{839}

CESCR has also more generally set out detailed requirements, which, if not fulfilled will render evictions unlawful.\textsuperscript{840} For an eviction to be lawful, it needs to fulfil certain requirements, which include, at the very minimum:\textsuperscript{841} genuine consultation; adequate notice, adequate information; government presence; appropriate conditions; and legal remedies.

1. The right to housing in the context of COVID-19

From early on in the COVID-19 pandemic, the WHO has urged people to “stay at home” to combat the virus. Many States implemented this advice measures such as quarantines, “lockdowns” and curfews which restrict people’s movement outside of their homes. These measures have been taken to prevent COVID-19 transmission and protect public health thereby contributing to the fulfilment of States obligations to realize the right to health.

However, as the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Housing has noted: “It’s impossible to stay home when you don’t have one”.\textsuperscript{842} An estimated 150 million people worldwide, some two percent of the global populations, are homeless and approximately 1.6 billion (over 20 percent) are estimated to lack adequate housing.\textsuperscript{843} The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Housing has produced a series of “Guidance Notes” for States relating to the realization of the right to housing during COVID-19.\textsuperscript{844}

Describing housing as “the front line defense against the coronavirus”, the Special Rapporteur expressed concern about access to housing for homeless persons and
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those living in emergency shelters and informal settlements. She therefore called on States to “at a minimum”:  

- Ensure protection of those living in homelessness or grossly inadequate housing;  
- Cease all evictions;  
- Provide emergency housing with services for those who must isolate;  
- Ensure that “containment measures” such as curfews do no result in “punishment of anyone based on housing status”; and  
- Provide access to adequate housing through “extraordinary measures” including by “using vacant and abandoned units and available short-term rentals”.

In a follow up statement in August 2020, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Housing noted “alarm” at a “global increase in forced evictions” during the COVID-19 pandemic. Reiterating the need for a moratorium on evictions, he condemned largescale eviction in Kenya, Haiti and Brazil in particular, adding that “losing your home during this pandemic could mean losing your life.”

In its statement on COVID-19 and ESCR, CESCR too indicated that States should consider “imposing a moratorium on evictions or mortgage bond foreclosures against people’s homes during the pandemic”.

Importantly for the COVID 19 context, “an adequate house must contain certain facilities essential for health” including water and sanitation. It must also provide inhabitants with “adequate space” and protect against “cold, damp, heat, rain, wind or other threats to health, structural hazards, and disease vectors”. The core obligations in terms of the right to housing are summarized in Graph 3 below. They include protection and provision of, at very least, “basic shelter and housing.”
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In Kenya, despite court orders aimed at restraining authorities from conducting their eviction, 8000 persons were reported to have been forcibly evicted from their homes, with little advanced warning. They were not provided with food, temporary shelter, access to water and sanitation or compensation.\(^{851}\) This remained the case for some of those evicted weeks after the evictions took place.\(^{852}\) The UN Special Rapporteur on adequate housing and the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders condemned these evictions as constituting violations of the right to housing but also as exacerbating the potential impact of COVID-19 “on the rights to health and life of thousands of Kenyans”.\(^{853}\)

In China, the COVID-19 pandemic has allegedly resulted in “xenophobic” and discriminatory treatment of African residents.\(^{854}\) Africans in Guangzhou, for example, were reportedly evicted from their apartments by landlords and been repeatedly compelled to take COVID-19 tests.\(^{855}\) Landlords and hotels in the province were said to have been instructed to turn away Africans seeking accommodation, resulting in increased homelessness among Africans living in Guangzhou with many “sleeping on the street”.\(^{856}\) Such conditions increase the


risk of transmission of COVID-19, which is compounded by the reported refusal of entry of some Africans to hospitals.857

In the United States, some 24 percent of persons were reportedly unable to make their rent payments in April, with this increasing to 31 percent in May and decreasing marginally to 30 percent in June.858 Some experts predicted an “avalanche of evictions across the country”859 with people being “forced to put themselves at extraordinary health risk only to show up to court and get evicted”.860 The federally mandated ban on evictions which applies to roughly 25 percent of renters in the USA expired on July 25 2020, while moratoria on evictions for tenants living in private properties varies from state to state and many expired at the end of June 2020.861

In India, a ban on evictions of “labourers and students” is insufficiently broad, and has apparently not generally been enforceable as 90 percent of rent agreements are without a written contract.862 Individuals and groups, particularly healthcare workers, Muslim persons and persons from North East, continue to be vulnerable to evictions as a result of religious and ethnicity-based discrimination and other prejudice based on fear of COVID-19 transmission.

Moreover, informal settlements in India commonly lack basic amenities such as water, sanitation and cooking facilities.863 Lockdown measures implemented restricted people from leaving their homes.864 Many of those who stayed in their cities of work – by choice or compulsion – continue to live in inadequate housing. Many have lost their existing housing and have been forced into shelter homes. In addition, some 600,000 internal migrant workers who attempted to return to their home towns, some travelling hundreds of kilometers on foot, were required by a Government Order to abandon their efforts and quarantine in government shelter homes.865 Many shelter homes lacked adequate space, sanitation facilities and proper hygiene measures and thus risk increased transmission of COVID-19.866
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In South Africa, despite lockdown regulations prohibiting the exception of eviction orders in all but the most exceptional circumstances, evictions and demolitions, sometimes using excessive force, continued to be executed across the country.867 One in case this led to a judge the Court describing an eviction executed as “inhumane”, “heartless” and done with “scant regard to his safety, security and health particularly in light of the Covid-19 health pandemic”.868 In another incident, video footage captured the eviction of a man from his home and its subsequent demolition while he was naked and taking a bath.869 Litigation initiated by the South African Human Rights Commission led to the High Court interdicting further evictions without court orders in the City of Cape Town, and requiring compensation to be paid to individuals whose belongings were lost in unlawful evictions.870

2. Recommendations on the Right to Housing

To ensure that the rights to housing and health of are realized in the context of COVID-19 States should take measures including the following:

- Declaring a general ban or moratorium on evictions and the execution of eviction orders until the end of the COVID-19 pandemic and for a reasonable period of time thereafter. Failure to make rent or mortgage payments alone cannot justify evictions in context of COVID-19. Any exceptions to such a general ban should clearly detailed in legal regulations, compliant with international human rights law and standards and permitted only by an order of court having considered the full impact on the human rights of those evicted in the specific context of COVID-19.

- Providing necessary resources to monitor and prevent forced evictions executed and initiated by both public and private actors.871

- Providing for strict compliance with international human rights law and standards prohibiting forced evictions, if and when eviction proceedings resume.

- Ensuring that no eviction leads to homelessness, by making provision for temporary alternative accommodation which comply with the standards on the right to adequate housing.

- Ensuring access to justice for persons who are facing the possibility of eviction, irrespective of their legal status.872 No eviction should proceed without a court order by a judge having considered the right to housing of those who are facing evictions and considered all relevant circumstances and all alternative options in specific context of COVID-19.
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• Ensuring the provisions of adequate, affordable and proximate supplies of hygienic water and sanitation facilities for all housing including in informal settlements.873
• Ensuring that women, children and others who are forced to leave their homes as a result of domestic violence are provided adequate and safe alternate accommodation with access to water, sanitation, food, social supports, health services and testing for COVID-19.874
• Prohibiting, preventing and effectively addressing discrimination against homeless persons based on their housing status and their inability to comply with COVID-19 response measures, including lockdown restrictions.875
• Ensuring that existing essential services such as water, electricity, heating, telecommunications and internet are not suspended due to lack of payment of rent or mortgage during the COVID-19 pandemic and for a reasonable time thereafter”.876
• Where possible, providing effective support and relief to owners and landlords to compensate for losses endured as a result of State measures prohibiting evictions.

C. Food

The right to food is protected under international human rights law, including Article 11 of ICESCR. It is indivisibly linked to the inherent dignity of the human person and is indispensable for the fulfillment of other human rights.877

The UN Guiding Principles on extreme poverty and human rights, adopted by the UN Human Rights Council, provide that States should “[e]nsure effective distribution mechanisms that recognize market shortcomings to make adequate food physically and economically accessible to persons living in poverty”.878

The right to food protects a right to food which covers a person’s dietary and nutritional needs; is free from adverse substances; is culturally acceptable; is available; and is economically and physically accessible without discrimination.879

The core obligations in terms of the right to housing are summarized in Table 4 below.

1. The Right to Food in the context of COVID-19

In its statement on COVID-19 and ESCR, the CESCR indicated that under the ICESCR States have an obligation to adopt of various measures to ensure an adequate standard of living for all people, including their ability to access sufficient food. Key recommendations in this regard include that States take measures:

---
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877 UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General Comment No. 12: The Right to Adequate Food (art. 11 of the Covenant) 12 May 1999, para 4.
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• **Provide Social Relief:** Providing social relief and income-support programmes to “ensure food and income security to all those in need”;
• **Prevent Profiteering:** Enacting regulatory measures to “prevent profiteering on foodstuffs, hygiene products and essential medicines and supplies”;
• **Lifting of VAT:** Lifting of “value added tax” on foodstuffs, hygiene products and essential medicines and supplies;
• **Subsidizing essential food:** Subsidizing the costs of “essential foodstuffs and hygiene products to ensure that they are affordable to the poor”; and
• **Border Measures:** Ensuring that border measures, including closures, “do not hinder the flow of necessary and essential goods, particular staple foods and health equipment”.

Some of these measures also flow from the obligations of States in terms of the right to social security, although this right is not treated in this report.

![Diagram of the Right to Food and Health](image)

**Graph 4.** Source: own elaboration.

COVID-19 has generally disrupted global food supply, caused economic destruction and devastated the ability of people across the world to access and afford food. The number of people at risk of going hungry has doubled to at least 265 million in 2020, despite the fact that experts agree there should be enough food to feed the world this year. Even among those who can access food, many will not be able to afford food owing to the economic hardships caused by and

---


government responses to COVID-19 sometimes limiting economic opportunities to people living in poverty.\textsuperscript{882}

Overall, the UN World Food Programme acknowledges “growing evidence that the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic continues to deepen existing hunger amongst vulnerable populations”. It notes that “constrained access to food is worsening food insecurity” and that COVID-19 is “exacerbating pre-existing regional crises” which may lead to “unprecedented levels of hunger in 2020/2021”.\textsuperscript{883}

In **South Africa**, desperation for food during lockdown reportedly led to protests involving looting.\textsuperscript{884} Thousands of people were been forced to queue for food parcels in the absence of other means to procure food during the lockdown.\textsuperscript{885} Such congested queues increase risks of COVID-19 transmission, and at least one major food distribution centre was forced to close after a staff member tested positive for COVID-19.\textsuperscript{886}

In **Honduras** peaceful protests for food, medicine and water were reportedly met with severe repression by security forces.\textsuperscript{887} Human rights defenders in Honduras have particularly come under attack in the context of emergency measures taken to combat COVID-19.\textsuperscript{888} The adverse impact of COVID-19 has been compounded by the dire state of Honduras’ public health system.\textsuperscript{889}

In **Malaysia** food aid provided by the government to indigenous persons has been inadequate, requiring significant intervention by NGOs to ensure that households receive adequate food.\textsuperscript{890} Some indigenous persons have reported decided to “flee into forests” both to evade COVID-19 transmission and in search of food in the absence of sufficient income or support.\textsuperscript{891} NGOs were initially prohibited from providing food aid, resulting in the closure of soup kitchens across the country, although this prohibition has since been lifted. Despite government-provided food assistance LGBTQ persons have sometimes been denied access to such food.\textsuperscript{892}

---


\textsuperscript{892} V Pillai, The Trans Women at the Frontline, available at: https://www.queerlapis.com/the-trans-women-at-the-frontline/.
In **Pakistan** despite some legal protection and public support from some leaders, all LGBTQ persons have experienced significant vulnerability during lockdown periods. Transgender persons struggled to access food aid, which was made dependent on verification based on the national identification card, which many do not have. This problem was compounded by the closing of shrines during lockdown – sometimes a key source of food for transgender persons. Moreover, transgender persons, many of whom work as informal workers, have faced a severe loss of livelihood as lockdown measures have prevented many informal workers from earning a living.

In **India** informal sector workers and many others who ordinarily survive on meager and unreliable daily wages, reportedly lost access to a regular income because of lockdown measures. Government authorities announced lockdown measures with only four hours’ notice. Significant bottlenecks in the food distribution system have been experienced in the transportation of food which has led to disruptions in the domestic food supply chain. This has contributed to a proliferation of hunger and even starvation despite the fact that in 2020, the Government held three times the buffer stock of food than it required. One source records 216 deaths as a result of “starvation and financial distress”.

Structural flaws preventing access to food for people living in poverty, including lack of ration cards and lack of inter-state portability of ration cards, persist. Despite relief packages provided by the government more than 100 million low-income persons who should qualify for ration cards but have been unable to obtain them, have been unable to access food grains through the food public distribution system. Moreover, many that did not qualify for subsidized food in the past are now likely to require food subsidies, as food insecurity has increased substantially in light of COVID-19 leading to massive loss of livelihood. A number of people


902 Finance Minister announces short term and long-term measures for supporting the poor, including migrants, farmers, tiny businesses and street vendors (14 May 2020), available at: https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1623862: The Indian Public Food Distribution System (PDS) is the largest food distribution welfare programme in the world. The Public Distribution System (PDS) facilitates the supply of food grains and distribution of essential commodities to a large number of poor people through a network of Fair Price Shops at a subsidized price on a recurring basis. It has a network of more than 4 lakh Fair Price Shops. See Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution: http://pods.nic.in.

trying to access food from community kitchens that have sprung have allegedly been harassed and beaten by the police.  

2. Recommendations on the Right to Food

To ensure that the rights to food and health of are realized in the context of COVID-19 States should take measures including the following:

- Provide immediate access to food for all people who cannot afford to meet their daily nutritional needs themselves.
- Ensure that all food banks and distribution centres comply with WHO hygiene and physical distancing recommendations, including by as far as possible ensuring decentralized food delivery including on-site support and home delivery.  
- Address the minimum essential nutritional needs of all persons to the maximum of their available resources, including through use of its existing buffer food stock, or other appropriate mechanisms.
- Adopt and implement targeted measures to ensure food and income support particularly to persons from disadvantaged and marginalized groups and ensure non-discrimination in access to food for all persons.
- Adopt regulations to prevent and overpricing of food by supermarkets and other businesses trading in food.
- Ensure that informal food traders are permitted to continue operating as essential services even during the implementation of COVID-19 lockdown measures.
- Lift or reduce by as much as possible Value Added Tax on food essential food items during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- Subsidize the cost of essential food so that it is affordable for all persons regardless of their employment situation.
- Ensure that any border closures do not impact the flow of food and health equipment to other countries and that where such restrictions are strictly necessary for a legitimate purpose, they must be proportionate and take into account the obligation to provide for access to food.
- Act swiftly to remedy supply chain disruptions in provision of food and ensure dissemination of information about the availability of essential services such as community kitchens and fair price shops.

904 M Sehgal, Coronavirus lockdown in Chandigarh: Daily wage workers are surviving on donated food, (2 April 2020).
907 CESCR COVID-19 Statement, para 15.
908 Id, para 17.
909 Id, para 20.
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